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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

THE EFFECTS OF SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS, REFERENCE
COMMAND, AND COMMAND-FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES ON
HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP CONTROL BEHAVIOR
Humans learn to interact with many complex physical systems. For example, humans learn to fly aircraft, operate drones, and drive automobiles. We present results
from human-in-the-loop (HITL) experiments, where human subjects interact with
dynamic systems while performing command-following tasks multiple times over a
one-week period. We use a new subsystem identification (SSID) algorithm to estimate the control strategies (feedforward, feedforward delay, feedback, and feedback
delay) that human subjects use during their trials. We use experimental and SSID
results to examine the effects of system characteristics (e.g., system zeros, relative
degree, system order, phase lag, time delay), reference command, and commandfollowing objectives on humans command-following performance and on the control
strategies that the humans learn. Results suggest that nonminimum-phase zeros,
relative degree, phase lag, and time delay tend to make dynamic systems difficult
for human to control. Subjects can generalize their control strategies from one task
to another and use prediction of the reference command to improve their commandfollowing performance. However, this dissertation also provides evidence that humans
can learn to improve performance without prediction.
This dissertation also presents a new SSID algorithm to model the control strategies that human subjects use in HITL experiments where they interact with dynamic
systems. This SSID algorithm uses a two-candidate-pool multi-convex-optimization
approach to identify feedback-and-feedforward subsystems with time delay that are
interconnected in closed loop with a known subsystem. This SSID method is used to
analyze the human control behavior in the HITL experiments discussed above.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Humans interact with many systems from simple to complex ones on a daily basis.
For example, humans flying airplanes, driving automobiles, and riding skateboards.
These interactive systems are referred to as human-in-the-loop (HITL) systems. One
example of an HITL system is an automobile with driver assistance. The driverassistance system take appropriate actions when needed to ensure the driver’s safety
or provide beneficial features such as active cruise control. Another example of an
HITL system is a flight simulator. A flight simulator provides the opportunity of
measuring the workload imposed on the pilot when performing a specific task. A last
example is motor rehabilitation, which refers to devices that help disabled people, or
those who suffer from a disorder or injury that limits their physical movements.
Studying human learning can improve our understanding of HITL systems, provide
insights into human factors for design, and lead to more advanced HITL systems.
To obtain these insights, we need an improved understanding of the strategies that
humans use to control the dynamic systems, the effects of system characteristics on
the learning process, and how humans perform different tasks. This raise several
questions: (Q1) How do humans learn to control dynamic systems? (Q2) What
control strategies do humans learn? Humans usually need practice to learn to interact
with a dynamic system. The amount of practice depends on the difficulty of the
system and its characteristics. (Q3) What characteristics make a dynamic system
difficult for humans to control? (Q4) What are the effects of time delay on learning
process? Another point is that humans learn to perform different tasks. This raises
another question: (Q5) Can humans generalize a control strategy from one task
to another? A control strategy generalizes if it can be learned in one situation and
effectively transferred to another situation. Moreover, while practicing the same task,
a person uses the ability of prediction to improve the learning process. But what if
this ability is limited? (Q6) Can humans learn without prediction? Finally, humans
perform a wide variety of tasks. Thus, we are motivated to understand: (Q7) What
are the effects of tasks that have relaxed control objectives (i.e., tasks that do not
have the objective of perfect command following)? By addressing questions (Q1) to
(Q7), we will improve our understanding of human factors for design. This will not
only improve HITL technologies, but may also lead to methods for enhanced learning,
which may lead to technologies that accelerate the learning process.

1

1.2 Human Learning and Human-in-the-Loop Systems
Humans learn to control a wide range of dynamic systems; however, the strategies
used by humans to control these systems are unclear [1]. The internal model hypothesis (IMH) of neuroscience proposes that the central nervous system constructs
models of the body and the physical world, and these models are continually updated
and used for control [2, 3].
HITL control behavior and human learning have been studied in a variety of experiments [4–23]. For example, subjects in [6] are asked to grasp and move a robotic
manipulator between two points in a horizontal plane; however, the robotic manipulator is actuated by velocity-dependent forces. These forces initially cause subjects’
hand motions to deviate from a straight line. After practice, the subjects adjust to
the forces and are able to move the manipulator in a straight line. However, when the
force is subsequently removed, the subjects deviate from the straight line in a manner
that mirrors the initial deviations. Results suggest that in a reaching movement, the
central nervous system (CNS) uses the error caused by the deviations of the hand
from the desired trajectory (i.e., straight line) to gradually update the internal model
to approximate the dynamics of the hand. Results provide evidence that supports
the presence of a desired trajectory and that CNS use internal models to achieve the
desired performance.
In [21], fifteen human subjects are instructed to grasp a manipulandum by using
a precision grip. Each subject performed 40 trials in each of three load conditions
generated by two servo-controlled linear motors: inertial, viscous, and composite
loads. Results suggest that the CNS uses forward internal models of the dynamics of
motor apparatus and has the capability of predicting the load force that is acting on
the hand.
In [22], two subjects were instructed to grasp an object and move the object on a
straight vertical line upward and downward while maintaining the same orientation
during their movement. For some trials, subjects move the small object while their
grasping fingers are locally anesthetized. Then on a different day, they perform the
same trials without anesthesia. Results suggest that in the straight vertical line
movement, grip force was adjusted in phase with variations of load force during both
anesthetized and without anesthesia. Results demonstrate that subjects adapt the
grip force with the fluctuations of the load force. Results also suggest that during
performance with anesthetized fingers, subjects used higher baseline grip force so that
the object remains stationary.
HITL control behavior and human learning have also been explored by comparing
proposed models of HITL control strategies with results from experiments [24–41].
For example, [28] proposes that the cerebellum uses a forward model and a model of
control loop time delays. The forward model of the motor apparatus yields immediate estimation of the sensory outcomes of motor command. The time delays model
postpones the estimated sensory feedback so that it can be compared with the exact
sensory feedback. The result of this comparison is then used to modify motor command during performance and to update the first model. In contrast, [30] suggested
that the cerebellum functions as an inverse model in order to translate information
2

about the desired trajectory into the required motor commands. However, [42] demonstrates that different HITL control strategies can yield similar closed-loop responses.
Thus, a proposed model that reproduces qualitative features of an HITL experiment
is not necessarily an accurate representation of the human’s control strategy.
As an alternative, system identification methods can be used to estimate best-fit
models of the control strategies that humans use in experiments [43–63]. For example, [46] proposed a model of a human pilot that consists of a feedback controller and
designed a series of experiments to validate the model under different flight conditions. An extension of [46] is given in [51], which use a model of human pilot control
behavior that consists of feedback and feedforward controllers. Although [45–52] provide approximations of feedback and feedforward controllers, they are not capable
of identifying the best-fit feedback and feedforward controllers. In [64, 65], subsystem identification (SSID) algorithms are presented, which can be used to identify
the best-fit linear time-invariant (LTI) model of the control strategy (feedback and
feedforward) used by a human in an experiment. This method does not require that
a specific control strategy is assumed a prior. In [42], this SSID algorithm is used
to model the feedforward and feedback control (including feedback time delay) that
subjects use in an HITL experiment, where subjects interact with an LTI dynamic
system and perform a command-following task. The results in [42] demonstrate that
subjects learn to update the feedforward (i.e., anticipatory) control until it approximates the inverse dynamics of the system with which the subjects interact; this result
supports the internal model hypothesis in neuroscience [2, 3, 66].
1.3 Human-In-The-Loop Control Experiments
In this dissertation, we present results from HITL experiments aimed at examining
the effects of system characteristics, reference command, and command-following objectives on human learning and HITL control behavior. Subjects in our experiments
use a single-degree-of-freedom joystick to affect the single-degree-of-freedom horizontal position of a controlled object that is displayed on the screen of a computer. The
position of the joystick is denoted by u, which is the input to a dynamic system.
The horizontal position of the controlled object is denoted by y, which is the output
of the dynamic system. Another object also moves on the computer screen, and its
horizontal position is denoted by r, which is independent of u. This object is called
the reference object. The signals u, y, and r are functions of time t. Figure 1.1(a)
is a diagram of the experimental setup and Fig. 1.1(b) shows a subject performing
an experiment. The closed-loop HITL system that consists of the human and the
computer-simulated dynamic system is shown in Fig. 1.2.
Figure 1.2 shows that the human subject is an unknown system that is interconnected with a known dynamic system. In our experiments, we record the time-domain
data r, u, and y, which provide information about the human subject’s control behavior. Our objective is to model human subject’s control strategies (feedforward,
feedforward delay, feedback, and feedback delay) by using the recorded data (i.e.,
r and y) from the experiments. To achieve this objective, we use subsystem identification to determine the control strategy that is the best fit to the experimental
3

(a)

(b)

r
y

r

y

u
u

Figure 1.1: Subjects use a joystick to affect the motion of an object on a computer
screen. The object’s position y represents output of a dynamic system, which is
simulated by a computer as shown in (a), and the joystick position u represents the
input to the dynamic system. Figure (b) shows a subject performing the experiment.
data.
Human is an unknown system to be identified
r
e

Delay

Feedforward

Delay

Feedback

u

Dynamic system
with which
human interacts

y

Figure 1.2: Model of the human’s control strategy. The control strategy is modeled
using the feedforward controller, feedforward delay, feedback controller, and feedback
delay. The dynamic system with which human interacts is assumed to be know.

1.4 Modeling Human Control Behavior Using Subsystem Identification
Subsystem identification (SSID) is the process of using measured data to construct
an empirical model of unknown dynamic subsystems, which are interconnected with
known dynamic subsystems. For example, Fig. 1.3 shows an unknown feedback-andfeedforward subsystem interconnected in closed loop with a known subsystem. One
challenge of SSID is that not all input and output signals to the unknown subsystems
are necessarily available for measurement. In the closed-loop SSID problem shown
in Fig. 1.3, the internal signals u and v are not assumed to be measured. Thus, the
closed-loop SSID problem is to construct a model of the feedback-and-feedforward
4

subsystem using the measured exogenous input r and measured output y. Closedloop SSID is distinct from the problem of system identification in closed loop [67,68],
because the unknown subsystems in SSID have inputs or outputs that are inaccessible.
SSID has applications in biology [44, 69], physics [70–72], HITL control systems
[47,48,73–78], and the study of human motor control [42,53,54,65,79–83]. For example, in [72], a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes model of unsteady turbulent fluid flow
is improved by using measured data to estimate parameters of a turbulence-closure
model, which is viewed as an unknown feedback subsystem that is interconnected with
the known Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes model. For this fluid-dynamic application, the output of the unknown subsystem is inaccessible. SSID also has application
in modeling HITL behavior for aircraft [47, 48, 73, 74] and automobiles [75–78].
r

Unknown
feedback-and-feedforward
subsystem with delay

u

Known
subsystem

y
v

Figure 1.3: The unknown feedback-and-feedforward subsystem (with feedback and
feedforward delay) are to be identified using measured data r and y. The internal
signals u and v are not assumed to be measured.
Closed-loop SSID algorithms are presented in [70, 72, 84]; however, these methods
can result in identified closed-loop dynamics that are unstable. To address closedloop stability, [64] presents an SSID technique that guarantees asymptotic stability
of the identified closed-loop transfer function. However, [64] does not allow for the
identification of feedback and feedforward time delay, which is critical in modeling
HITL control behavior (e.g., [42, 47, 48, 53, 54, 65, 73–83]).
Thus, this dissertation presents a new closed-loop SSID method that identifies
feedback and feedforward subsystems with time delay; and guarantees asymptotic
stability of the identified closed-loop transfer function. This work goes beyond [64]
by identifying not only the feedback and feedforward transfer functions but also the
feedback time delay and feedforward time delay, which need not be equal. The key
technical contribution that allows for time-delay identification is a two-candidate-pool
approach that solves iterative convex optimizations and finds the best-fit subsystem
model with time delays. The main analytic result shows that if the data noise is
sufficiently small and the feedback candidate pool is sufficiently dense, then the identified feedforward delay is equal to the true feedforward delay, and the parameters of
the identified feedforward and feedback transfer functions and the feedback delay are
arbitrarily close to the true parameters.
1.5 Overview of Dissertation
Chapter 2. This chapter presents a new SSID algorithm for identifying feedbackand-feedforward subsystems with time delay that are interconnected in closed loop
with a known subsystem. This frequency-domain algorithm uses only measured input
5

and output data from a closed-loop discrete-time system, which is single-input singleoutput. No internal signals are assumed to be measured. We use a two-candidate-pool
multi-convex-optimization approach to identify not only the feedback and feedforward
transfer functions but also the feedback and feedforward time delay. The algorithm
guarantees asymptotic stability of the identified closed-loop transfer function. The
main analytic result shows that if the data noise is sufficiently small and the feedback
candidate pool is sufficiently dense, then the identified feedforward delay is equal
to the true feedforward delay, and the parameters of the identified feedforward and
feedback transfer functions and the feedback delay are arbitrarily close to the true
parameters.
Chapter 3. This chapter presents results from an experiment in which 55 human
subjects interact with a dynamic system 40 times over a one-week period, and perform
a command-following task. The subjects are divided into 5 groups of 11 subjects. For
each interaction, a subjects performs a command-following task, where the reference
command is the same for all trials; however, each group interacts with a different
dynamic system, which is represented by a transfer function. All groups follow a
chirp reference command where the chip has frequency content between 0 and 0.5 Hz.
Group 1 interacts with a minimum-phase transfer function for all trials. Group 2
interacts with a nonminimum-phase transfer function for all trials. Group 3 interacts
with a order 3, relative degree 1 transfer function for all trials. Group 4 interacts
with a order 3, relative degree 2 transfer function for all trials. Group 5 interacts
with a order 3, relative degree 3 transfer function for all trials. We use a subsystem
identification algorithm to estimate the control strategy (feedforward, feedback, and
feedback time delay) that each subject uses on each trial. The experimental and
identification results are used to examine the impact of the system characteristics
(e.g., system zeros, relative degree, phase lag) on the subjects’ command-following
performance and on the control strategies that the subjects learn. The experimental
results show that nonminimum-phase zeros, relative degree, and phase lag tend to
make dynamic systems difficult for humans to control. The identification results show
that the identified feedforward controllers approximate the inverse dynamics of the
system with which the subjects interact better on the last trial than on the first trial.
However, for subjects in all groups, the average identified feedforward controller on
the first trial has significant phase lag compared to the inverse dynamics with which
they are interacting. These observations suggest that subjects learn to use phase lead
in their feedforward controllers over the trials. Some preliminary results from this
chapter appear in [79].
Chapter 4. This chapter presents results from two human-in-the-loop (HITL)
experiments. In the first experiment, 22 human subjects interact with a dynamic
system 50 times over a one-week period, and perform command following tasks. The
subjects are divided into 2 groups (i.e., groups 1 and 2). Both groups interact with the
same dynamic system, but each group performs a different command following tasks.
The time delay of the dynamic system is increased twice during the 50 trials. Group 1
follows a square wave passed through a first-order low-pass filter for all trials. Group
2 follows a chirp reference command for all trials. The chirp reference command has
frequency content between 0 and 0.5 Hz. We use subsystem identification to estimate
6

the control strategies (feedback and feedforward) that each subject uses on each trial.
The experimental and identification results are used to examine the impact of the
system time delay on the subjects’ performance and the control strategies that the
subjects learn. For example, we examine the effects of time delay on the subjects’
step-command following performance. Subsystem identification results demonstrate
that the average identified feedforward controller on the last trial approximates the
inverse dynamics of the system with which the subjects interact with better than on
the first trial. In addition, increasing the system time delay tends to degrade the
subjects’ ability to approximate the inverse dynamics in feedforward.
In the second experiment, 11 human subjects (i.e., group 3) interact with a dynamic system 45 times over a one-week period, and perform a command following
task. The gain and time delay of the dynamic system is increased once during the
45 trials such that the new system initially destabilizes subjects’ control behavior.
Group 3 follows the same chirp reference command for all trials as group 2. We use
subsystem identification to estimate the control strategies (feedback and feedforward)
that each subject uses on each trial. The experimental and identification results are
used to examine the impact of destabilizing changes to system on the subjects’ performance and the control strategies that the subjects learn. The SSID results suggest
that subjects can approximate the inverse dynamics in their feedforward controllers
before the system changes. After the system is changed, subjects are not capable
of approximating the inverse dynamics in their feedforward controllers. Specifically,
subjects are not capable to approximate the phase of the inverse dynamics by the
last trial as well as the magnitude of the inverse dynamics. Some preliminary results
from this chapter appear in [81].
Chapter 5. This chapter presents results from an HITL experiment in which 44
human subjects interact with a dynamic system 40 times over a one-week period,
and perform command-following tasks. The subjects are divided into 4 groups. All
groups interact with the same dynamic system, but each group performs a different
sequence of command-following tasks. Group 1 follows a chirp reference command
for all trials. Group 2 follows a sum-of-sinusoids reference command for all trials.
Group 3 follows the chirp reference command for the first 20 trials and the sum-ofsinusoids reference command for the last 20 trials. Group 4 follows sum-of-sinusoids
reference commands, which are different for each of the first 20 trials and the same
thereafter. All reference commands have frequency content between 0 and 0.5 Hz.
For each trial, the subsystem identification (SSID) algorithm in Chapter 2 is used to
estimate the control strategy (feedforward, feedforward delay, feedback, and feedback
delay) that each subject uses on each trial.
The experimental and identification results are used to examine the impact of the
command-following tasks on the subjects’ performance and the control strategies that
the subjects learn. Results demonstrate that the sum-of-sinusoids command (group 2)
is more difficult to follow than the chirp command (group 1), and the difference in
performance is related to the subjects’ ability to match the phase of the command.
In addition, the difference between groups 1’s and group 2’s performance can be
attributed to 3 aspects of the subjects’ identified controllers: i) compensating for time
delay in feedforward; ii) using a comparatively accurate approximation of the inverse
7

dynamics in feedforward; and iii) using a feedback controller with comparatively high
gain. Results also demonstrate that group 3 generalizes their control strategy when
the command changes. Specifically, when the command changes, group 3 maintains
relatively high gain in feedback and retains their feedforward internal model of the
inverse dynamics. Finally, we provide evidence that subjects use prediction of the
command (if possible) to improve performance but that subjects (group 4) can learn to
improve performance without prediction. Specifically, group 4 learns to use feedback
controllers with comparatively high gain to improve performance even though the
command is unpredictable. Some preliminary results from this chapter appear in [80].
Chapter 6. This chapter presents results from an HITL experiment in which
22 human subjects each interact with a dynamic system 40 times over a one-week
period. The subjects are divided into 2 groups of 11 subjects. Each group interacts
with the same dynamic system and performs a command-following task; however, the
groups have different control objectives. One group’s control objective is to follow
the reference command as closely as possible at all instants in time. In contrast, the
other group’s control objective is to follow the reference command with some allowable
error. We use the experimental results to examine the effects of a relaxed commandfollowing control objective. We also use subsystem identification to model the control
strategies (feedforward, feedback, and feedback time delay) that each subject uses on
each trial. For the group with the strict command-following objective, the average
identified feedforward controller approximates the inverse dynamics of the system
with which the subjects interact better after 40 trials than on the first trial. In
contrast, for the group with the relaxed command-following objective, the average
identified feedforward controller does not approximate the inverse dynamics of the
system better after 40 trials.
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Chapter 2 Subsystem Identification of Feedback and Feedforward Systems with Time Delay

In this chapter, we present an algorithm for identifying feedback-and-feedforward
subsystems with time delay that are interconnected in closed loop with a known subsystem. This frequency-domain algorithm uses only measured input and output data
from a closed-loop discrete-time system, which is single-input single-output. No internal signals are assumed to be measured. We use a two-candidate-pool multi-convexoptimization approach to identify not only the feedback and feedforward transfer
functions but also the feedback and feedforward time delay. The algorithm guarantees asymptotic stability of the identified closed-loop transfer function. The main
analytic result shows that if the data noise is sufficiently small and the feedback candidate pool is sufficiently dense, then the identified feedforward delay is equal to the
true feedforward delay, and the parameters of the identified feedforward and feedback
transfer functions and the feedback delay are arbitrarily close to the true parameters.
2.1 Introduction
Subsystem identification (SSID) is the process of using measured data to construct
an empirical model of unknown dynamic subsystems, which are interconnected with
known dynamic subsystems. For example, Fig. 2.1 shows an unknown feedback-andfeedforward subsystem interconnected in closed loop with a known subsystem. One
challenge of SSID is that not all input and output signals to the unknown subsystems
are necessarily available for measurement. For the closed-loop SSID problem shown
in Fig. 2.1, the internal signals u and v are not assumed to be measured. Thus, the
closed-loop SSID problem is to construct a model of the feedback-and-feedforward
subsystem using the measured exogenous input r and measured output y. Closedloop SSID is distinct from the problem of system identification in closed loop [67,68],
because the unknown subsystems in SSID have inputs or outputs that are inaccessible.
SSID has applications in biology [44,69], physics [70–72], human-in-the-loop (HITL)
control systems [47, 48, 73–78], and the study of human motor control [42, 53, 54, 65,
79–83]. For example, in [72], a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes model of unsteady
turbulent fluid flow is improved by using measured data to estimate parameters of a
turbulence-closure model, which is viewed as an unknown feedback subsystem that
is interconnected with the known Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes model. For this
fluid-dynamic application, the output of the unknown subsystem is inaccessible. SSID
also has application in modeling HITL behavior for aircraft [47, 48, 73, 74] and automobiles [75–78].
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Figure 2.1: The unknown feedback-and-feedforward subsystem (with feedback and
feedforward delay) are to be identified using measured data r and y. The internal
signals u and v are not assumed to be measured.
Closed-loop SSID algorithms are presented in [70, 72, 84]; however, these methods
can result in identified closed-loop dynamics that are unstable. To address closedloop stability, [64] presents an SSID technique that guarantees asymptotic stability
of the identified closed-loop transfer function. However, [64] does not allow for the
identification of feedback and feedforward time delay, which is critical in modeling
HITL control behavior (e.g., [42, 47, 48, 53, 54, 65, 73–83]).
Thus, the new contribution of this chapter is a closed-loop SSID method that
identifies discrete-time feedback and feedforward subsystems with time delay; and
guarantees asymptotic stability of the identified closed-loop transfer function. This
chapter goes beyond [64] by identifying not only the feedback and feedforward transfer
functions but also the feedback time delay and feedforward time delay, which need
not be equal. The key technical contribution that allows for time-delay identification
is a two-candidate-pool approach that solves iterative convex optimizations and finds
the best-fit subsystem model with time delays. Notably, this two-candidate-pool
multi-convex-optimization approach allows for the inclusion of feedforward time delay
without significant additional computational cost. The main analytic result shows
that if the data noise is sufficiently small and the feedback candidate pool is sufficiently
dense, then the identified feedforward delay is equal to the true feedforward delay, and
the parameters of the identified feedforward and feedback transfer functions and the
feedback delay are arbitrarily close to the true parameters. For clarity of presentation,
this chapter focuses on the single-input single-output SSID problem. However, the
method can be extended to address the multivariable SSID problem by adopting the
multivariable approach of [64] in combination with the time-delay treatment presented
in this chapter.
2.2 Notation
Let F be either the set of real numbers R or the set of complex numbers C. Let
k · k be a norm on Fn , and let k · k2 be the two-norm on Fn . Define the open ball of
radius  > 0 centered at c ∈ Fn by B (c) , {x ∈ Fn : kx − ck < }. Let x∗ denotes the
complex conjugate transpose of x ∈ Fn . Let diag x denote an n × n diagonal matrix
whose diagonal entries are the elements of x ∈ Fn .
Let R[z] denote the set of polynomials with coefficients in R. The degree of the
polynomial p ∈ R[z] is denoted by deg p. Let Z+ denote the set of positive integers,
and let N denote the set of nonnegative integers.
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2.3 System Description
Let Gy , Gv : C → C be real rational transfer functions, and consider the linear
time-invariant system
y(z) = Gy (z)[u(z) + ζu (z)] + ζy (z),
v(z) = Gv (z)[u(z) + ζu (z)],

(2.1)
(2.2)

where y(z) ∈ C, ζy (z) ∈ C, u(z) ∈ C, ζu (z) ∈ C, and v(z) ∈ C are the z-transforms
of the output, output noise, control, control noise, and feedback, respectively. Let
Gff , Gfb : C → C be real rational transfer functions, and consider the control
u(z) = z −τff Gff (z)[r(z) + ζr (z)] + z −τfb Gfb (z)[e(z) + ζe (z)],

(2.3)

where the nonnegative integers τff and τfb are the feedforward and feedback delays,
r(z) ∈ C is the exogenous input, ζr (z) ∈ C is the feedforward noise, e(z) , r(z)−v(z)
is the error, and ζe (z) ∈ C is the error noise. Thus, u is generated by feedback and
feedforward as shown in Fig. 2.2. The feedforward controller Gff is asymptotically
stable, that is, the poles of Gff are contained in the open unit disk. It follows from
(2.1)–(2.3) that
y(z) = G̃(z)r(z) + ζ(z),
where

(2.4)

Gy (z −τfb Gfb + z −τff Gff )
,
1 + z −τfb Gfb Gv

(2.5)

Gy (z τfb −τff Gff ζr + Gfb ζe − Gfb Gv ζu )
+ Gy ζu + ζy .
z τfb + Gfb Gv

(2.6)

G̃ ,
and the noise is
ζ,

We assume that the exogenous input r and the noisy output y are measured, but
all other signals are unmeasured. Note that r does not include noise, because the
motivating applications for this work in modeling HITL behavior (for command following), and in this case, r is generally specified. Thus, for modeling HITL behavior,
a noiseless measurement of r is generally available. The case where the measured
independent variable (i.e., r) includes noise is an errors-in-variables identification
problem; this situation is outside the scope of this chapter.
Let Gy , Gv , Gff , and Gfb be expressed as Gy = Ny /D, Gv = Nv /D, Gff = Nff /Dff ,
and Gfb = Nfb /Dfb , where Ny , Nv , Nff , Nfb , D, Dff , Dfb ∈ R[z]; Ny Nv and D are coprime; Nfb and Dfb are coprime; and D, Dff , and Dfb are monic. Thus, (2.5) can be
expressed as
Ny Nfb z τfb −τff Ny Dfb Nff
+
,
G̃ =
D̃
D̃Dff
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Figure 2.2: The input r and output y are measured, but all internal signals and the
noises are unmeasured.
where
D̃ , z τfb Dfb D + Nfb Nv ∈ R[z].
Define d , deg D, dfb , deg Dfb , ny , deg Ny , nv , deg Nv , nff , deg Nff , and
nfb , deg Nfb . We make the following assumptions:
(A1) d + dfb > nv + nfb .
(A2) If λ ∈ C and D̃(λ) = 0, then |λ| < 1.
(A3) Dff (z) = z nff .

(A4) nff , dfb , and nfb are known.
Assumption (A1) states that Gfb Gv is strictly proper, and (A2) implies that G̃ is
asymptotically stable. These assumptions restrict our attention to casual feedback
systems that have bounded responses to bounded inputs r, ζr , ζe , ζu , and ζy . Assumption (A3) implies that Gff is finite-impulse response (FIR). For sufficiently large nff ,
an FIR Gff can approximate an asymptotically stable infinite-impulse-response transfer function to arbitrary accuracy evaluated along the unit circle. Thus, (A3) does
not significantly restrict the feedforward controllers considered. Assumption (A3) is
invoked to improve computational efficiency of the SSID algorithm [64]; however, it is
not required [65]. Assumption (A4) implies that the orders of Gff and Gfb are known.
This assumption can be relaxed to require that only upper bounds on nff and dfb are
known, but we make (A4) for simplicity.
2.4 SSID Problem Formulation
Let N ∈ Z+ be the number of frequency-response data, and we assume that:
(A5) N > ny + dfb + nff .
For all k ∈ N , {1, 2, . . . , N }, let θk ∈ [0, π], where θ1 < · · · < θN . Define the
closed-loop frequency-response data
H(θk ) , G̃(σk ) +
12

ζ(σk )
∈ C,
r(σk )

where σk , eθk , and define the noise


ζ(σ1 )
ζ(σN )
···
η∗ ,
r(σ1 )
r(σN )

T

∈ CN .

This chapter presents an SSID method to identify Gff , τff , Gfb , and τfb under the
assumption that Gy , Gv , and {H(θk )}N
k=1 are known. For each k ∈ N, H(θk ) can be
calculated from y and r as H(θk ) = y(σk )/r(σk ). See [85, Chap. 2] for additional
details on how to reduce errors that can occur in the z-transform when, for example,
calculations use a finite number of time-domain data.
Define a , nff + 1 and b , dfb + nfb + 1. Consider the functions Nff : C × Ra → C,
Nfb : C × Rb → C, and Dfb : C × Rb → C defined by


Nff (z, α) , z nff z nff −1 · · · z 1 α,


Nfb (z, β) , z nfb · · · z 1 01×dfb β,


Dfb (z, β) , z dfb + 01×(nfb +1) z dfb −1 · · · z 1 β,
where α ∈ Ra contains the parameters of Nff , and β ∈ Rb contains the parameters of
Nfb and Dfb . For all α ∈ Ra and β ∈ Rb , define
Gff (z, α) ,

Nff (z, α)
,
z nff

Gfb (z, β) ,

Nfb (z, β)
.
Dfb (z, β)

Consider G̃ : C × Ra × N × Rb × N → C defined by
G̃(z, α, ψ, β, γ) ,

Ny (z)Nfb (z, β)
D̃(z, β, γ)

+

z γ−ψ−nff Ny (z)Dfb (z, β)Nff (z, α)
D̃(z, β, γ)

,

(2.7)

where
D̃(z, β, γ) , z γ Dfb (z, β)D(z) + Nfb (z, β)Nv (z),
and ψ and γ are the feedforward and feedback delays, respectively.
Let α∗ ∈ Ra and β∗ ∈ Rb be such that Nff (z) ≡ Nff (z, α∗ ), Nfb (z) ≡ Nfb (z, β∗ ), and
Dfb (z) ≡ Dfb (z, β∗ ). Thus, Gff (z, α∗ ) ≡ Gff (z), Gfb (z, β∗ ) ≡ Gfb (z), and G̃(z, α∗ , τff , β∗ , τfb )
≡ G̃(z).
Our objective is to determine α, ψ, β, and γ such that Gff , ψ, Gfb , and γ approximate
Gff , τff , Gfb , and τfb , respectively. To achieve this objective, we seek to minimize
J(α, ψ, β, γ) ,

N
X
k=1

2

G̃(eθk , α, ψ, β, γ) − H(θk ) ,

(2.8)

subject to the constraint that [β T γ]T ∈ S, where
n 
o
b
b
β
S,
γ ∈ R × N : β ∈ R , γ ∈ N, and if λ ∈ C and D̃(λ, β, γ) = 0, then |λ| < 1 ,
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which is the set of (β, γ) such that D̃(z, β, γ) is asymptotically stable. The cost
(2.8) is the difference between the data {H(θk )}N
k=1 and the closed-loop transfer function obtained from the estimates Gff , ψ, Gfb , and γ. The cost (2.8) and constraint
[β T γ]T ∈ S are nonlinear and nonconvex in (α, ψ, β, γ). If {H(θk )}N
k=1 is noiseless,
then J(α∗ , τff , β∗ , τfb ) = 0 and (α, ψ, β, γ) = (α∗ , τff , β∗ , τfb ) minimizes (2.8).
2.5 SSID Algorithm
This section presents a new SSID algorithm for estimating α∗ , τff , β∗ and τfb .
This algorithm goes beyond [64], which does not address time delays τff and τfb , by
employing a two-candidate-pool approach that solves iterative convex optimizations.
It follows from (2.7)–(2.8) that
J (α, ψ, β, γ) = αT Ω2 (β, γ)α + Ω0 (β, γ) + Re Υ∗1 (β, γ) (diag Γ(ψ)) Υ2 (β, γ)α,

(2.9)

where
Ω2 (β, γ) , Re

N
X
k=1

Ω0 (β, γ) ,

N
X
k=1

A∗k (β, γ)Ak (β, γ) ∈ Ra×a ,

|Bk (β, γ)|2 ∈ R,

(2.10)

(2.11)

Υ1 (β, γ) , 2 [B1 (β, γ) · · · BN (β, γ)]T ∈ CN ,

Υ2 (β, γ) , [A1 (β, γ) · · · AN (β, γ)]T ∈ CN ×a ,
−ψ T
Γ(ψ) , [σ1−ψ · · · σN
] ∈ CN ,

(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

where for all k ∈ N,
Ak (β, γ) ,
Bk (β, γ) ,

σkγ−nff Ny (σk )Dfb (σk , β)
D̃(σk , β, γ)
Ny (σk )Nfb (σk , β)
D̃(σk , β, γ)

v(σk ) ∈ C1×a ,

− H(θk ) ∈ C,

(2.15)
(2.16)

and,
v(z) ,




z nff · · · z 1 .

(2.17)

Define Eβ , [Ib 0b×1 ] and Eγ , [01×b 1]. The following result provides sufficient
conditions such that Ω2 (β, γ) is positive definite. The proof is in Appendix 2.A (2.9).
Proposition 2.1. Consider Ω2 given by (2.10), where (A1) and (A5) are satisfied.
Then, for all φ ∈ S, Ω2 (Eβ φ, Eγ φ) is positive definite.
Let Φ ⊂ S be a set with m elements. We call Φ the feedback candidate pool. For
all i, j ∈ M , {1, 2, . . . , m}, let φi , φj ∈ Φ be such that if i 6= j, then φi 6= φj . Thus,
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{φi }m
i=1 is the feedback-candidate-pool sequence. For all i ∈ M, define the cost function
Ji (α, ψ) , J(α, ψ, Eβ φi , Eγ φi ),

(2.18)

and define
∗
a×N
Ω1 (β, γ) , ΥT
.
2 (β, γ) (diag Υ1 (β, γ)) ∈ C

Since Υ∗1 (β, γ) (diag Γ(ψ)) Υ2 (β, γ) = ΓT (ψ)ΩT
1 (β, γ), it follows from (2.9) and (2.18)
that
Ji (α, ψ) = αT Ω2 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )α + Ω0 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi ) + Re ΓT (ψ)ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )α.
(2.19)
We note that for all ψ ∈ N, (2.19) is convex in α. Furthermore, Proposition 2.1
implies that for all i ∈ M, Ω2 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi ) is positive definite. Thus, for each i ∈ M,
1
αi (ψ) , − Ω−1
(Eβ φi , Eγ φi )Re Ω1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )Γ(ψ)
2 2
exists. Furthermore, for all ψ ∈ N and all i ∈ M, αi (ψ) is the unique global minimizer
of Ji (α, ψ) [86, Chap. 1]. Notably, the matrix inverse Ω−1
2 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi ) required to
compute αi (ψ) does not depend on ψ. Thus, computing αi (ψ) for different values of
ψ ∈ N requires minimal computation cost.
Define the auxiliary cost
Qi (ψ) , Ji (αi (ψ), ψ) = Ω0 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi ) −



Re Γ(ψ)
−Im Γ(ψ)

T


Fi

Re Γ(ψ)
−Im Γ(ψ)


,

where
1
Fi ,
4



Re ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )
Im ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )



Ω−1
2 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )



Re ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )
Im ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )

T
.

Let Ψ ⊂ N be a set with t elements. We call Ψ the feedforward-delay candidate pool.
For all i, j ∈ T , {1, 2, . . . , t}, let ψi , ψj ∈ Ψ be such that if i 6= j, then ψi 6= ψj .
Thus, {ψi }ti=1 is the feedforward-delay-candidate-pool sequence.
For each ψ ∈ Ψ, Qi (ψ) can be evaluated using Fi , which depends on Ω−1
2 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi ).
Thus, for each i ∈ M, Qi (ψ) can be evaluated for each element of Ψ using only one
matrix inverse. This feature allows us to address feedforward time delay with minimal
additional computational complexity.
For all i ∈ M, let qi ∈ T be the smallest integer such that Qi (ψqi ) = minj∈T Qi (ψj ).
Next, let ` ∈ M be the smallest integer such that Q` (ψq` ) = mini∈M Qi (ψqi ). Thus,
(α, ψ, β, γ) = (α` (ψq` ), ψq` , Eβ φ` , Eγ φ` ) minimizes J(α, ψ, β, γ) over all α ∈ Ra , ψ ∈
Ψ, and [β T γ]T ∈ Φ.
The identified parameters are α+ , α` (ψq` ), τff+ , ψq` , β + , Eβ φ` , and τfb+ ,
+
Eγ φ` , which implies that the identified transfer functions are G+
ff (z) , Gff (z, α ) and
+
+
Gfb (z) , Gfb (z, β ). We now summarize this SSID method.
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Algorithm 2.1. Consider the closed-loop transfer function (2.5), where Gy , Gv ,
and {H(θk )}N
k=1 are known, and (A1)–(A5) are satisfied. Then, the SSID algorithm
is as follows:
Step 1. Generate the feedback candidate pool Φ ⊂ S and feedforward-delay candidate
t
pool Ψ ⊂ N, and the sequences {φi }m
i=1 and {ψj }j=1 .
Step 2. For each i ∈ M, compute Qi (ψ) and find smallest integer qi ∈ T such that
Qi (ψqi ) = minj∈T Qi (ψj ).
Step 3. Find the smallest integer ` ∈ M such that Q` (ψq` ) = mini∈M Ji (αi (ψqi ), ψqi ).

Step 4. The identified parameters are α+ , α` (ψq` ), τff+ , ψq` , β + , Eβ φ` , and
τfb+ , Eγ φ`
Step 5. The identified transfer functions are G+
ff (z) ,
+
Gfb (z, β ).

Gff (z, α+ ) and G+
fb (z) ,

2.6 Analysis of Algorithm 1
The main contribution of this section is an analysis of Algorithm 2.1 in two different
scenarios: i) φ∗ , [β∗T τfb ]T is in the feedback candidate pool Φ; and ii) φ∗ is not
in the feedback candidate pool Φ but Φ is arbitrarily dense. Let ψmax , max Ψ and
γmax , max {Eγ φ : φ ∈ Φ}, and assume that:
(A6) N > d + dfb + ny + nff + max {nfb , dfb } + max {τff , τfb } + max {ψmax , γmax }.
Assumption (A6), which implies (A5), requires that the number N of frequencyresponse data is sufficiently large. This assumption is used in the next result to obtain
sufficient conditions such that G̃(z, α, ψ, β, γ) ≡ G̃(z). The proof is in Appendix 2.A
(2.9).
a
b
Proposition 2.2.
PN Let α ∈ R , ψ ∈ N, β ∈ R 2, γ ∈ N. Assume (A1) and (A6) are
satisfied. Then, k=1 |G̃(σk , α, ψ, β, γ) − G̃(σk )| = 0 if and only if G̃(z, α, ψ, β, γ) ≡
G̃(z).

The condition G̃(z, α, ψ, β, γ) ≡ G̃(z) is not sufficient to conclude that α = α∗ ,
ψ = τff , β = β∗ , and γ = τfb . See [87, Chap. 13] or [64, Example 1] for more details.
We impose an additional assumption to ensure that if G̃(z, α, ψ, β, γ) ≡ G̃(z), then
α = α∗ , ψ = τff , β = β∗ , and γ = τfb . Let Θ ⊂ Rb × N be a compact set with no
isolated points such that φ∗ ∈ Θ. In practice, Θ is used to generate the feedback
candidate pool Φ. We assume that:
(A7) If α ∈ Ra , ψ ∈ Ψ, φ ∈ Θ ∩ S, and G̃(z, α, ψ, Eβ φ, Eγ φ) ≡ G̃(z), then α = α∗ ,
ψ = τff , and φ = φ∗ .
The following result addresses the case where φ∗ ∈ Φ and τff ∈ Ψ. This result
demonstrates that for sufficiently small noise, τff+ = τff , β + = β∗ , τfb+ = τfb , and α+ is
arbitrarily close to α∗ . The proof is in Appendix 2.B (2.10).
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Theorem 2.1. Assume (A1)–(A7) are satisfied. Let Ψ ⊂ N and Φ ⊆ (Θ ∩ S).
Assume that τff ∈ Ψ and φ∗ ∈ Φ. Let α+ , τff+ , β + , and τfb+ denote the identified
parameters obtained from Algorithm 2.1 with the feedback candidate pool Φ and the
feedforward-delay candidate pool Ψ. Then, the following statements hold:
i) There exists δ0 > 0 such that if kη∗ k < δ0 , then τff+ = τff , β + = β∗ , and τfb+ = τfb .
In addition, for all  > 0, there exists δ ∈ (0, δ0 ) such that if kη∗ k < δ, then
α+ ∈ B (α∗ ).

ii) If η∗ = 0, then α+ = α∗ , τff+ = τff , β + = β∗ , and τfb+ = τfb .

Next, we extend the analysis to address the case where φ∗ 6∈ Φ. Let ρ ∈ (0, 1) be
such that if λ ∈ C and D̃(λ, Eβ φ∗ , Eγ φ∗ ) = 0, then |λ| < ρ, and define
Sρ , {φ ∈ S : if λ ∈ C and D̃(λ, Eβ φ, Eγ φ) = 0, then |λ| < ρ}.
In practice, Sρ is used to generate the feedback candidate pool Φ, and ρ can be
selected sufficiently closed to 1 to ensure that φ∗ ∈ Sρ . Note that as ρ approaches 1,
Sρ approaches S. We require the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let ∆ ⊆ Fn be bounded and contain no isolated points. For all
j ∈ Z+ , let ∆j ⊆ ∆ be a finite set. Then, {∆j }∞
j=1 converges to ∆ if for each x ∈ ∆,
∞
there exists a sequence {xj : xj ∈ ∆j }j=1 such that for all  > 0, there exists L ∈ Z+
such that for all j > L, xj ∈ B (x).
The following result considers Algorithm 2.1 with a sequence of feedback candidate
pools that converge to Θ ∩ Sρ . Note that Θ ∩ Sρ is bounded, and Θ ∩ Sρ contains
no isolated points [65, Prop. 7]. The following result demonstrates that a sufficiently
dense feedback candidate pool and sufficiently small noise kη∗ k yields identified parameters such that τff+ = τff , and α+ , β + , and τfb+ are arbitrarily close to α∗ , β∗ , and
τfb . The proof is in Appendix 2.B (2.10).
Theorem 2.2. Assume (A1)–(A7) are satisfied. For all j ∈ Z+ , let Φj ⊆ (Θ ∩ Sρ )
be a finite set such that {Φj }∞
j=1 converges to Θ ∩ Sρ . Assume that τff ∈ Ψ. For each
+
+
, βj+ , and τfb,j
denote the identified parameters obtained from
j ∈ Z+ , let αj+ , τff,j
Algorithm 2.1 with the feedback candidate pool Φ = Φj and the feedforward-delay
+
(β + )T τfb,j
candidate pool Ψ, and define φ+
]T . Then, for all  > 0, there exist δ > 0
j , [ j
+
+
and L ∈ Z such that if kη∗ k < δ and j > L, then τff,j
= τff , αj+ ∈ B (α∗ ), and
φ+
j ∈ B (φ∗ ).
2.7 Numerical Examples
For all examples, let
Gv (z) = Gy (z) =

z − 0.5
,
z − 0.2

Gff (z) =

0.6z − 1
,
z

Gfb =

0.51
,
z − 0.6

τff = 3,

τfb = 8.

Thus, α∗ = [0.6 − 1]T and β∗ = [0.51 − 0.6]T . Let N = 25, and for k ∈ N, let
θk = 0.02πk. This example satisfies (A1)–(A5). Let ψmax = γmax = 12, which implies
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that (A6) is satisfied. Furthermore, (A7) is satisfied for any compact sets Ψ ⊂ N and
Θ ⊂ Rb × N such that τff ∈ Ψ and φ∗ ∈ Θ.
Example 2.1. Consider the case where τff ∈ Ψ, φ∗ ∈ Φ, and the data is noiseless.
Define the feedback candidate pool
Φ0 , {[φ1

φ3 ]T ∈ R3 : φ1 , φ2 ∈ {−2 + 0.01k}400
k=0 and φ3 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}} ∩ S,

φ2

and note that φ∗ ∈ Φ0 . Algorithm 2.1 is used with the feedback candidate pool Φ = Φ0
and the feedforward-delay candidate pool Ψ , {1, 2, . . . , 10} to obtain α+ = α∗,
τff+ = τff , β + = β∗ , and τfb+ = τfb , which demonstrates ii) of Theorem 2.1.
4
Example 2.2. Consider the case where τff ∈ Ψ, φ∗ ∈ Φ, and the data is noisy. For
i = 1, . . . , 25, let µi (z) ∈ C be the noise, and define the noise-to-signal ratio
N
1 X µi (σk )
.
Ri ,
N k=1 G̃(σk )

For i = 1, . . . , 25, the frequency-response data is Hi (θk ) , G̃(σk ) + µi (σk ). In this
example, µ1 , . . . , µ25 are randomly generated such that R1 > R2 > · · · > R25 . Specifically, R1 = 3.25, R2 = 1.48, and R25 = 1.68×10−7 . For i = 1, . . . , 25, Algorithm 2.1 is
used with the feedback candidate pool Φ = Φ0 , the feedforward-delay candidate pool
Ψ , {1, 2, . . . , 10}, and the noisy data {Hi (θk )}N
k=1 to obtain the identified parameters
+
+
+
+
αi+ , τff,i
, βi+ , and τfb,i
. Figure 2.3 shows that for i ≥ 3, τff,i
= τff , βi+ = β∗ , τfb,i
= τfb
+
and for sufficiently large i, kαi − α∗ k2 is arbitrarily small, which demonstrates i) of
Theorem 2.1.
4
Example 2.3. Consider the case where τff ∈ Ψ, φ∗ 6∈ Φ, and the data is noisy. For
j = 1, . . . , 56, define the feedback candidate pool
Φj , {[φ1

φ2

φ3 ]T ∈ R3 : φ1 , φ2 ∈ {−1.5 + 0.75k/j}4j
k=0 and φ3 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}} ∩ S,

where ρ = 0.99. For i = 1, . . . , 25 and j = 1, . . . , 56, Algorithm 2.1 is used with
the feedback candidate pool Φ = Φj , the feedforward-delay candidate pool Ψ ,
{1, 2, . . . , 10}, and the noisy data {Hi (θk )}N
k=1 from Example 2.2 to obtain the iden+
+
+
+
. Figure 2.4 shows that for sufficient large j
tified parameters αj,i
, τff,j,i
, βj,i
, and τfb,j,i
+
+
+
+
and i, τff,j,i
= τff , and kαj,i
− α∗ k2 , kβj,i
− β∗ k2 , and |τfb,j,i
− τfb | are arbitrarily small,
which demonstrates Theorem 2.2.
4
2.8 Conclusion
This chapter presented a frequency-domain SSID algorithm for identifying unknown feedback and feedforward subsystems with time delay interconnected with
a known subsystem. This SSID algorithm uses a two-candidate-pool multi-convexoptimization approach and guarantees asymptotic stability of the identified closedloop transfer function. The main analytic results of the chapter are Theorems 1 and
18
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Figure 2.3: Noisy data, τff ∈ Ψ, and φ∗ ∈ Φ. Algorithm 2.1 is used to obtain αi+ , τff,i
,
+
+
+
+
+
βi , and τfb,i . For i ≥ 3, τff,i = τff , βi = β∗ , τfb,i = τfb , and for sufficiently large i,
kαi+ − α∗ k2 is arbitrarily small.

2. Theorem 2 shows that if the data noise is sufficiently small and the feedback candidate pool is sufficiently dense, then the identified feedforward delay is equal to the
true feedforward delay, and the parameters of the identified feedforward and feedback
transfer functions and the feedback delay are arbitrarily close to the true parameters.
2.9 Appendix 2.A: Proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let φ ∈ S, and define β , Eβ φ and γ , Eγ φ. It
follows from (2.10) that Ω2 (β, γ) is well defined and positive
Assume for
Psemidefinite.
N
a
T
∗
contradiction that there exist x ∈ R \{0} such that x [Re k=1 Ak (β, γ)Ak (β, γ)]x =
0. Let k ∈ N, and it follows that Ak (β, γ)x = 0. Define κ(z) , Ny (z)Dfb (z, β)v(z)x ∈
R[z]. Thus, (2.15) implies that 0 = κ(σk )/[σknff −γ D̃(σk , β, γ)], which implies that
κ(σk ) = 0. Since deg v(z)x ≤ nff , it follows from (A3) that deg κ ≤ ny + dfb + nff < N .
Since κ(σ1 ) = · · · = κ(σN ) = 0 and deg κ < N , it follows that κ = 0. Since, in
addition, Ny 6= 0 and Dfb 6= 0, it follows that v(z)x ≡ 0. Finally, the structure of
P
∗
v implies that x = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, Re N
k=1 Ak (β, γ)Ak (β, γ) is
positive definite, and it follows from (2.10) that Ω2 (β, γ) is positive definite.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let α ∈ Ra , ψ ∈ N, β ∈ Rb , and γ ∈ N. Define O : C → C by O(z) , G̃(z, α, ψ, β, γ) − G̃(z). Define P(z) , Ny (z)[Nfb (z, β) +
z γ−ψ−nff Dfb (z, β)Nff (z, α)], P (z) , Ny (z)[Nfb (z)+z τfb −τff −nff Dfb (z)Nff (z)], and H(z) ,
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Figure 2.4: Noisy data, τff ∈ Ψ, and φ∗ 6∈ Φ. Algorithm 2.1 is used to obtain αj,i
, τff,j,i
,
+
+
+
+
+
βj,i , and τfb,j,i . For sufficient large j and i, τff,j,i = τff , and kαj,i − α∗ k2 , kβj,i − β∗ k2 ,
+
and |τfb,j,i
− τfb | are arbitrarily small.

z % P(z)D̃(z)−z % P (z)D̃(z, β, γ), where % , max {nff +τff −τfb , nff +ψ −γ, 0}. It follows
from (A2) that deg D̃(z) ≤ τfb + d + dfb and deg D̃(z, β, γ) ≤ γ + d + dfb . Since, in
addition, deg P ≤ ny +max {nfb , γ −ψ +dfb } and deg P ≤ ny +max {nfb , τfb −τff +dfb },
it follows that deg H ≤ % + max {deg P + deg D̃, deg P + deg D̃(z, β, γ)} ≤ d + dfb +
ny + nff + max {nfb , dfb } + max {τff , τfb } + max {ψmax , γmax }, which combined with
P
(A7) implies that deg H < N . Since N
k=1 |O(σk )| = 0, it follows that for all k ∈ N,
O(σk ) = 0, which implies that H(σk ) = 0. Since, in addition, deg H < N , it follows
that H = 0, which implies that O = 0. Thus, G̃(z, α, ψ, β, γ) ≡ G̃(z).
2.10 Appendix 2.B: Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
The following notation is needed in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Define
Ω̂1 : S × CN → Ca×N by

 N (σ )N (σ ,β)
∗
y 1
fb 1
−
G̃(σ
)
−
η
1
1
N
D̃(σ1 ,β,γ)
X



..
T



Ω̂1 (φ, η) , 2
Υ2 (β, γ) diag 
.

Ny (σN )Nfb (σN ,β)
k=1
−
G̃(σ
)
−
η
N
N
D̃(σ ,β,γ)
N

where η1 , . . . , ηN ∈ C and noise η , [ η1 · · · ηN ]T ∈ CN . Note that Ω̂1 (φ, η∗ ) =
Ω1 (Eβ φ, Eγ φ).
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Define Jˆ: Ra × Ψ × S × CN → [0, ∞), α̂ : Ψ × S × CN → Ra , and Q̂ : Ψ × S × CN →
[0, ∞) by
ˆ ψ, φ, η) ,
J(α,

N
X
k=1

2

G̃(σk , α, ψ, Eβ φ, Eγ φ) − G̃(σk ) − ηk ,

1
α̂(ψ, φ, η) , − Ω−1
(Eβ φ, Eγ φ)[Re Ω̂1 (φ, η)Γ(ψ)],
2 2
ˆ
Q̂(ψ, φ, η) , J(α̂(ψ,
φ, η), ψ, φ, η).

(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)

ˆ ψ, φ, η∗ ) = J(α, ψ, Eβ φ, Eγ φ). It follows from (2.7), (2.15), (2.16), and
Note that J(α,
(2.20)–(2.22) that
α̂(τff , φ∗ , 0) = α∗ ,
ˆ ∗ , τff , φ∗ , 0) = 0.
Q̂(τff , φ∗ , 0) = J(α

(2.23)
(2.24)

Proof of Theorem 2.1. To prove i), let ψ ∈ Ψ and φ ∈ Φ such that (ψ, φ) 6=
(τff , φ∗ ). It follows from (2.22), Proposition 2.2, and (A7) that Q̂(ψ, φ, 0) > 0. Define
Q̂min ,

min

Q̂(x, y, 0) > 0.

(x,y)∈(Ψ×Φ)\{(τff ,φ∗ )}

It can be shown that, for each (j, k) ∈ T × M, Q̂(ψj , φk , ·) is continuous on CN ,
which implies that for each (j, k) ∈ T × M, there exists δj,k > 0 such that for all
η ∈ Bδj,k (0), |Q̂(ψj , φk , η) − Q̂(ψj , φk , 0)| < Q̂min /2. Define δ0 , min(j,k)∈T×M δj,k ,
and assume that kη∗ k < δ0 . Since Q̂(τff , φ∗ , 0) = 0, it follows that Q̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ ) =
|Q̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ ) − Q̂(τff , φ∗ , 0)| < Q̂min /2. Let (j, k) ∈ T × M be such that (ψj , φk ) 6=
(τff , φ∗ ), and it follows that −Q̂min /2 < Q̂(ψj , φk , η∗ ) − Q̂(ψj , φk , 0), which implies
that Q̂(ψj , φk , η∗ ) > Q̂(ψj , φk , 0) − Q̂min /2. Since, in addition, Q̂(ψj , φk , 0) ≥ Q̂min , it
follows that Q̂(ψj , φk , η∗ ) > Q̂min /2. Thus, Q̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ ) < Q̂(ψj , φk , η∗ ). Let i ∈ M
be such that φi = φ∗ , which exists because φ∗ ∈ Φ. Thus, Q̂(τff , φi , η∗ ) < Q̂(ψj , φk , η∗ ),
which combined with (2.19)–(2.22) implies that Ji (αi (τff ), τff ) < Jk (αk (ψj ), ψj ). Therefore Algorithm 2.1 yields τff+ = τff , β + = Eβ φ∗ = β∗ , τfb+ = Eγ φ∗ = τfb , and
α+ = α̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ ).
To prove the last sentence of i), note that α̂(τff , φ∗ , ·) is continuous on CN . Let
 > 0. Since α̂(τff , φ∗ , ·) is continuous on CN , there exists δ ∈ (0, δ0 ) such that for all
η ∈ Bδ (0), α̂(τff , φ∗ , η) ∈ B (α̂(τff , φ∗ , 0)). Assume kη∗ k < δ. Since α+ = α̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ ),
it follows from (2.23) that α+ ∈ B (α∗ ), which confirms i).
To prove ii), assume η∗ = 0. Thus, kη∗ k = 0 < δ0 and part i) implies that τff+ = τff ,
β + = β∗ , and τfb+ = τfb . Since η∗ = 0, it follows from (2.23) that α+ = α̂(τff , φ∗ , 0) =
α∗ .
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let  > 0 and note that for all ψ ∈ N, α̂(ψ, ·, ·) is
continuous on Rb+1 × CN . Since S × CN is a subset of Rb × Z+ × CN , which is
a subspace of Rb+1 × CN , it follows from [88, Chap. 2] that α̂ is continuous on
S × CN . Since, in addition, φ∗ ∈ S, it follows that there exists δ0 > 0 such that for
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all φ ∈ Bδ0 (φ∗ ) and all η ∈ Bδ0 (0),
α̂(τff , φ, η) ∈ B (α̂(τff , φ∗ , 0)).

(2.25)

Define 1 , min {, δ0 } and Φc , cl (Θ ∩ Sρ ), which denotes the closure. Note that
Φc ⊆ S is compact. Since Φc is compact and {φ ∈ S : kx − φ∗ k ≥ 1 } is closed, it
follows that Φ1 , Φc \B1 (φ∗ ) is compact.
Let c > δ0 and define C , {x ∈ CN : kxk ≤ c}. For all ψ ∈ N, Q̂(ψ, ·, ·) is continuous on Φ1 × CN . Next, define z : C → [0, ∞) by z(η) , min(ψ,φ)∈Ψ×Φ1 Q̂(ψ, φ, η),
which exists because Ψ and Φ1 are compact and for all ψ ∈ N, Q̂(ψ, ·, ·) is continuous
on Φ1 × C [89, Thm. 7.7]. Proposition 2.2 and (A7) imply that z(0) > 0. Since for
all ψ ∈ N, Q̂(ψ, ·, ·) is continuous on Φ1 × C, and Φ1 and C are compact, it follows
from [86, Thm. 9.14] that z is continuous on C. Since for all ψ ∈ N, Q̂(ψ, ·, ·) is continuous on S × CN , it follows that Q̂(τff , φ∗ , ·) is continuous on C. Thus, W : C → R
defined by W (η) , z(η) − Q̂(τff , φ∗ , η) is continuous on C. Note that (2.24) implies
that W (0) = z(0) − Q̂(τff , φ∗ , 0) = z(0) > 0. Therefore, it follows that there exists
δ1 ∈ (0, c) such that for all η ∈ Bδ1 (0), W (η) > 0. Define δ , min{δ0 , δ1 } > 0 and
assume kη∗ k < δ. Then, W (η∗ ) > 0. Since W (η∗ ) > 0 and for all ψ ∈ N, Q̂(ψ, ·, η∗ ) is
continuous on Φc , it follows from the continuity of Q̂(τff , ·, η∗ ) that there exists δ2 > 0
such that for all φ ∈ Φc ∩ Bδ2 (φ∗ ), |Q̂(τff , φ, η∗ ) − Q̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ )| < W (η∗ ). Thus, for all
φ ∈ Φc ∩Bδ2 (φ∗ ), Q̂(τff , φ, η∗ )− Q̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ ) ≤ |Q̂(τff , φ, η∗ )− Q̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ )| < W (η∗ ) =
z(η∗ ) − Q̂(τff , φ∗ , η∗ ), which implies that
Q̂(τff , φ, η∗ ) < z(η∗ ).

(2.26)

Since {Φj }∞
j=1 converges to (Θ ∩ Sρ ) ⊆ Φc , Definition 2.1 implies that there exists
+
a sequence {φj : φj ∈ Φj }∞
j=1 and L ∈ Z such that for all j > L, φj ∈ Bmin {1 ,δ2 } (φ∗ ).
Thus, (2.26) implies that for all j > L, Q̂(τff , φj , η∗ ) < z(η∗ ).
Let j ∈ Z+ be such that j > L. It follows from Algorithm 2.1, (2.20)–(2.22),
+
and (2.26) that Q̂(τff,j
, φ+
j , η∗ ) ≤ Q̂(τff,j , φj , η∗ ) < z(η∗ ). Assume for contradiction
+
that τff,j 6= τff and φj 6∈ B1 (φ∗ ), which implies that φ+
j ∈ Φ1 . Thus, z(η∗ ) =
+
+
min(ψ,φ)∈Ψ×Φ1 Q̂(ψ, φ, η∗ ) ≤ Q̂(τff,j , φj , η∗ ) < z(η∗ ), which is a contradiction. Thus,
+
+
+
τff,j
= τff and φ+
j ∈ B1 (φ∗ ) ⊆ B (φ∗ ). Since τff,j = τff and φj ∈ B1 (φ∗ ) ⊆ Bδ0 (φ∗ ), it
follows from (2.23) and (2.25) that αj+ = α̂(τff , φ+
j , η∗ ) ∈ B (α̂(τff , φ∗ , 0)) = B (α∗ ).
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Chapter 3 Characteristics that Make Linear Time-Invariant Dynamic Systems Difficult for Humans to Control

In this chapter, we presents results from a human-in-the-loop (HITL) experiment
in which 55 human subjects interact with a dynamic system 40 times over a oneweek period, and perform a command-following task. The subjects are divided into 5
groups of 11 subjects. For each interaction, a subjects performs a command-following
task, where the reference command is the same for all trials; however, each group
interacts with a different dynamic system, which is represented by a transfer function.
All groups follow a chirp reference command where the chip has frequency content
between 0 and 0.5 Hz. Group 1 interacts with a minimum-phase transfer function
for all trials. Group 2 interacts with a nonminimum-phase transfer function for all
trials. Group 3 interacts with a order 3, relative degree 1 transfer function for all
trials. Group 4 interacts with a order 3, relative degree 2 transfer function for all
trials. Group 5 interacts with a order 3, relative degree 3 transfer function for all
trials. We use a subsystem identification algorithm to estimate the control strategy
(feedforward, feedback, and feedback time delay) that each subject uses on each trial.
The experimental and identification results are used to examine the impact of the
system characteristics on the subjects’ command-following performance and on the
control strategies that the subjects learn. Results demonstrate that nonminimumphase zeros, relative degree, and phase lag are characteristics that make dynamic systems difficult for humans to control. Results demonstrate that the difference between
each group’s performance can be attributed to 2 aspects of the subject’s identified
controllers: i) using a comparatively accurate approximation of the inverse dynamics
in feedforward; and ii) using a feedback controller with comparatively high gain. Finally, results also demonstrate that for all groups, the average identified feedforward
controller has significant phase lag on the first trial compare to the last trial. Thus,
subjects learn to use phase lead in their feedforward controllers over the trials. Some
preliminary results from this chapter appear in [79].
3.1 Introduction
Humans learn to control a wide range of complex dynamic systems, including bicycles, kites, and hula hoops. The strategies used by humans to control these systems
are unclear [1]. The internal model hypothesis (IMH) proposes that the central nervous system constructs models of the body’s interactions with the physical world and
that those models are used for control [2, 3, 66]. Suggested uses of internal models
include prediction, state estimation, model-based control, and feedforward model in-
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version [6, 90–96]. Theories of human motor learning, including the IMH, have been
extensively investigated using reaching experiments [5, 6, 8, 10, 11], and grip-force experiments [20,21]. For example, subjects in [6] are asked to grasp and move a robotic
manipulator between 2 points in a horizontal plane; however, the robotic manipulator
is actuated by velocity-dependent forces. These forces initially cause subjects’ hand
motions to deviate from a straight line. After practice, subjects adjust to the forces
and are able to move the manipulator in a straight line. However, when the force is
subsequently removed, the subjects deviate from the straight line in a manner that
mirrors the initial deviations. These experiments are often interpreted with internal
models; however, these results do not confirm the IMH [97].
The internal model hypothesis has been explored by comparing the results of human control experiments with mathematical models of proposed human control architectures [24–29, 31–37, 39, 40]. These models reproduce certain qualitative features
observed in the experiments. However, vastly different control strategies can yield
similar dynamic behavior. Thus, a model that reproduces qualitative features of an
experiment does not necessarily provide an accurate representation of the human’s
control strategy.
In contrast to the approaches in [24–29, 31–37, 39, 40], we use subsystem identification (SSID) to obtain feedforward and feedback controllers that are the best fit
to data obtained from a human control experiment. Other studies that use system
identification approaches to model human responses include [43–54]. Specifically, [43]
identifies models of a human’s precision grip force and [44] identifies models of a human’s oculomotor system. However, the human systems investigated in [43, 44] are
modeled without feedback. In [45–50], identification methods are used to model the
behavior of human pilots; however, these models include error feedback only and thus,
do not incorporate feedforward control. Extensions to the case where subjects have
access to both feedback and feedforward are considered in [51, 52]; however, these
studies do not explicitly identify the best-fit feedback and feedforward controllers.
In [53, 54], feedfoward and feedback controllers are estimated for humans performing
ramp-command-following tasks. However, these feedforward and feedback models rely
on an assumed control strategy. Specifically, the feedforward models are assumed to
include the inverse system dynamics.
In recent work [42, 65], we developed a subsystem identification (SSID) method to
model the control strategies (feedforward, feedback, and feedback time delay) that
humans use when interacting with a dynamic system. In [42], we present results from
an experiment where 10 subjects interacted with a dynamic system 40 times. We use
data from each trial of each subject to model their control strategies. These models
suggest that the subjects learn to use the inverse system dynamics in feedforward.
This observation supports the IMH. However, this raises questions: 1) Do humans
learn to approximate the inverse dynamics in feedforward for other systems? 2) What
characteristics make a dynamic system difficult for humans to control?
This chapter presents results from an experiment with 5 groups of 11 subjects,
where each group learns to interact with a different dynamic system. By comparing
the performance of these 5 groups, we identify certain characteristics that can make
a dynamic system difficult for a human to control. We use SSID to model the control
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup. A subject uses a joystick to affect the horizontal
position y of a controlled object displayed on a computer screen. The joystick position
u is the input to an LTI dynamic system, and the controlled object’s position y is
the output of the LTI dynamic system. A reference object is also displayed on the
computer screen, and its position r is an 60-s chirp signal.
strategies that each subject uses during their trials. For each group, the average
identified feedforward controller approximates the inverse system dynamics better on
the last trial than on the first trial.
3.2 Experimental Methods
Fifty-five people voluntarily participated in this study. At the time of this study,
the subjects were 18 to 35 years of age, and they had no known motor control or
neurological disorders. The University of Kentucky’s Institutional Review Board
approved this study under IRB protocol 44649.
In this study, subjects use a single-degree-of-freedom joystick to affect the singledegree-of-freedom horizontal position of a controlled object that is displayed on the
screen of a computer. The position of the joystick is denoted by u, which is the
input to an LTI dynamic system. The horizontal position of the controlled object is
denoted by y, which is the output of the LTI dynamic system. Another object also
moves on the computer screen, and its horizontal position is denoted by r, which is
independent of u. This object is called the reference object. The signals u, y, and r
are functions of time t. Figure 3.1 is a diagram of the experimental setup.
Prior to interacting with the experimental setup, each subject is shown the computer screen and told that manipulating the joystick moves the controlled object.
Subjects are told that their objective is to manipulate the joystick and attempt to
make the controlled and reference objects have the same horizontal position at each
instant of time. Thus, each subject’s objective is to generate a control u that makes
the magnitude of the error e , r − y as small as possible. Prior to the experiment,
the subjects have no knowledge of the LTI dynamic system relating u and y, or the
reference object’s trajectory r.
Each subject performs 40 trials of the experiment over 7 days. A trial is an 60-s
time period during which a subject operates the joystick. Each subject’s trials are
divided into 4 sessions, and each session consists of 10 trials, which are completed
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within a period of 20 minutes. No subject participates in more than one session in a
12-hour period.
For each session, a subject is placed in an isolated area, which is free from distraction. The subject sits in a chair facing a computer screen, which is located approximately 60 cm from the subject’s eyes and measures 47.6 cm high by 26.8 cm wide.
The subject uses a hand of their choice to manipulate the single-degree-of-freedom
rotational joystick, which is a Teledyne Gurley model number 8225-6000-DQSD.
The reference object’s position r is a 60-s chirp with frequency content between 0
and 0.5 Hz. Specifically, for t ∈ [0, 60],
r(t) , 2 sin

πt2
.
120

The units of the reference r are hash marks (hm), which are vertical lines shown on
the computer screen and denoting position. The distance between hash marks on the
computer screen is 2.5 cm. The amplitude of the reference r is 2 hm, and the range
of motion displayed on the computer screen is ±8 hm.
For t ∈ [0, 60], the controlled object’s position y satisfies the LTI differential equation
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t),

(3.1)
(3.2)

where A ∈ Rn×n , B ∈ Rn×1 , C ∈ R1×n , x(t) ∈ Rn is the state, and the initial
condition is zero (i.e., x(0) = 0). It follows from (??) and (3.2) that the transfer
function from u to y is
G(s) , C(sI − A)−1 B.
The 55 subjects are divided into 5 groups, where each group has 11 subjects. The
subjects interact with the LTI dynamic system (??) and (3.2), where the system
matrices (i.e., A, B, C) are selected to explore the effects of different system characteristics. In particular, each group interacts with the LTI dynamic system (??)
and (3.2), where the associated transfer function G is equal to one of the following
5 transfer functions
2(s + 2.2)
,
+ 3.6s + 4
−2(s − 2.2)
Gn (s) , 2
,
s + 3.6s + 4
1.6(s + 1)
Grd1 (s) ,
Gm (s),
(s + 1.6)
1.6
Grd2 (s) ,
Gm (s),
(s + 1.6)
27.1
Grd3 (s) ,
.
(s + 2.2)(s2 + 3.6s + 4)
Gm (s) ,

s2
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These dynamic systems are selected to examine the impact of system characteristics,
including system zeros, relative degree, system order, and phase shift. Figure 3.2
shows the Bode plots for Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 .
All 5 transfer functions have a pair of complex-conjugate poles at −1.8 ± 0.872.
However, the transfer functions differ by the other poles and zeros. For example,
Gm and Gn have the same poles and the same dc gain. However, Gm is minimum
phase with a zero at −2.2, while Gn is nonminimum phase with a zero at +2.2. The
magnitude of Gm and Gn coincide, whereas Gn has 180◦ more asymptotic phase lag
than Gm . We examine the impact of nonminimum-phase zeros by comparing subjects’
behavior with Gm to that with Gn .

Magnitude
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Grd3
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1
0
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-90
-180
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0.8
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Figure 3.2: Bode plots of Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 .
We examine the impact of system order and relative degree by comparing subjects’
control behavior with Gm (order 2, relative degree one) to that with Grd1 (order 3,
relative degree one) and that with Grd2 (order 3, relative degree 2).
To examine the impact of phase lag, note that Gm and Gn have the same magnitude
but different phases. In contrast, Grd3 and Gn have the same phase but different
magnitudes. Thus, we examine the impact of phase shift by comparing the subjects’
control behavior with Gm , Gn , and Grd3 .
Note that Gm , Gn , Grd1 , and Grd2 have the same dc gain (i.e., Gm (0) = Gn (0) =
Grd1 (0) = Grd2 (0) = 1.1), which is selected such that the joystick motion required to
follow r is within the range of achievable human motion. The dc gain Grd3 (0) = 3.1
is higher than that of the other transfer functions because Grd3 has relative degree 3
and thus, has more magnitude change over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
3.3 Experimental Data
For each of the 2200 trials, we record r, u, and y with a sample time of Ts =
0.02 s. The sampled data are denoted by {rk }nk=1 , {uk }nk=1 , and {yk }nk=1 , where
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n = 3000 samples. For k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we define ek , rk − yk , which is the commandfollowing error.
A divergent trial is a trial, where for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, yk exceeds ±8 hm display
limits. As shown in Table 3.1, there are more divergent trials during the earlier trials
than during the later trials. Note that Grd3 has the most divergent trials—a total
of 19, which is 4.3% of the trials (i.e., 19 out of 440). For each group, there are no
divergent trials over the last 5 trials. Divergent trials are omitted from the results
reported in the rest of this chapter.
Table 3.1: Number of divergent trials.

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
1
7
0
0
5

Trials
6–10
0
2
0
0
1

Trials
11–20
0
1
0
1
5

Trials
21–30
0
0
0
0
5

Trials
31–35
0
0
0
0
3

Trials
36–40
0
0
0
0
0

Total
1
10
0
1
19

3.3.1 Time-Domain Data
For each trial, we define the time-averaged error
n

1X
kek ,
|ek | .
n k=1
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show y, r, and e for the first and last trials of the subject from
each group whose kek on the last trial is the median (i.e., 6th best) of the subjects
in the group. For each group, the median subject’s kek on the last trial is less than
their kek on the first trial. The time-averaged error on the last trial for the subject
who interacted with Gm is smaller than that for the subject who interacted with Grd1 ,
which is smaller than that for the subject who interacted with Grd2 , which is smaller
than that for the subject who interacted with Gn , which is smaller than that for the
subject who interacted with Grd3 .
Figure 3.5 shows the mean and standard deviation of kek on each trial for each
group, and Table 3.2 shows the mean kek on different sets of trials for each group.
For each group, the mean and standard deviation of kek tend to decrease over the
trials. In particular, for each group, the mean kek decreases by at least 42% from
the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials. The group with Gn has the largest decrease (in
absolute and percent) from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials. For all groups, the
open-loop (i.e., u = 0) time-averaged error is approximately 1.2. By trial 40, the
mean kek for each group is at least 50% better than the open-loop.
Figure 3.5 shows that for each trial, the mean kek with Gm is smaller than that
with Gn , which aligns with control theory results, showing that nonminimum-phase
zeros can limit performance [98].
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Figure 3.3: Output y and reference r on the first and last trials of the subject from
each group whose kek on the last trial is the median of the group.
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Figure 3.4: Error e on the first and last trials of the subject from each group whose
kek on the last trial is the median of the group.
Figure 3.5 also shows that for each trial, the mean kek with Gm is less than that
with Grd2 . Recall that the only difference between Gm and Grd2 is that Grd2 has an
additional pole at −1.6. Thus, Grd2 is higher order and higher relative degree than
Gm , which suggests that higher system order and/or higher relative degree could be
impediments to a human’s ability to control a dynamic system.
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Figure 3.5: Mean and standard deviation of kek on each trial for each group. For
each group, the mean and standard deviation of kek tend to decrease over the trials.
The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
Table 3.2: Mean kek and change in mean kek from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials.
Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
0.52
1.35
0.38
0.72
0.95

Trials
6–10
0.35
1.00
0.30
0.57
0.75

Trials
11–20
0.30
0.82
0.26
0.45
0.68

Trials
21–30
0.25
0.70
0.24
0.41
0.57

Trials
31–35
0.22
0.64
0.22
0.36
0.56

Trials
36–40
0.22
0.53
0.22
0.34
0.54

Change
−0.30
−0.82
−0.16
−0.38
−0.41

However, the mean kek with Grd1 over the last 30 trials is comparable to that with
Gm ; both of which are smaller than the mean kek with Grd2 on each trial. Furthermore,
the only difference between Grd2 and Grd1 is that Grd1 has an additional zero at −1.
Together, these observations suggest that higher relative degree can make a system
more difficult to control, whereas higher system order does not necessarily make a
system more difficult to control.
Both nonminimum-phase zeros and relative degree contribute to phase lag. In
particular, each nonminimum-phase zero causes 90◦ of asymptotic phase lag, and each
integer increase in relative degree causes 90◦ of asymptotic phase lag. Thus, another
interpretation of the above observations is that phase lag can make systems difficult
for humans to control. Table 3.2 shows that over the last 5 trials, the mean kek with
Gn and Grd3 are approximately equal but greater than the mean kek with Grd2 , which
is greater than the mean kek with Grd1 and Gm . Furthermore, over the 0-to-0.5 Hz
range, Gn and Grd3 have the same phase lag, which is greater than the phase lag of
Grd2 , which, in turn, is greater than the phase lag of Gm and Grd1 . These observations
suggests that phase lag is a key characteristic that makes systems difficult for humans
to control.
Table 3.2 shows that over the first 5 trials, the mean kek with Gn is greater than
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that with Grd3 , but over the last 5 trials, the mean kek with Gn is comparable to that
with Grd3 . Recall that Gn and Grd3 have the same phase but different magnitudes.
The magnitude of Gn decreases monotonically from 1.1 to 0.60 over the 0-to-0.5 Hz
range, whereas the magnitude of Grd3 deceases monotonically from 3.1 to 0.55 over the
frequency range. This observation suggests that larger variation in Bode magnitude
over the frequency range of the command can limit a human’s ability to improve their
performance. However, this does not explain why Grd3 was initially easier to control
than Gn . One possible explanation could be the effect of initial undershoot [98], which
is present in Gn , because it has an odd number of positive zeros, but is not present in
Grd3 .
Another example of the effect of Bode magnitude is observed by comparing the
results with Gm to those with Grd1 . Table 3.2 shows that over the last 5 trials, the
mean kek with Grd1 is equal to that with Gm ; however, the mean kek with Gm decreases
more (in absolute and percent) than that with Grd1 from the first 5 trials to the last
5 trials. Thus, Gm was initially more difficult to control than Grd1 , but subjects reached
a comparable level of performance by the last 5 trials. The phase of Gm and Grd1 are
similar; however, the magnitude of Grd1 is closer to unity than that of Gm over the
0-to-0.5 Hz range. Thus, Grd1 may have been initially easier to control because it has
a magnitude closer to unity over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
3.3.2 Frequency-Domain Analysis
For each trial, we calculate the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of {yk }nk=1 and
{rk }nk=1 at the frequencies ωi = π(i − 1)/30 rad/s, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, which are
N = 31 evenly spaced frequencies over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Let ydft (ωi ) and rdft (ωi )
denote the DFT of {yk }nk=1 and {rk }nk=1 at ωi , respectively.
For each trial, define the frequency-averaged error in the magnitude of the output
N
1 X
|ydft (ωi )| e∠rdft (ωi ) − |rdft (ωi )| e∠rdft (ωi )
Em ,
N i=1
N
1 X
=
|ydft (ωi )| − |rdft (ωi )| ,
N i=1

which is the frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between the ydft and rdft
assuming that the phase of ydft is equal to the phase of rdft . Similarly, for each trial,
define the frequency-averaged error in the phase of the output
Ep ,

N
1 X
|rdft (ωi )| e∠ydft (ωi ) − |rdft (ωi )| e∠rdft (ωi )
N i=1

N
1 X
=
|rdft (ωi )| e∠ydft (ωi ) − e∠rdft (ωi ) ,
N i=1

which is the frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between the ydft and rdft
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assuming that the magnitude of ydft is equal to the magnitude of rdft .
Figure 3.6 shows the mean and standard deviation of Em and Ep for each group
on each trial. These results are similar to the time-domain results shown in Fig. 3.5.
However, for each group, the mean Ep is generally greater than the mean Em , which
suggests that the subjects’ command-following error is a result of error in phase more
than error in magnitude.
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Figure 3.6: The mean and standard deviation of Em and Ep on each trial for each
group. For each group, the mean Em and Ep tend to decrease over the trials. However,
the mean Ep decreases more (in absolute and percent) than the mean Em . The ◦ is
the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.

Table 3.3: Mean Em and change in mean Em from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials.

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
0.04
0.09
0.03
0.06
0.11

Trials
6–10
0.03
0.08
0.02
0.05
0.07

Trials
11–20
0.03
0.07
0.02
0.04
0.07

Trials
21–30
0.02
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.06

Trials
31–35
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.04
0.06

Trials
36–40
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.03
0.06

Change
−0.02
−0.04
−0.01
−0.03
−0.05

Table 3.4: Mean Ep and change in mean Ep from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials.

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
0.07
0.18
0.05
0.10
0.15

Trials
6–10
0.04
0.12
0.03
0.08
0.11

Trials
11–20
0.03
0.10
0.03
0.06
0.10

Trials
21–30
0.03
0.08
0.02
0.05
0.08
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Trials
31–35
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.04
0.08

Trials
36–40
0.02
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.08

Change
−0.05
−0.12
−0.03
−0.06
−0.07

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show the mean Em and Ep on different sets of trials for each
group. Although the mean Em and mean Ep both decrease over the trials, Tables 3.3
and 3.4 show that the mean Ep decreases more (in absolute and percent) than the
mean Em . Specifically, for Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 , the mean Em decreases by
50%, 44%, 33%, 50%, and 45% from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials. In contrast,
the mean Ep decreases by 71%, 67%, 60%, 60%, and 47% in the same order. This
observation suggests that the improvement in kek is attributed more to improvement
in matching the phase of the reference than improvement in matching the magnitude
of the reference.
3.4 Modeling Control Strategies Using SSID
We discretize G using a zero-order hold on the input with sample time Ts = 0.02 s,
which yields the discrete-time transfer function G. Thus, (??) and (3.2) imply that
ŷ(z) = G(z)û(z),

(3.3)

where û and ŷ are the z-transforms of uk and yk .
Each subject’s control strategy is modeled by the LTI control architecture shown
in Fig. 3.7, which is given by
û(z) = z −d Gfb (z)ê(z) + Gff (z)r̂(z),

(3.4)

where r̂(z) and ê(z) are the z-transforms of rk and ek ; Gff is the feedforward transfer
function; Gfb is the feedback transfer function; and the nonnegative integer d is the
feedback delay. Feedforward is the anticipatory control determined solely from the
reference rk , whereas feedback is the reactive control determined from the observed
error ek . We do not include feedforward time delay in the model (3.4) because the
same reference r is used for each trial, and it is predictable. Thus, the subjects are
able to learn to compensate for feedforward time delay.
Model of Subject’s Control Strategy
rk

yk

Feedforward
Gff
ek Delay
z −d

uk

Feedback
Gfb

Figure 3.7: Model of the control strategy. The control strategy is modeled using the
feedforward controller Gff , feedback transfer function Gfb , and feedback delay d.
It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that the closed-loop transfer function from rk to yk
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is



G(z) Gff (z) + z −d Gfb (z)
G̃yr (z) ,
.
1 + z −d Gfb (z)G(z)

(3.5)

Let Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 denote the discrete-time transfer functions obtained by discretizing Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 with a sample time Ts = 0.02 s and
a zero-order hold on the input. Thus, G in (3.5) is equal to Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , or
Grd3 as appropriate.
For each trial, we use the SSID algorithm in [42,65] to determine the control strategy
(i.e., Gff , Gfb , d) of the form (3.4) that is the best-fit to the experimental data. For
each trial and for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, define H(ωi ) , ydft (ωi )/rdft (ωi ), which is the
closed-loop frequency-response data from rk to yk .
Since yk is bounded, we assume that G̃yr is asymptotically stable (i.e., its poles are
contained in the open unit disk of the complex plane). Thus, it follows from (3.5)
that Gff is asymptotically stable. The SSID algorithm in [42, 64] can be implemented
in a computationally efficient manner if Gff is finite impulse response (FIR). Thus,
we let Gff be FIR. Since Gff is asymptotically stable, the assumption that Gff is FIR
does not significantly restrict the class of feedforward behavior [64].
The objective of the SSID algorithm is to determine Gff , Gfb , and d such that
the modeled frequency response {G̃yr (eωi Ts )}N
i=1 approximates the frequency-response
.
The
SSID
algorithm
aims
to
find Gff , Gfb , and d that minimize the
data {H(ωi )}N
i=1
cost function
J(Gff , Gfb , d) ,

N
X
i=1

2

G̃yr (eωi Ts ) − H(ωi )



2
N
X
G(eωi Ts ) Gff (eωi Ts ) + e−dωi Ts Gfb (eωi Ts )
− H(ωi ) ,
=
−dωi Ts G (eωi Ts )G(eωi Ts )
1
+
e
fb
i=1

(3.6)

subject to the constraint that G̃yr is asymptotically stable. The SSID algorithm is
summarized as follows:
Step 1. Select a feedback candidate pool that contains possible models of the feedback
transfer function Gfb and feedback delay d. Note that every element in the
feedback candidate pool is such that G̃yr is asymptotically stable.
Step 2. For each element in the feedback candidate pool, solve a convex optimization
to find the FIR feedforward controller Gff that is the best fit to the frequencyresponse data {H(ωi )}N
i=1 . Note that the cost (3.6) is convex in the numerator
coefficients of Gff .
Step 3. Determine the triple (Gff , Gfb , d) that minimizes J over all models in the
feedback candidate pool.
For additional details of the SSID algorithm, see [42, Appendix A], and see [64] for
an analysis of the algorithm’s properties with d = 0.
We use the SSID algorithm from [42,64] as opposed to classical system identification
techniques (e.g., [99–103]), because the unknown subsystem (3.4) is connected in
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feedback with G, and classical system identification algorithms applied to closed-loop
architectures can yield trivial solutions [67, 87, 104]. For example, Gff = G−1 and
z −d Gfb = −G−1 is a solution with most classical system identification approaches.
In contrast, Gff = G−1 and z −d Gfb = −G−1 does not minimize the SSID cost (3.6)
and is not a solution with the SSID algorithm [42, Appendix A]. However, if the
identified feedback controller satisfies z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1 , then the denominator of (3.5)
is approximately zero. In this case, the SSID results are ill conditioned. The feedback
candidate pool is selected in Step 1 to prevent z −d Gfb = −G−1 . See Section 3.7 for
more details on the feedback candidate pool. Although the feedback candidate pool
prevents z −d Gfb = −G−1 , the SSID algorithm could yield ill-conditioned results if
z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1 at some frequencies. Section 3.8 presents a conditioning analysis of
the SSID results in this chapter and shows that the results are not ill conditioned.
3.5 Identification Results and Discussion
For each trial, we identify the FIR feedforward controller Gff , second-order strictly
proper feedback transfer function Gfb , and feedback delay d that minimize J. The
feedforward controller order is selected to allow Gff to approximate G−1 with approximately 0.1% error over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range of the chirp command r. Thus, the
feedforward controller orders are 2, 6, 5, 2, and 3 for Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 ,
respectively. See Section 3.7 for the details of the candidate pool and algorithm implementation. The SSID algorithm is implemented on a supercomputer using parallel
processing.
Figures 3.8–3.12 show the Bode plots of the identified controllers Gff and z −d Gfb ,
and the resulting closed-loop transfer function G̃yr for the first and last trials of the
subject whose time-averaged error kek on the last trial is the median (i.e., 6th best) of
the 11 subjects who interacted with Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 , respectively. These
subjects’ time-domain data are shown in Fig. 3.3. For all subjects, the closed-loop
transfer function G̃yr is closer to one (i.e., unity magnitude and 0◦ phase) on the last
trial than on the first trial. This fact agrees with the time-domain results in Fig. 3.3,
which shows that y approximates r more closely on the last trial than on the first
trial. For all subjects, G̃yr is closer to one on the last trial because the identified Gff
for the last trial approximates the inverse dynamics better than it does on the first
trial. Figures 3.8–3.12 show that for all subjects Gff does not approximate G−1 on
trial 1, whereas Gff more closely approximates G−1 on trial 40.
3.5.1 Feedforward Control
For each identified feedforward controller, we define
1
kGff G − 1k1 ,
π

Z

π

Gff (e
0

ωTs

)G(e

ωTs

1
) − 1 dω =
π

Z
0

π

Gff (eωTs ) − G−1 (eωTs )
dω,
|G−1 (eωTs )|

where G is equal to Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , or Grd3 as appropriate. Thus, kGff G − 1k1 is
the magnitude of the difference between the identified Gff and the inverse dynamics
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Figure 3.8: Bode plots of the identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and the resulting G̃yr for the
first and last trials of the median subject from the group that interacted with Gm .
The identified Gff approximate G−1
m better on the last trial than on the first trial, and
G̃yr is closer to 1 on the last trial than on the first trial.
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Figure 3.9: Bode plots of the identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and the resulting G̃yr for the
first and last trials of the median subject from the group that interacted with Gn .
The identified Gff approximate G−1
n better on the last trial than on the first trial, and
G̃yr is closer to 1 on the last trial than on the first trial.
G−1 normalized by the magnitude of G−1 and averaged over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range
(i.e., the 0-to-π rad/s range).
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Figure 3.10: Bode plots of the identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and the resulting G̃yr for the
first and last trials of the median subject from the group that interacted with Grd1 .
The identified Gff approximate G−1
rd1 better on the last trial than on the first trial,
and G̃yr is closer to 1 on the last trial than on the first trial.
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Figure 3.11: Bode plots of the identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and the resulting G̃yr for the
first and last trials of the median subject from the group that interacted with Grd2 .
The identified Gff approximate G−1
rd2 better on the last trial than on the first trial,
and G̃yr is closer to 1 on the last trial than on the first trial.
Figure 3.13 shows the mean and standard deviation of kGff G − 1k1 on each trial
for each group, and Table 3.5 shows the mean kGff G − 1k1 on different sets of trials
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Figure 3.12: Bode plots of the identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and the resulting G̃yr for the
first and last trials of the median subject from the group that interacted with Grd3 .
The identified Gff approximate G−1
rd3 better on the last trial than on the first trial,
and G̃yr is closer to 1 on the last trial than on the first trial.
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Figure 3.13: Mean and standard deviation of kGff G − 1k1 on each trial. The normalized difference between the identified Gff and G−1 tends to decrease over the trials.
The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
for each group. For each group, the mean kGff G − 1k1 decreases over the trials.
Figures 3.14–3.18 are the Bode plots of the average identified feedforward controller
Gff over all 11 subjects on trials 1 and 40 for the group with Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and
Grd3 , respectively. For each group, the average identified Gff approximates G−1 better
on trial 40 than on trial 1. Thus, by the last trial, subjects learn an approximation
of G−1 and use the approximate inverse dynamics in feedforward. This result agrees
with the results reported in [42] for a different experiment. These results also support
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Table 3.5: Mean kGff G − 1k1 and change in mean kGff G − 1k1 from the first 5 trials
to the last 5 trials.
Trials
1–5
0.44
1.10
0.27
0.44
0.68

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
6–10
0.25
0.62
0.18
0.30
0.50

Trials
11–20
0.30
0.46
0.18
0.25
0.40

Trials
21–30
0.20
0.44
0.15
0.20
0.32

Trials
31–35
0.15
0.33
0.13
0.16
0.28

Trials
36–40
0.17
0.32
0.14
0.14
0.33

Change
−0.27
−0.78
−0.13
−0.30
−0.35

the internal model hypothesis.
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Figure 3.14: Average identified feedforward controller for the group with Gm on trials
1 and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.15: Average identified feedforward controller for the group with Gn on trials
1 and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.16: Average identified feedforward controller for the group with Grd1 on
trials 1 and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
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Figure 3.17: Average identified feedforward controller for the group with Grd2 on
trials 1 and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
Although the SSID results show that the subjects learn to approximate G−1 in
feedforward, Fig. 3.13 shows that on trial 40, the subjects interacting with Gm , Grd1 ,
and Grd2 approximate the inverse dynamics more accurately than those interacting
with Gn and Grd3 . Specifically, mean kGff G − 1k1 on trial 40 for Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 ,
and Grd3 are 0.14, 0.22, 0.14, 0.13, and 0.35, respectively. Table 3.5 shows similar
results over the last 5 trials. Thus, the subjects interacting with Gm , Grd1 , and Grd2
learn to approximate G−1 in feedforward better than those interacting with Gn and
Grd3 . This difference in the accuracy of the approximation of G−1 in feedforward
helps to explain why the mean kek on trial 40 for Gm , Grd1 , and Grd2 are less than
those for Gn and Grd3 .
Figures 3.14–3.18 show that for each group, the average identified feedforward controller on trial 1 has significant phase lag relative to G−1 , and that this phase lag is
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Figure 3.18: Average identified feedforward controller for the group with Grd3 on
trials 1 and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
significantly reduced (or eliminated) by trial 40. Thus, subjects learn to use phase
lead in feedforward over the trials. This observation suggests that a key component
of learning to approximate G−1 in feedforward is learning to use the correct amount
of phase lead. To examine this observation in more detail, for each trial, define the
frequency-averaged error in the magnitude of Gff G relative to unity
Z
1 π
Gff (eωTs )G(eωTs ) − 1 dω,
Me (Gff ) ,
π 0
which is the frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between Gff G and 1
assuming that the phase of Gff G is equal to the phase of 1. Similarly, for each trial,
define the frequency-averaged error in the phase of Gff G relative to unity
Z
1 π j∠[Gff (eωTs )G(eTs ω )]
e
− 1 dω,
Pe (Gff ) ,
π 0
which is the frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between Gff G and 1
assuming that the magnitude of Gff G is equal to the magnitude of 1.
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the mean and standard deviation of Me and Pe on each
trial for each group, and Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show the mean Me and Pe on different
sets of trials for each group.
The mean Pe is greater than the mean Me for the first 5 trials for all groups. This
suggest that approximating the phase of the inverse dynamics was initially harder than
approximating the magnitude of the inverse dynamics. Results also suggest that the
mean Pe decreases more (in absolute and percent) than the mean Me . Specifically, for
subjects interacting with Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 , the mean Me from the first
5 trials to the last 5 trials decreases by 58%, 65%, 27%, 61%, and 46%, respectively.
In contrast, the mean Pe from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials decreases by 63%,
74%, 63%, 76%, and 63% in the same order. This observation suggests that these
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groups’ improvement in approximating the G−1 is attributed more to improvement
in matching the phase of the G−1 than improvement in matching the magnitude of
the G−1 .
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Figure 3.19: Mean and standard deviation of Me on each trial. The mean Me tends
to decrease over the trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
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Figure 3.20: Mean and standard deviation of Pe on each trial. The mean Pe tends
to decrease over the trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
For each group, the mean Me and mean Pe decrease over the trials; however, Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show that the mean Pe decreases more (in absolute and percent) than
the mean Me . Specifically, for Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 , the mean Me decreases by
58%, 65%, 27%, 61%, and 46% from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials. In contrast,
the mean Pe decreases by 63%, 74%, 63%, 76%, and 63% in the same order. This
observation suggests that improvement in the approximation of G−1 in feedforward
is attributed more to improvement in matching the phase of G−1 than improvement
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in matching the magnitude of G−1 . Thus, learning the phase lead of G−1 is a critical
aspect of learning to approximate G−1 in feedforward.
Table 3.6: Mean Me and change in mean Me from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials.

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
0.24
0.54
0.15
0.23
0.35

Trials
6–10
0.14
0.32
0.13
0.18
0.26

Trials
11–20
0.16
0.27
0.12
0.14
0.22

Trials
21–30
0.12
0.25
0.09
0.13
0.18

Trials
31–35
0.08
0.19
0.09
0.09
0.15

Trials
36–40
0.10
0.19
0.11
0.09
0.19

Change
−0.14
−0.35
−0.04
−0.14
−0.16

Table 3.7: Mean Pe and change in mean Pe from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials.

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
0.35
0.84
0.19
0.42
0.72

Trials
6–10
0.19
0.48
0.11
0.24
0.47

Trials
11–20
0.23
0.30
0.09
0.19
0.35

Trials
21–30
0.15
0.30
0.09
0.13
0.26

Trials
31–35
0.12
0.23
0.08
0.11
0.23

Trials
36–40
0.13
0.22
0.07
0.10
0.27

Change
−0.22
−0.62
−0.12
−0.32
−0.45

Recall that Table 3.5 shows that the subjects interacting with Gm , Grd1 , and Grd2
learn to approximate G−1 in feedforward better than those interacting with Gn and
Grd3 . Since learning the phase lead of G−1 is an important aspect of approximating
G−1 in feedforward, one possible explanation for the difference in the accuracy of
the approximations of G−1 is that Gn and Grd3 have the most phase lag over the
0-to-0.5 Hz range. To examine this conjecture, we consider a modified version of
kGff G − 1k1 where we average over a frequency range where each system has the
same amount of phase lag. Note that Grd1 has the least phase lag over the 0-to0.5 Hz range, and that phase lag is θ , ∠Grd1 (eπTs ) = −0.958 rad (or −54.9◦ ). For
each identified feedforward controller, define
kGff G − 1k1,[0,θ] ,

ω(θ)

Z
0

Gff (eωTs )G(eωTs ) − 1
dω,
ω(θ)

where ω(θ) ∈ [0, π] is such that
∠G(eω(θ)Ts ) = θ,
and G is equal to Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , or Grd3 as appropriate. Thus, ω(θ) is the
frequency at which the transfer function G has the phase angle θ, and kGff G − 1k1,[0,θ]
is the magnitude of the difference between Gff and G−1 normalized by the magnitude
of G−1 and averaged over the frequency range where the phase of G is between 0 and
θ. Similarly, for each identified feedforward controller, define
kGff G − 1k1,[θ,π] ,

Z

π

ω(θ)

Gff (eωTs )G(eωTs ) − 1
dω.
π − ω(θ)
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Table 3.8 shows the mean kGff G − 1k1,[0,θ] on different sets of trials for each group,
and Table 3.9 shows the mean kGff G − 1k1,[θ,π] on different sets of trials for the
groups with Gn and Grd3 . Table 3.8 shows that over the last 5 trials, the error in
approximating G−1 in feedforward is approximately the same for all groups over the
0-to-ω(θ) frequency range. In contrast, Table 3.9 shows that over the last 5 trials,
the groups with Gn and Grd3 have significantly greater error in in approximating
G−1 in feedforward over the higher frequency range. Thus, the groups with Gn and
Grd3 learn to approximate G−1 in feedforward more poorly than the other groups at
higher frequencies, where Gn and Grd3 have significantly more phase lag. This provides
additional evidence that phase lag is an important impediment to a human’s ability
to learn to approximate the inverse dynamics in feedforward.
Table 3.8: Mean kGff G − 1k1,[0,θ] and change in mean kGff G − 1k1,[0,θ] from the first
5 trials to the last 5 trials.

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
0.36
0.46
0.27
0.30
0.31

Trials
6–10
0.20
0.24
0.18
0.23
0.18

Trials
11–20
0.22
0.22
0.18
0.16
0.19

Trials
21–30
0.16
0.17
0.15
0.15
0.14

Trials
31–35
0.12
0.18
0.13
0.13
0.10

Trials
36–40
0.14
0.13
0.14
0.11
0.13

Change
−0.22
−0.33
−0.13
−0.19
−0.18

Table 3.9: Mean kGff G − 1k1,[θ,π] and change in mean kGff G − 1k1,[θ,π] from the first
5 trials to the last 5 trials.

Gn
Grd3

Trials
1–5
1.30
0.79

Trials
6–10
0.74
0.59

Trials
11–20
0.54
0.47

Trials
21–30
0.52
0.38

Trials
31–35
0.38
0.33

Trials
36–40
0.38
0.39

Change
−0.92
−0.40

3.5.2 Feedback Control
For each identified feedback controller, we define
Z
Z
1 π −ωTs d
1 π
−d
ωTs
kz Gfb k1 ,
e
Gfb (e ) dω =
Gfb (eωTs ) dω
π 0
π 0
which is the frequency-averaged magnitude of z −d Gfb over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Note
that kz −d Gfb k1 does not depend on the feedback delay d.
Figure 3.21 shows the mean and standard deviation of kz −d Gfb k1 on each trial for
each group, and Table 3.10 shows the mean kz −d Gfb k1 on different sets of trials for
each group. For each group, the mean kz −d Gfb k1 tends to increase over the first
20 trials. These increases suggest that the subjects learn to use more frequencyaveraged feedback gain over the first 20 trials. Thus, subjects learn to increase the
feedback gain in a manner that maintains closed-loop stability. To examine this
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further, we compute the stability margins (i.e., upward gain margin and phase margin)
associated with each identified feedback controller. Tables 3.11 and 3.12 show the
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Figure 3.21: Mean and standard deviation of kz −d Gfb k1 on each trial. The mean
kz −d Gfb k1 tends to increase over the first 20 trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines
indicate the standard deviation.
Table 3.10: Mean kz −d Gfb k1 .
Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
1.71
1.23
1.28
1.35
0.68

Trials
6–10
1.73
1.25
1.36
1.75
1.01

Trials
11–15
2.76
0.96
1.42
1.80
0.91

Trials
16–20
2.74
1.27
1.43
2.79
1.14

Trials
21–25
2.42
1.31
1.48
1.88
0.97

Trials
26–30
2.03
1.33
1.57
2.63
1.29

Trials
31–40
2.17
1.29
1.55
2.20
1.15

Table 3.11: Mean Upward Gain Margin (absolute).

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
3.26
1.59
1.88
1.73
1.44

Trials
6–10
1.98
1.66
1.83
1.87
1.18

Trials
11–15
1.92
1.39
1.48
1.53
1.24

Trials
16–20
1.87
1.46
1.71
1.25
1.22

Trials
21–25
2.19
1.42
1.49
1.32
1.22

Trials
26–30
2.04
1.32
1.55
1.28
1.19

Trials
31–40
1.90
1.62
1.69
1.25
1.25

mean upward gain margins and mean phase margins on different sets of trials for
each group. For each group, the mean upward gain margin and mean phase margin
decrease from trials 1–5 to trials 16–20. Thus, over the first 20 trials, subjects learn
to increase feedback gain by using controllers with smaller stability margins. This
observation suggests that through repeated interaction, the subjects learn the system
dynamics G well enough to use less conservative feedback controllers without causing
closed-loop instability.
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Table 3.12: Mean Phase Margin (degrees).
Trials
1–5
47
21
19
36
28

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Gm

Trials
6–10
32
17
13
21
11

Trials
11–15
14
25
12
17
11
Gn

Trials
16–20
19
10
14
18
10

Trials
21–25
26
21
10
17
11

Grd1

Grd2

Trials
26–30
21
13
12
11
11

Trials
31–40
17
14
15
13
12

Grd3

Td (ms)

400

200

0

10 20 30 40
10 20 30 40
10 20 30 40
10 20 30 40
10 20 30 40
Trial Number
Trial Number
Trial Number
Trial Number
Trial Number

Figure 3.22: Mean and standard deviation of Td on each trial. The ◦ is the mean,
and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
Note that the mean kz −d Gfb k1 and associated stability margins do not have a
consistent trend over the last 20 trials. However, during these trials, the feedforward
controller is a comparatively accurate approximation of G−1 , and (3.5) implies that
the closed-loop transfer function G̃yr is insensitive to z −d Gfb . Thus, for these trials,
the identified Gfb may not be an accurate representation of the feedback used by the
subjects.
For each identified feedback delay, define Td , 103 dTs , which is the feedback time
delay in milliseconds. Figure 3.22 shows the mean and standard deviation of the
identified Td on each trial for each group. The average identified Td over all 40 trials for
groups with Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 are 233, 299, 310, 241, and 310, respectively.
These results for human time delay with visual feedback are consistent with the results
in [42]. Figure 3.22 also shows that there is no apparent trend in the mean Td over
the trials.
3.5.3 Validation of SSID Results
For each trial, we obtain the validation data {yv,k }nk=1 by simulating
ŷv (z) = G̃yr (z)r̂(z),
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where all initial conditions are zero; G̃yr is the closed-loop transfer function (3.5)
obtained from the identified Gff , Gfb , and d; and ŷv (z) is the z-transform of yv,k .
For each trial, we compute the variance accounted for (VAF), which is a measure
of the accuracy of the identified closed-loop transfer function and is given by
Pn
|yk − yv,k |2
1
,
VAF , 1 − k=n
Pn
2
|y
|
k
k=n1
where n1 = 26. We use data from the time interval (0.5, 60] s to compute the VAF.
The initial 0.5 s of data is omitted to reduce the impact of nonzero initial conditions because the experimental data may have nonzero initial conditions, whereas the
validation data is computed with zero initial conditions.
Figure 3.23 shows the mean and standard deviation of the VAF for each trial, and
Table 3.13 shows the mean VAF on different sets of trials for each group. For each
group, the mean VAF increases over the trials, which implies that as the subjects
learn, their control behavior is more accurately modeled by the relatively low-order
LTI controller (3.4) used in this chapter. This observation suggests that the subjects’
control behavior tends to become more linear as they learn.
The mean VAF over the last 5 trials with Gm and Grd1 are greater than that with
Grd2 , which is greater than that with Gn and Grd3 . Furthermore, Table 3.2 shows
that the mean kek over the last 5 trials with Gm and Grd1 are less than that with
Grd2 , which is less than that with Gn and Grd3 . This observations suggests that there
is a relationship between subjects learning to use a relatively low-order LTI control
strategy and the subjects’ performance.
Gm

Gn

Grd1

Grd2

Grd3

VAF

1

0.5
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Trial Number
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Figure 3.23: Mean and standard deviation of VAF on each trial. The mean VAF tends
to increase over the trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
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Table 3.13: Mean VAF and change in mean VAF from the first 5 trials to the last 5
trials.

Gm
Gn
Grd1
Grd2
Grd3

Trials
1–5
0.85
0.53
0.91
0.72
0.52

Trials
6–10
0.93
0.62
0.92
0.76
0.60

Trials
11–20
0.93
0.72
0.92
0.82
0.62

Trials
21–30
0.95
0.76
0.92
0.85
0.68

Trials
31–35
0.96
0.80
0.94
0.88
0.71

Trials
36–40
0.96
0.84
0.94
0.90
0.74

Change
0.11
0.31
0.03
0.18
0.22

3.6 Summary and Discussion
This chapter presents new contributions regarding the characteristics of LTI dynamic systems that can make a system difficult for humans to learn to control, and
provides new insights into why those characteristics make systems difficult for humans
to control. The time-domain results (Fig. 3.5, Table 3.2) show that higher relative
degree and nonminimum-phase zeros tend to make dynamic systems more difficult for
humans to control, whereas higher system order does not necessarily make a system
more difficult to control. Thus, phase lag is a key characteristic that makes systems
difficult for humans to learn to control.
The frequency-domain analysis (Fig. 3.6, Tables 3.3 and 3.4) shows that for all
groups, the subjects’ command-following error is a result of error in matching the
phase of the reference more than error in matching the magnitude of the reference.
Furthermore, the subjects’ improvement in time-averaged error kek over the trials
is attributed more to improvement in matching the phase of the reference than improvement in matching the magnitude of the reference.
Next, the identification results show that for all 5 dynamic systems, an important
component of learning to control the system is approximating the inverse dynamics
in feedforward (see Fig. 3.13, Table 3.5). However, the subjects’ interacting with
Gm , Grd1 , and Grd2 learn to approximate the inverse dynamics G−1 more accurately
than those interacting with Gn and Grd3 , which helps to explain why the subjects’
interacting with Gm , Grd1 , and Grd2 have smaller command-following error than those
interacting with Gn and Grd3 . For each group, the averaged identified feedforward
controller on the first trial has phase lag relative to the inverse dynamics, and this
phase lag is significantly reduced or eliminated by the last trial (see Figs. 3.14–3.18).
Furthermore, for each group, the subjects’ improvement in approximating G−1 in
feedforward over the trials is attributed more to improvement in matching the phase
of G−1 than improvement in matching the magnitude of G−1 (see Figs. 3.19 and 3.20,
Tables 3.6 and 3.7). Thus, a key aspect of learning to approximate G−1 in feedforward is learning the phase of G−1 and learning to use the correct amount of phase
lead. However, results also demonstrate that larger system phase lag is an important
impediment to a subject’s ability to approximate G−1 in feedforward (see Tables 3.8
and 3.9).
The identification results also show that for all groups, the frequency-averaged
feedback gains tend to increase over the first 20 trials, and these higher feedback
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gains correspond to smaller stability margins (see Fig. 3.21, Tables 3.10–3.12). Thus,
for all groups, learning to use less-conservative feedback controllers is another factor
that contributes to the improvement of time-averaged error kek over trials.
Finally, the validation results (Fig. 3.23, Table 3.13) demonstrate that for all groups,
the subjects’ feedback and feedforward behavior tends to become more linear over the
trials, and that the subjects’ performance is related to how well they learn to use a
linear controller.
3.7 Appendix 3.A: Description of Candidate Pools for SSID
For each trial, we use the SSID algorithm in [42, Algorithm 1] to identify the bestfit model of the subject’s control (3.4). The controller orders are chosen sufficiently
large to capture different control approaches that lead to good command-following
performance. We select the controller orders to allow for high gain in feedback as well
as approximate dynamic inversion in feedforward. Specifically, for all groups, Gfb is
modeled as a second-order strictly proper transfer function. We select the feedforward
controller order large enough to allow Gff to approximate G−1 with approximately
0.1% error over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. For Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 , the FIR
feedforward transfer function is second order, sixth order, fifth order, second order,
and third order, respectively.
The candidate pool (denoted by Φ in [42, Algorithm 1]) is designed to capture a
wide range of behavior over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. The candidate pools for Gm , Gn ,
Grd1 , Grd2 , and Grd3 contain approximately 0.9, 0.7, 0.8, 1.0, and 0.4 billion elements,
respectively. The candidate pool satisfies the following conditions:
C1) If λ ∈ C is a pole of Gfb , then |(ln λ)/Ts | ≤ 31.5.
C2) If λ ∈ C is a zero of Gfb , then |(ln λ)/Ts | ≤ 31.5.
C3) maxω∈[0,π] Gfb (eωTs ) ≤ 30.5.

C4) If λ ∈ C is a pole of G̃yr , then |λ| < 0.998.
C5) d ∈ {4, 5, 6, . . . , 25}.

Conditions C1) and C2) constrain Φ to include only elements that have a significant
impact on controller dynamics over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Specifically, C1) and C2)
state that the feedback controller has continuous-time equivalent poles and zeros (that
is, poles and zeros obtained from the matched z-transform mapping s = (ln z)/Ts )
that have magnitudes between 0 and 31.5 rad/s. This condition arises because
{H(ωk )}N
k=1 is at frequencies ω1 , . . . , ωN ∈ [0, π] rad/s, which corresponds to the
frequency range of r. Thus, we seek to identify Gfb on the interval [0, π] rad/s. The
upper limit 31.5 rad/s on the magnitude of the continuous-time equivalent poles and
zeros is one decade above the π rad/s limit on the chirp frequency. A continuous-time
pole or zero with magnitude greater than 31.5 rad/s has negligible effect on the Bode
plot over the frequency range [0, π] rad/s. Thus, we restrict the candidate pool to elements that correspond to continuous-time equivalent poles and zeros with magnitude
between 0 and 31.5 rad/s.
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Condition C3) states that the peak magnitude of Gfb over the frequency range
(0, π] rad/s is no more than 30.5. We impose an upper limit on the magnitude of
Gfb because a human cannot use arbitrarily high gain in feedback. See [42] for a
description of the experiment used to determine the 30.5 upper limit.
Condition C4) states that each closed-loop pole has magnitude less than 0.998. A
discrete-time pole with magnitude 0.998 and sample time Ts = 0.02 s has a settling
time of approximately 40 s. Thus, C4) restricts Φ to include only elements that result
in closed-loop transfer functions with settling times less than 40 s. The behavior
observed in this experiment exhibits settling times significantly less than 40 s.
Condition C5) restricts the feedback time delay to the range of [80, 500] ms. This
range is consistent with [105, 106].
The SSID algorithm is coded in C++ for parallel computation and implemented on
the Lipscomb High Performance Computing Cluster at the University of Kentucky.
For each trial, it takes approximately 0.28 h to run [42, Algorithm 1] on one compute
node; each node has a 16 Intel E5-2670 @ 2.6 GHz cores.
3.8 Appendix 3.B: Conditioning of SSID Results
Define the condition number
Z
1
1 π
dω,
C(Gfb , d) ,
−ωT
d
s
π 0 1+e
Gfb (eωTs )G(eωTs )
where G is Gm , Gn , Grd1 , Grd2 , or Grd3 as appropriate. Note that C(Gfb , d) is a
measure of the conditioning of the identified feedback controller z −d Gfb . A larger
value of C(Gfb , d) indicates a more poorly conditioned identified z −d Gfb .
Figures 3.24–3.28 show C for each SSID result for the groups with Gm , Gn , Grd1 ,
Grd2 , and Grd3 , respectively.
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Figure 3.24: Condition number C for the group with Gm .
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Figure 3.25: Condition number C for the group with Gn .
The SSID results are organized from the largest to smallest C. For group with Gm ,
the largest C is approximately 18.7, whereas the the smallest C is approximately 0.106.
For group with Gn , the largest C is approximately 14.2, whereas the the smallest C
is approximately 0.986. For group with Grd1 , the largest C is approximately 12.8,
whereas the the smallest C is approximately 0.214. For group with Grd2 , the largest
C is approximately 32.0, whereas the the smallest C is approximately 0.066. For
group with Grd3 , the largest C is approximately 10.3, whereas the the smallest C is
approximately 0.205. Figures 3.24–3.28 also show that C is not closely correlated with
trial number.
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Figure 3.26: Condition number C for the group with Grd1 .
Figures 3.29–3.33 show the Bode plot of z −d Gfb for the SSID results from each group
with the largest C. For the group with Gm , this SSID result has a large C because
−d
z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1
Gfb 6≈ −G−1
m from 0.3 to 0.45 Hz. However, z
m below 0.3 Hz. For
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Figure 3.27: Condition number C for the group with Grd2 .
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Figure 3.28: Condition number C for the group with Grd3 .
the group with Gn , this SSID result has a large C because z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1
n from
0.2 to 0.3 Hz. However, z −d Gfb 6≈ −G−1
below
0.2
Hz
and
above
0.3
Hz.
For the
n
−1
−d
group with Grd1 , this SSID result has a large C because z Gfb ≈ −Grd1 below 0.1 Hz.
However, z −d Gfb 6≈ −G−1
rd1 above 0.1 Hz. For the group with Grd2 , this SSID result
−d
Gfb 6≈ −G−1
has a large C because z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1
rd2 below 0.15 Hz. However, z
rd2
above 0.15 Hz. For the group with Grd3 , this SSID result has a large C because
−d
z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1
Gfb 6≈ −G−1
rd3 below 0.1 Hz. However, z
rd3 above 0.1 Hz.
−d
Figures 3.29–3.33 also show the Bode plots of z Gfb for the SSID results from
each group with the 111th largest C (i.e., 25th percentile). For the groups with Gm ,
Gn , and Grd3 , the SSID results with the 111th largest C are such that z −d Gfb is
approximately equal to −G−1 at 0 Hz but not approximately equal to −G−1 at other
frequencies over 0-to-0.5 Hz range. For the group with Grd1 , the SSID result with the
111th largest C is such that z −d Gfb is approximately equal to −G−1
rd1 at 0.4 Hz but
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Figure 3.29: Bode plot of z −d Gfb for the SSID results of the group with Gm with the
largest condition number and the 111th largest number.
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Figure 3.30: Bode plot of z −d Gfb for the SSID results of the group with Gn with the
largest condition number and the 111th largest number.
not approximately equal to −G−1
rd1 at other frequencies over 0-to-0.5 Hz range. For
the group with Grd2 , the SSID result with the 111th largest C is such that z −d Gfb
−1
is approximately equal to −G−1
rd2 at 0.5 Hz but not approximately equal to −Grd2 at
other frequencies over 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
We examine the sensitivity of the SSID results in Section 3.5 to the conditioning of
z −d Gfb by removing the most ill-conditioned 25% of the SSID results. Figures 3.34–
3.36 show the mean and standard deviation of kGff G−1k1 , kz −d Gfb k1 , and Td on each
trial for each group. The trends observed in Figs. 3.34–3.36 match those observed
in Figs. 3.13, 3.21, and 3.22. The same trends hold if the most ill-conditioned 10%,
15%, 20%, 25%, or 30% of the results are omitted.
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Figure 3.31: Bode plot of z −d Gfb for the SSID results of the group with Grd1 with the
largest condition number and the 111th largest number.
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Figure 3.32: Bode plot of z −d Gfb for the SSID results of the group with Grd2 with the
largest condition number and the 111th largest number.
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Figure 3.33: Bode plot of z −d Gfb for the SSID results of the group with Grd3 with the
largest condition number and the 111th largest number.
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Figure 3.34: Mean and standard deviation of kGff G − 1k1 on each trial. Plots omit
the most ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the
standard deviation.
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Figure 3.35: Mean and standard deviation of kz −d Gfb k1 on each trial. Plots omit
the most ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the
standard deviation.
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Figure 3.36: Mean and standard deviation of Td on each trial. Plots omit the most
ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
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Chapter 4 The Impact of System Time Delay on Human-in-the-Loop
Control Behavior

In this chapter, we present results from two human-in-the-loop (HITL) experiments.
In the first experiment, 22 human subjects interact with a dynamic system 50 times
over a one-week period, and perform command following tasks. The subjects are
divided into 2 groups (i.e., groups 1 and 2). Both groups interact with the same
dynamic system, but each group performs a different command following tasks. The
time delay of the dynamic system is increased twice during the 50 trials. Group 1
follows a square wave passed through a first-order low-pass filter for all trials. Group
2 follows a chirp reference command for all trials. The chirp reference command has
frequency content between 0 and 0.5 Hz. We use subsystem identification to estimate
the control strategies (feedback and feedforward) that each subject uses on each trial.
The experimental and identification results are used to examine the impact of the
system time delay on the subjects’ performance and the control strategies that the
subjects learn. For example, we examine the effects of time delay on the subjects’
step-command following performance. Subsystem identification results demonstrate
that the average identified feedforward controller on the last trial approximates the
inverse dynamics of the system with which the subjects interact with better than on
the first trial. In addition, increasing the system time delay tends to degrade the
subjects’ ability to approximate the inverse dynamics in feedforward.
In the second experiment, 11 human subjects (i.e., group 3) interact with a dynamic system 45 times over a one-week period, and perform a command following
task. The gain and time delay of the dynamic system is increased once during the
45 trials such that the new system initially destabilizes subjects’ control behavior.
Group 3 follows the same chirp reference command for all trials as group 2. We use
subsystem identification to estimate the control strategies (feedback and feedforward)
that each subject uses on each trial. The experimental and identification results are
used to examine the impact of destabilizing changes to system on the subjects’ performance and the control strategies that the subjects learn. The SSID results suggest
that subjects can approximate the inverse dynamics in their feedforward controllers
before the system changes. After the system is changed, subjects are not capable
of approximating the inverse dynamics in their feedforward controllers. Specifically,
subjects are not capable to approximate the phase of the inverse dynamics by the last
trial as well as the magnitude of the inverse dynamics.
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4.1 Introduction
Humans learn to control a wide range of dynamic systems; however, the strategies used by humans to control these systems are unclear [1]. The internal model
hypothesis (IMH) proposes that the central nervous system constructs models of the
body and the physical world, and these models are continually updated and used
for control [2, 3]. Theories of human motor learning, including the IMH, have been
extensively investigated using reaching experiments [4–11, 24], and grip-force experiments [12–23]. For example, subjects in [6] are asked to grasp and move a robotic
manipulator between 2 points in a horizontal plane; however, the robotic manipulator
is actuated by velocity-dependent forces. These forces initially cause subjects’ hand
motions to deviate from a straight line. After practice, subjects adjust to the forces
and are able to move the manipulator in a straight line. However, when the force is
subsequently removed, the subjects deviate from the straight line in a manner that
mirrors the initial deviations. These experiments are often interpreted with internal
models; however, these results do not confirm the IMH [97]. The IMH has also been
explored by comparing the results of human control experiments with mathematical
models built on the IMH (e.g., [24–41]).
In [42, 64, 65], we developed a subsystem identification (SSID) algorithm to obtain
the best-fit models of the control strategies (feedback, feedforward, and feedback time
delay) that humans use when interacting with a dynamic system. These SSID methods are applied to data obtained from HITL experiments in [42,79,80,82,107,108]. For
example, [42] presents results from an experiment where 10 subjects interacted with a
dynamic system 40 times. In [42], experimental data is used to model each subject’s
control strategy on each interaction. These models show that by the last trial the
subjects’ feedforward controllers approximate the inverse system dynamics, which is
a form of internal model and supports the IMH. In [79], related results are reported
for an experiment where 55 human subjects interacted with 5 dynamic systems. The
results of [79] provide insights into system characteristics (e.g., zeros, relative degree,
system order, phase lag) that can make a dynamic system difficult for a human to
control.
The experiment in [79] does not address the impacts of system time delay and
the effects of destabilizing changes to system. This raises several questions regarding
the impact of system time delay on HITL control behavior: What is the impact of
system time delay on learning process? What are the effects of delay on the subjects’
step-command-following performance? How do subjects adapt to changes in system
time delay? How does increasing system time delay affect achievable performance?
Do humans learn to approximate the system’s inverse dynamics in feedforward in
presence of high system time delay, and if so, how does system time delay impact the
inverse dynamic approximation? What happens if the system changes such that the
new system initially destabilizes subjects’ control behavior? Do subjects still learn to
approximate the inverse system’s dynamics in their feedforward controller?
This chapter provides new insights into the questions in the previous paragraph.
We present results from two HITL experiments. In the first experiment, 22 subjects
interact with an LTI dynamic system 50 times over a one-week period. The subjects
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are divided into 2 groups (i.e., groups 1 and 2), where each group has 11 subjects.
Each group interacts with the same LTI dynamic system but performs a different
command-following task. The system time delay increases twice during each subject’s
50 trials. In the second experiment, 11 subjects (i.e. group 3) interact with an LTI
dynamic system and performs a command-following task 45 times over a one-week
period. The system time delay and system gain increases once during each subject’s
45 trials such that the new system initially destabilizes subjects’ control behavior.
For both experiments, we use the SSID algorithm from [42] to allow for identification
of the feedforward transfer function, feedback transfer function, and feedback time
delay. We use this SSID method to model the control strategies that each subject
uses on each trial, and we examine the impact of system time delay and destabilizing
changes to system by analyzing the subjects’ command-following performance and
the best-fit models of the subjects’ control strategies. Some preliminary results from
this chapter appear in [81].
4.2 First Experiment: Experimental Methods
Twenty-two people voluntarily participated in this study. The subjects were 18 to
35 years of age, and they had no known motor control or neurological disorders. This
experiment was approved by the University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board
(IRB number 14-0526-P4K).
In this study, subjects use a single-degree-of-freedom joystick to affect the singledegree-of-freedom horizontal position of a controlled object that is displayed on the
screen of a computer. The position of the joystick is denoted by u, which is the input
to a dynamic system. The horizontal position of the controlled object is denoted by
y, which is the output of the dynamic system. Another object also moves on the
computer screen, and its horizontal position is denoted by r, which is independent of
u. This object is called the reference object. The signals u, y, and r are functions of
time t. Figure 4.1 is a diagram of the experimental setup.
Subjects participating in this experiment use a single-degree-of-freedom joystick to
affect the motion of an object displayed on a computer screen as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The controlled object’s position y and the joystick position u are functions of time t
and are related to each other by a dynamic system. A reference object, whose position
r is independent of u, also moves on the computer screen. The subject’s objective
is to manipulate the joystick in a manner that makes the magnitude of the error
e = r − y small. Prior to performing the experiment, a subject has no knowledge
of the reference r or the dynamic system relating u and y. In the manual control
literature (e.g., [109, 110]), the command-following task is often referred to as pursuit
tracking, while the reference r is called a forcing function, and the dynamic system
relating u to y is known as the controlled element.
Prior to interacting with the experimental setup, each subject is shown the computer screen and told that manipulating the joystick moves the controlled object.
Subjects are told that their objective is to manipulate the joystick and attempt to
make the controlled and reference objects have the same horizontal position at each
instant of time. Thus, each subject’s objective is to generate a control u that makes
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup. A subject uses a joystick to affect the horizontal
position y of a controlled object displayed on a computer screen. The joystick position
u is the input to a dynamic system, and the controlled object’s position y is the output
of the dynamic system. A reference object’s position r is also shown on the computer
screen.
the magnitude of the error e , r −y as small as possible. The subjects have no knowledge of the dynamic system relating u and y, or the reference object’s trajectory r
prior to the experiment.
A trial is a 60-s period during which a subject manipulates the joystick. Each
subject performed 50 trials of the experiment over 7 days. These trials were divided
into 4 sessions, where session 1 and session 2 each consist of 15 trials, and session 3
and session 4 each consist of 10 trials. Each session was completed in a period of 20
minutes. Each subject completed no more than one session in a 12-hour period.
For each session, a subject sits in a chair facing the computer screen, which is
approximately 60 cm from the subject’s eyes. The computer screen is 47.6 cm high
and 26.8 cm wide. The subject uses a hand of their choice to manipulate the singledegree-of-freedom rotational joystick, which is a Teledyne Gurley model number 82256000-DQSD.
We divide the 22 subjects into 2 groups, where each group has 11 subjects. Subjects
in each group perform a different command-following task, that is, the reference
object’s position r is different for each group. For group 1, the reference object’s
position is r = rs , where rs is a square wave passed through a first-order low-pass
filter with a pole at −π/2 rad/s. The period of the square wave is 4 s and the total
signal length is 60-s. Thus, the square wave consists of 30 steps, which are of length
2 s and alternate between 0 and 2. Specifically, for t ∈ [0, 60], rs (t) satisfies

π
π, if t ∈ (4k, 4k + 2],
ṙs (t) + rs (t) =
0, otherwise,
2
where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 14}. For group 2, the reference object’s position is r = rc ,
where rc is a 60-s chirp signal with frequency content between 0 and 0.5 Hz. Specifically, for t ∈ [0, 60],
πt2
rc (t) , 2 sin
.
120
The units of the reference command are hash marks (hm), which are vertical lines
separated by 2.5 cm on the computer display. Thus, r has an amplitude of 2 hm.
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The computer screen displays a range of ±8 hm.
The controlled object’s position y satisfies
ẏ(t) + ay(t) = bu(t − Td ),

(4.1)

where a = 0.75π rad/s, b = 1.2a, and Td ≥ 0 is the time delay. Thus, the transfer
function from u to y is given by
G(s) , esTd

b
.
s+a

Magnitude

The dynamic system (4.1) is simulated using a dSPACE DS1103 control board.
The dSPACE board also measures u, and the ControlDesk software is used to display
the controlled object and reference object on the computer screen.
To examine the effects of system time delay Td , we increase the time delay from
500 ms to 700 ms to 900 ms during the 50 trials. Specifically, Td = 0.5 s for segment 1
(i.e., trials 1 to 15); Td = 0.7 s for segment 2 (i.e., trials 16 to 30); and Td = 0.9 s
for segment 3 (i.e., trials 31 to 50). Figure 4.2 shows the Bode plot of G for each
Td . The magnitude of G is the same for each Td , whereas larger time delay Td results
in additional phase lag. We examine the impact of system time delay by comparing
subjects’ performance and behavior during each segment.
Td = 0:5 s
Td = 0:7 s
Td = 0:9 s

1

0

Phase (deg)

0

-180

-360
0.2

0.4
0.6
Frequency (Hz)

0.8

1

Figure 4.2: Bode plot of G for Td = 0.5 s, Td = 0.7 s, and Td = 0.9 s .

4.3 First Experiment: Experimental Data
For each of the 1100 trials, we record r, u, and y with a sample time of Ts = 0.02
s. The sampled data are denoted by {rk }nk=1 , {uk }nk=1 , and {yk }nk=1 , where n = 3000
samples. For k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we define ek , rk − yk , which is the command-following
error.
A divergent trial is a trial, where for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, yk exceeds ±8 hm display
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limits. Table 4.1 shows the number of divergent trials for each group. Group 2 has
Table 4.1: Number of divergent trials.
Group
1
2

Trials
1–15
1
1

Trials
16–30
0
4

Trials
31–50
0
3

Total
1
8

the most divergent trials—a total of 8, which is 1.45% of the trials. Divergent trials
are omitted from the results reported in the rest of this chapter.
For each trial, we define
n
1X
kek1 ,
|ek |,
n k=1
which is the time-averaged error. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show y, r, and e for trials 1, 15,
16, 30, 31, and 50 of the subject from each group whose kek1 on trial 50 is the median
(i.e., 6th best) of the subjects in the group. For each group, the median subject’s
kek1 improves from trial 1 to 15; from trial 16 to 30; and from trial 31 to 50. The
time-averaged error on the last trial of each segment for the subjects in group 1 is
less than that for the subject in group 2.

Trial 50 Trial 31 Trial 30 Trial 16 Trial 15
y
y
y
y
y

Trial 1
y

Group 1
5
0
-5
5
0
-5
5
0
-5
5
0
-5
5
0
-5
5
0
-5

y

20

Group 2
y

r

40

60

Time (s)

20

r

40

60

Time (s)

Figure 4.3: The reference r and output y for the first and last trials of each segment
of the subject from each group whose kek1 on trial 50 is the median of the group.
Figure 4.5 shows the mean and standard deviation of kek on each trial for groups 1
and 2. For both groups, the mean kek1 decreases from the first to the last trial of each
segment. However, the performance of subjects in both groups is degraded when the
time delay of the system is increased from 500 ms to 700 ms and from 700 ms to 900
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ms between trials 15 and 16 and between trials 30 and 31, respectively. Note that for
each trial, the mean kek1 for group 1 is below that for group 2, which suggests that
rs is easier to follow than rc .
The mean kek1 on different sets of trials are shown in Table 4.2. For group 1,
the percent improvement in mean kek1 from the first 5 trial to the last 5 trials of
segments 1, 2, and 3 are 31%, 15%, and 12%, respectively. For group 2, the percent
improvement in mean kek1 for segments 1, 2, and 3 are 33%, 9%, and 7%. For
both groups, the percent improvement in mean kek1 is higher for segment 1 than for
segment 2, which is higher than that for segment 3.
Table 4.2: Mean kek1 .
Group

Trials
1–5
0.80
0.99

1
2

Trials
11–15
0.55
0.66

Trials
16–20
0.67
0.86

Trials
26–30
0.57
0.78

Trials
31–35
0.76
0.98

Trials
46–50
0.67
0.91

For each segment, we consider the converged mean kek1 , that is, the average kek1
over the last 5 trials of the segment. The converged mean kek1 is a measure of the
subjects’ steady-state error for each segment. These results show that the converged
mean kek1 increases as the system time delay Td increases. This observations suggests
that the subjects’ achievable performance is degraded as the system time delay is
increased.

Trial 50 Trial 31 Trial 30 Trial 16 Trial 15
e
e
e
e
e

Trial 1
e

Group 1

Group 2

5
0
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20
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Time (s)
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40
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Figure 4.4: The error e for the first and last trials of each segment of the subject from
each group whose kek1 on trial 50 is the median of the group.
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Time-Averaged Error kek1

1.5
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Group 2

1

0.5

0
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50

Figure 4.5: Mean and standard deviation of kek1 on each trial for groups 1 and 2. For
both groups, the mean kek1 decreases from the first to the last trial of each segment.
The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
4.4 First Experiment: Time-Domain Results and Discussion
We examine the time-domain features of the data from group 1, which is the group
with the filtered-square-wave reference rs . Recall that the filtered square wave consists
of 30 steps, which are of length 2 s and alternate between 0 and 2. For each trial, we
define the mean time-averaged transient error per step
29

kek1,tr

90

1 XX
|ei+100j |,
,
2700 j=0 i=1

which is the mean time-averaged error during the first 1.8 seconds of each step. We
also define the mean time-averaged steady-state error per step
29

kek1,ss

100

1 XX
|ei+100j |,
,
300 j=0 i=91

which is the mean time-averaged error during the last 0.2 seconds of each step. Figure 4.6 shows the mean and standard deviation of kek1 , kek1,tr , and kek1,ss on each
trial, and Table 4.3 shows the mean kek1 , kek1,tr , and kek1,ss on different sets of trials. These results suggest that the improvement in mean kek1 is primarily due to
improvement in mean kek1,tr rather than mean kek1,ss . The percent improvement in
all three metrics is higher for segment 1 than for segment 2, which is higher than that
for segment 3. Specifically, the percent improvement in mean kek1 from the first 5
trial to the last 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3 are 31%, 15%, and 12%, respectively.
The percent improvement in mean kek1,tr from the first 5 trial to the last 5 trials of
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segments 1, 2, and 3 are 32%, 16%, and 13%, respectively. The percent improvement
in mean kek1,ss from the first 5 trial to the last 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3 are
11%, −5%, and −8%, respectively.

kek1

1

0

kek1;tr

1

0

kek1;ss

1

0
15

30
Trial Number

50

Figure 4.6: The mean and standard deviation of kek1 , kek1,tr , and kek1,ss on each
trial. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
Table 4.3: Mean kek1 , kek1,tr , and kek1,ss .

kek1
kek1,tr
kek1,ss

Trials
1–5
0.80
0.84
0.47

Trials
11–15
0.55
0.57
0.42

Trials
16–20
0.67
0.70
0.42

Trials
26–30
0.57
0.59
0.44

Trials
31–35
0.76
0.79
0.51

Trials
46–50
0.67
0.69
0.55

For each segment, we consider the converged mean kek1,tr , that is, the average kek1,tr
over the last 5 trials of the segment. These results show that the converged mean
kek1,tr and the converged mean kek1,ss increase as Td increases. This observations
suggests that the increase in Td degrades both transient and steady-state performance.
For each trial, we define the mean peak error per step
29

kek∞

1 X
,
max |ei+100j |,
30 j=0 i∈{1,100}
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the mean peak transient error per step
29

kek∞,tr

1 X
,
max |ei+100j |,
30 j=0 i∈{1,90}

and the mean peak steady-state error per step
29

kek∞,ss ,

1 X
max |ei+100j |.
30 j=0 i∈{91,100}

Figure 4.7 shows the mean and standard deviation of kek∞ , kek∞,tr , and kek∞,ss on
each trial, and Table 4.4 shows the mean kek1 , kek1,tr , and kek1,ss on different sets of
trials. For every trial, the mean kek∞ is approximately equal to the mean kek∞,tr . In
other words, the peak error occurs during the transient (first 1.8 s) rather than the
steady state (last 0.2 s) for nearly every 2-s step.

kek1

2
1
0

kek1;tr

2
1
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kek1;ss

2
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15
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Trial Number

50

Figure 4.7: The mean and standard deviation ofkek∞ , kek∞,tr , and kek∞,ss on each
trial. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
For each 2-s step on each trial, we define the settling time as the time that it takes
the response y to reach and stay within ±10% of the steady-commanded value, which
is 2. For a 2-s step where the response y does not reach and stay within ±10% of the
value 2, we use 2 s for the settling time because the settling time must be at least 2 s.
Figure 4.8 shows the mean and standard deviation of averaged settling time on each
trial. The converged mean settling time for segments 1, 2, and 3 are 1.82, 1.81, 1.82,
respectively. This suggests that increasing the system time delay has limited impact
on the settling time.
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Table 4.4: Mean kek∞ , kek∞,tr , and kek∞,ss .

kek∞
kek∞,tr
kek∞,ss

Trials
1–5
1.53
1.51
0.52

Trials
11–15
1.22
1.19
0.48

Trials
16–20
1.36
1.34
0.49

Trials
26–30
1.23
1.20
0.51

Trials
31–35
1.50
1.48
0.58

Trials
46–50
1.37
1.34
0.62

Averaged Settling Time

2

1.8

1.6

15

30
Trial Number

50

Figure 4.8: The averaged settling time over all step commands of each trial. The ◦
is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
4.5 Modeling Control Strategies Using SSID
We discretize G using a zero-order hold on the input with sample time Ts = 0.02 s,
which yields the discrete-time transfer function G. Thus, (4.1) implies that
ŷ(z) = G(z)û(z),

(4.2)

where û and ŷ are the z-transforms of uk and yk .
Each subject’s control strategy is modeled by the LTI control architecture shown
in Fig. 4.9, which is given by
û(z) = z −d Gfb (z)ê(z) + Gff (z)r̂(z),

(4.3)

where r̂(z) and ê(z) are the z-transforms of rk and ek ; Gfb is the transfer function
of the feedback controller; the nonnegative integer d is the feedback time delay; and
Gff is the feedforward controller. Feedforward is the anticipatory control determined
solely from the reference rk , whereas feedback is the reactive control determined from
the observed error ek . Define Td , 103 dTs , which is the feedback time delay in
milliseconds. We do not include feedforward time delay in the model (4.3) because
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the same reference r is used for each trial, and it is predictable. Thus, the subjects
are able to learn to compensate for feedforward time delay.
It follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that the closed-loop transfer function from rk to yk
is


G(z) Gff (z) + z −d Gfb (z)
.
(4.4)
G̃yr (z) ,
1 + z −d Gfb (z)G(z)
Model of Subject’s Control Strategy
Feedforward
Gff

rk

ek Delay
z −d

yk

uk

Feedback
Gfb

Figure 4.9: Model of the control strategy. The control strategy is modeled using the
feedforward controller Gff , feedback transfer function Gfb , and feedback delay d.
For each of the 550 trial, we use the SSID algorithm in [42, 65] to determine the
control strategy (i.e., Gff , Gfb , d) of the form (4.3) that is the best-fit to the experimental data. For each trial and for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, define H(ωi ) , ydft (ωi )/rdft (ωi ),
which is the closed-loop frequency-response data from rk to yk .
Since yk is bounded, we assume that G̃yr is asymptotically stable (i.e., its poles are
contained in the open unit disk of the complex plane). Thus, it follows from (4.4) that
Gff is asymptotically stable. The SSID algorithm in [42, 65] can be implemented in a
computationally efficient manner if Gff is finite impulse response (FIR). Thus, we let
Gff be FIR. Since Gff is asymptotically stable, the assumption that Gff is FIR does not
significantly restrict the class of feedforward behavior; see [65] for more information.
The objective of the SSID algorithm in [42, 65] is to determine Gff , Gfb , and d such
that the modeled frequency response {G̃yr (eωi Ts )}N
i=1 approximates the frequencyresponse data {H(ωi )}N
.
The
SSID
algorithm
aims
to find Gff , Gfb , and d that
i=1
minimize the cost function
J(Gff , Gfb , d) ,

N
X
i=1

G̃yr (eωi Ts ) − H(ωi )

2



2
N
X
G(eωi Ts ) Gff (eωi Ts ) + e−dωi Ts Gfb (eωi Ts )
− H(ωi ) ,
=
1 + e−dωi Ts Gfb (eωi Ts )G(eωi Ts )
i=1

(4.5)

subject to the constraint that G̃yr is asymptotically stable. The SSID algorithm is
summarized as follows:
Step 1. Select a feedback candidate pool that contains possible models of the feedback
transfer function Gfb and feedback delay d. Note that every element in the
feedback candidate pool is such that G̃yr is asymptotically stable.
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Step 2. For each element in the feedback candidate pool, solve a convex optimization
to find the FIR feedforward controller Gff that is the best fit to the frequencyresponse data {H(ωi )}N
i=1 . Note that the cost (4.5) is convex in the numerator
coefficients of Gff .
Step 3. Determine the triple (Gff , Gfb , d) that minimizes J over all models in the
feedback candidate pool.
For additional details of the SSID algorithm, see [42, Appendix A], and see [65] for
an analysis of the algorithm’s properties with d = 0.
We use the SSID algorithm from [42], [64] as opposed to classical system identification techniques (e.g., [99–103]), because the unknown subsystem (4.3) is connected in
feedback with G, and classical system identification algorithms applied to closed-loop
architectures can yield trivial solutions [67, 87, 104]. For example, Gff = G−1 and
z −d Gfb = −G−1 is a solution with most classical system identification approaches.
In contrast, Gff = G−1 and z −d Gfb = −G−1 does not minimize the SSID cost (4.5)
and is not a solution with the SSID algorithm [42, Appendix A]. However, if the
identified feedback controller satisfies z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1 , then the denominator of (4.4)
is approximately zero. In this case, the SSID results are ill conditioned. The feedback candidate pool is selected in Step 1 to prevent z −d Gfb = −G−1 . Section 4.11
provides details on the SSID candidate pools used in this chapter for both experiment. Although the feedback candidate pool prevents z −d Gfb = −G−1 , the SSID
algorithm could yield ill-conditioned results if z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1 at some frequencies.
Section 4.12 examines the conditioning of the SSID results presented in this chapter
for both experiments and shows that the qualitative results reported in this chapter
are not impacted by ill-conditioned results.
4.6 First Experiment: SSID Results
For each trial, we identify the fifth-order exactly proper FIR feedforward transfer
function Gff , second-order strictly proper feedback transfer function Gfb , and feedback
delay d that minimize J. The feedforward transfer function order is selected to allow
Gff to approximate G−1 with approximately 0.1% error over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range of
the reference commands used in the experiment. See Section 4.11 for the details of
the candidate pools. The SSID algorithm is implemented on a supercomputer using
parallel processing. Section 4.13 presents a validation analysis of the SSID results.
Figures 4.10–4.12 shows the Bode plots of the identified controllers Gff and z −d Gfb ,
and the resulting closed-loop transfer function G̃yr on the first and last trials of each
segment for the subject whose kek1 on trial 50 is the median of the subjects. For this
subjects, the closed-loop transfer function G̃yr is closer to one (i.e., unity magnitude
and 0◦ phase) on the last trial of each segment than on the first trial of that segment.
This observation agrees with the time-domain results in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, which show
that y approximates r more closely on the last trial of each segment than on the first
trial of that segment. For these subjects, G̃yr is closer to one on the last trial, in part,
because the identified Gff for the last trial of each segment approximates the inverse
dynamics G−1 better than it does on the first trial of that segment.
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Figure 4.10: Identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trial 1 and 15 for the
median subject. The identified Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is closer to one on trial 15
than on trial 1.
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Figure 4.11: Identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trial 16 and 30 for the
median subject. The identified Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is closer to one on trial 30
than on trial 16.
4.6.1 Feedforward Control
For each of the identified feedforward controllers, we define
Z
1 π
kGff G − 1k1 ,
Gff (eωTs )G(eωTs ) − 1 dω,
π 0
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Figure 4.12: Identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trial 31 and 50 for the
median subject. The identified Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is closer to one on trial 50
than on trial 31.
1
=
π

Z
0

π

Gff (eωTs ) − G−1 (eωTs )
dω,
|G−1 (eωTs )|

Thus, kGff G−1k1 is the difference between the identified Gff and the inverse dynamics
G−1 normalized by the magnitude of G−1 and averaged over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
Figure 4.13 shows the mean and standard deviation of kGff G − 1k1 on each trial. The
mean kGff G − 1k1 over the first 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3 is 0.65, 0.55, and 0.50,
respectively. The mean kGff G − 1k1 over the last 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3 is
0.46, 0.50, and 0.49, respectively.
Results suggest that the mean kGff G − 1k1 decreases over each segment. However,
subjects ability to approximate G−1 is degraded as the system time delay is increased.
Figures 4.14–4.16 are the Bode plots of the average identified feedforward controller
Gff over all 11 subjects on the first and last trials of each segment. The average
identified Gff on the last trial of each segment approximates G−1 better than on the
first trial of that segment. Thus, by the last trial, the subjects learn an approximation
of G−1 and use this approximation in feedforward. This result agrees with the results
reported in [42] for a different experiment. This result also supports the internal
model hypothesis in neuroscience [2, 3, 66].
Figures 4.14–4.16 show that the average identified Gff of the first trial of each
segment has considerable phase lag relative to G−1 . By the last trial of each segment,
the subjects tend to reduce the phase lag of Gff relative to G−1 . Thus, the average
identified Gff is a better approximation of the G−1 on the last trial of each segment
than on the first trial of each segment.
We note that the mean kGff G − 1k1 increases from 0.50 to 0.79 when the delay
increases from trial 15 to 16. Similarly, the mean kGff G − 1k1 increases from 0.51
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Figure 4.13: Mean and standard deviation of kGff G−1k1 on each trial. The difference
between the identified Gff and G−1 decreases from the first to the last trial of each
segment. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 4.14: Average identified feedforward controller on trials 1 and 15. The shaded
region shows the standard deviation.
to 0.58 when the delay increases from trial 30 to 31. To examine this behavior,
consider the metric kGff G − 1k1 on trials 16 and 31 but where G is the system used
on trials 15 and 30 instead of those used on trials 16 and 31. In other words, we
compare the identified Gff to the G−1 from the previous trial before the system time
delay increased. Figures 4.17–4.18 are the Bode plot of average Gff G for 11 subjects
on trials 15, 16, 30, and 31, where Td = 0.5 s on trials 15 and 16, and Td = 0.7 s on
trials 30 and 31. In this case, the mean kGff G−1k1 is 0.67 on trial 16 and 0.43 on trial
31 (as opposed to 0.79 on trial 16 and 0.58 on trial 31 with G equal to the system with
the new time delay). Thus, the average identified Gff on trials 16 and 31 are better
approximations of the G−1 from the previous trials before the system time delay
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Figure 4.15: Average identified feedforward controller on trials 16 and 30. The shaded
region shows the standard deviation.
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Figure 4.16: Average identified feedforward controller on trials 31 and 50. The shaded
region shows the standard deviation.
increases. This observation suggests that subjects initially retain their feedforward
internal model from trial 15 to 16 and from trial 30 to 31 even though the system time
delay changes. As shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, the subjects learn from trials 16 to 30
and from trials 31 to 50 to adjust the feedforward internal model to account for the
increase in system time delay.
4.6.2 Feedback Control
For each identified feedback controller, we define
Z
1 π −ωTs d
−d
kz Gfb k1 ,
e
Gfb (eωTs ) dω,
π 0
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Figure 4.17: The average Gff Gd with Td = 0.5 s on trials 15 and 16 of all 11 subjects.
The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
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Figure 4.18: The average Gff Gd with Td = 0.7 s on trials 30 and 31 of all 11 subjects.
The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
which is the frequency-averaged
magnitude of z −d Gfb over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Note
R
π
that kz −d Gfb k1 = π1 0 Gfb (eωTs ) dω, and thus kz −d Gfb k1 does not depend on the
feedback delay d. Figure 4.19 shows the mean and standard deviation of kz −d Gfb k1 for
trials 1 to 50. The mean kz −d Gfb k1 over the first 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3 is 0.70,
1.00, and 0.85, respectively. The mean kz −d Gfb k1 over the last 5 trials of segments 1,
2, and 3 is 1.41, 1.20, and 0.82, respectively. The mean kz −d Gfb k1 for segments 1,
2, and 3 are 1.10, 1.08, and 0.82, respectively. Results suggest that subjects tend to
use higher feedback gain as each segment progresses. However, increasing delay tends
to reduce the magnitude of the feedback gain. One potential explanation is that
through repeated interactions with G, the subjects learn to increase the feedback
gain without causing closed-loop instability. To examine this conjecture, we compute
the stability margins (i.e., upward gain margin and phase margin) associated with
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each identified feedback controller. The mean upward gain margin over the first 5
trials of segments 1, 2, and 3 is 2.29, 1.65, and 1.52, respectively. The mean upward
gain margin over the last 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3 is 1.30, 1.43, and 1.38,
respectively. The mean phase margin over the first 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3
is 21, 35, and 41, respectively. The mean phase margin over the last 5 trials of
segments 1, 2, and 3 is 10, 26, and 29, respectively. For each segment, the mean
upward gain margin and phase margin decreases from the first 5 trials to the last 5
trials. Thus, over the trials in each segment, subjects learn to increase feedback gain
by using controllers with smaller upward gain margins. This observations suggests
that through repeated interaction with G, the subjects learn the dynamics G well
enough to use less conservative feedback controllers (i.e., feedback controllers with
smaller upward gain margins) without causing closed-loop instability.
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Figure 4.19: The average magnitude of the Gfb over the 50 trials. The ◦ indicates the
mean and the vertical lines show one standard deviation.
Figure 4.20 shows the mean and standard deviation of the identified feedback time
delay Td on each trial. The average identified Td over all trials of segments 1, 2, and 3
are 308, 300, and 313, respectively. These results for human feedback time delay with
visual feedback are consistent with the results in [42]. Figure 4.20 also shows that
there is no consistent trend in the mean Tfb over the trials.
4.7 Second Experiment: Experimental Methods
Eleven people voluntarily participated in this study. The subjects were 18 to 35
years of age, and they had no known motor control or neurological disorders. This
experiment was approved by the University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board
(IRB number 14-0526-P4K).
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Figure 4.20: Mean and standard deviation of Td on each trial. The mean Td does not
exhibit a consistent trend. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
In this study, subjects use a single-degree-of-freedom joystick to affect the singledegree-of-freedom horizontal position of a controlled object that is displayed on the
screen of a computer. The position of the joystick is denoted by u, which is the input
to a dynamic system. The horizontal position of the controlled object is denoted by
y, which is the output of the dynamic system. Another object also moves on the
computer screen, and its horizontal position is denoted by r, which is independent of
u. This object is called the reference object. The signals u, y, and r are functions of
time t. Figure 4.1 is a diagram of the experimental setup.
Subjects participating in this experiment use a single-degree-of-freedom joystick to
affect the motion of an object displayed on a computer screen as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The controlled object’s position y and the joystick position u are functions of time t
and are related to each other by a dynamic system. A reference object, whose position
r is independent of u, also moves on the computer screen. The subject’s objective
is to manipulate the joystick in a manner that makes the magnitude of the error
e = r − y small. Prior to performing the experiment, a subject has no knowledge
of the reference r or the dynamic system relating u and y. In the manual control
literature (e.g., [109, 110]), the command-following task is often referred to as pursuit
tracking, while the reference r is called a forcing function, and the dynamic system
relating u to y is known as the controlled element.
Prior to interacting with the experimental setup, each subject is shown the computer screen and told that manipulating the joystick moves the controlled object.
Subjects are told that their objective is to manipulate the joystick and attempt to
make the controlled and reference objects have the same horizontal position at each
instant of time. Thus, each subject’s objective is to generate a control u that makes
the magnitude of the error e , r −y as small as possible. The subjects have no knowledge of the dynamic system relating u and y, or the reference object’s trajectory r
prior to the experiment.
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A trial is a 60-s period during which a subject manipulates the joystick. Each
subject performed 45 trials of the experiment over 7 days. These trials were divided
into 4 sessions, where session 1, session 2, and session 3 each consist of 10 trials, and
session 4 consist of 15 trials. Each session was completed in a period of 20 minutes.
Each subject completed no more than one session in a 12-hour period.
For each session, a subject sits in a chair facing the computer screen, which is
approximately 60 cm from the subject’s eyes. The computer screen is 47.6 cm high
and 26.8 cm wide. The subject uses a hand of their choice to manipulate the singledegree-of-freedom rotational joystick, which is a Teledyne Gurley model number 82256000-DQSD.
We placed all 11 subjects into 1 group (i.e., group 3). Subjects in group 3 performs a
command-following task. For group 3, the reference object’s position is r = rc , where
rc is a 60-s chirp signal with frequency content between 0 and 0.5 Hz. Specifically,
for t ∈ [0, 60],
πt2
.
rc (t) , 2 sin
120
The units of the reference command are hash marks (hm), which are vertical lines
separated by 2.5 cm on the computer display. Thus, r has an amplitude of 2 hm.
The computer screen displays a range of ±8 hm.
The controlled object’s position y satisfies
ẏ(t) + ay(t) = bu(t − Td ),

(4.6)

where a = 0.75π rad/s for all trials; b > 0 is the system gain, and Td ≥ 0 is the
system time delay. Thus, the transfer function from u to y is given by
G(s) , esTd

b
.
s+a

The dynamic system (4.6) is simulated using a dSPACE DS1103 control board.
The dSPACE board also measures u, and the ControlDesk software is used to display
the controlled object and reference object on the computer screen.
To examine the effects of destabilizing changes to system time delay and gain, we
increase the system gain from b = 1.2a to b = 1.8a and system time delay from 700 ms
to 1100 ms during the 45 trials. Specifically, b = 1.2a and Td = 0.7 s for segment 1
(i.e., trials 1 to 20); and b = 1.8a and Td = 1.1 s for segment 2 (i.e., trials 21 to 45).
Figure 4.21 shows the Bode plot of G for each segment. We examine the impact of
destabilizing changes to system gain and system time delay by comparing subjects’
performance and behavior during each segment.
4.8 Second Experiment: Experimental Data
For each of the 495 trials, we record r, u, and y with a sample time of Ts = 0.02
s. The sampled data are denoted by {rk }nk=1 , {uk }nk=1 , and {yk }nk=1 , where n = 3000
samples. For k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we define ek , rk − yk , which is the command-following
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Figure 4.21: Bode plot of G for b = 1.2a and Td = 0.7 s, and for b = 1.8a and
Td = 1.1 s.
error.
A divergent trial is a trial, where for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, yk exceeds ±8 hm display
limits. Table 4.5 shows the number of divergent trials for each group.
Table 4.5: Number of divergent trials.
Group
3

Trials
1–20
5

Trials
21–45
14

Total
19

Group 3 has a total of 19, which is 3.84% of the trials. Divergent trials are omitted
from the results reported in the rest of this chapter.
For each trial, we define
n
1X
|ek |,
kek1 ,
n k=1
which is the time-averaged error. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show y, r, and e for trials
1, 20, 21, and 45 of the subject from group 3 whose kek1 on trial 45 is the median
(i.e., 6th best) of the subjects in the group. For group 3, the median subject’s kek1
improves from trial 1 to 20 and from trial 21 to 45. However, the median subject’s
performance is degraded from trial 20 to 21 as the system changes.
Figure 4.24 shows the mean and standard deviation of kek1 on each trial. The
mean kek1 over the first 5 trials of segment 1 and 2 is 1.10 and 1.29. The mean kek1
over the last 5 trials of segment 1 and 2 is 0.93 and 1.07. For group 3, the mean kek1
decreases from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials of each segment. However, the
performance of subjects in group 3 is degraded from the last 5 trials of segment 1 to
the first 5 trials of segment 2 when the system changes from trial 20 to 21.
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Figure 4.22: The reference r and output y for the first and last trials of each segment
of the subject from group 3 whose kek1 on trial 45 is the median of the group.
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Figure 4.23: The error e for the first and last trials of each segment of the subject
from group 3 whose kek1 on trial 45 is the median of the group.
For each segment, we consider the converged mean kek1 , that is, the average kek1
over the last 5 trials of the segment. These results show that the converged mean
kek1 increases as the system changes. This observations suggests that the subjects’
achievable performance is degraded as the system changes.
Figure 4.25 shows the time-averaged error kek1 in three different time intervals on
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Figure 4.24: Mean and standard deviation of kek1 on each trial. The mean kek1
decreases from the first to the last trial of each segment. The ◦ is the mean, and the
lines indicate the standard deviation.
each trial; specifically, first interval is from 0 to 20 s (i.e., 0 to 1/6 Hz), second interval
is from 21 to 40 s (i.e., 1/6 to 1/3 Hz), and third interval is from 41 to 60 s (i.e., 1/3
to 1/2 Hz). Table 4.6 shows the mean kek1 in all intervals over different sets of trials.
Results suggest that mean kek1 for the first interval is less than that for the second
interval, which is less than that for the third interval over all trials.
First 20 s (0 to 1/6 Hz)
Second 20 s (1/6 to 1/3 Hz)
Last 20 s (1/3 to 1/2 Hz)
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Figure 4.25: Mean and standard deviation of kek1 in three time segments. The ◦ is
the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
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Table 4.6: Mean kek1 Over Three Time Intervals.
Interval
1
2
3

Trials
1–5
0.54
1.14
1.63

Trials
16–20
0.43
0.89
1.46

Magnitude
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Figure 4.26: Identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trials 1 and 20 for the
median subject. The identified Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is closer to one on trial 20
than on trial 1.
4.9 Second Experiment: SSID Results
For each trial, we use SSID method in 4.5 to identify the fifth-order exactly proper
FIR feedforward transfer function Gff , second-order strictly proper feedback transfer
function Gfb , and feedback delay d that minimize J. The feedforward transfer function
order is selected to allow Gff to approximate G−1 with approximately 0.1% error
over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range of the reference commands used in the experiment. See
Section 4.11 for the details of the candidate pools. The SSID algorithm is implemented
on a supercomputer using parallel processing. Section 4.13 presents a validation
analysis of the SSID results.
Figures 4.26 and 4.27 shows the Bode plots of the identified controllers Gff and
z −d Gfb , and the resulting closed-loop transfer function G̃yr on the first and last trials
of each segment for the subject whose kek1 on trial 45 is the median of the subjects.
For this subjects, the closed-loop transfer function G̃yr is closer to one (i.e., unity
magnitude and 0◦ phase) on the last trial of each segment than on the first trial of that
segment. This observation agrees with the time-domain results in Figs. 4.22 and 4.23,
which show that y approximates r more closely on the last trial of each segment than
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Figure 4.27: Identified Gff and z −d Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trials 21 and 45 for the
median subject. The identified Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is closer to one on trial 45
than on trial 21.
on the first trial of that segment. For these subjects, G̃yr is closer to one on the last
trial, in part, because the identified Gff for the last trial of each segment approximates
the inverse dynamics G−1 better than it does on the first trial of that segment.
4.9.1 Feedforward Control
For each of the identified feedforward controllers, we define
Z
1 π
Gff (eωTs )G(eωTs ) − 1 dω,
kGff G − 1k1 ,
π 0
Z
1 π Gff (eωTs ) − G−1 (eωTs )
=
dω,
π 0
|G−1 (eωTs )|
Thus, kGff G−1k1 is the difference between the identified Gff and the inverse dynamics
G−1 normalized by the magnitude of G−1 and averaged over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
Figure 4.28 shows the mean and standard deviation of kGff G − 1k1 on each trial.
The mean kGff G − 1k1 over the first 5 trials of segments 1 and 2 is 0.80 and 0.72,
respectively. The mean kGff G − 1k1 over the last 5 trials of segments 1 and 2 is 0.54
and 0.58, respectively.
Results suggest that the mean kGff G − 1k1 decreases over each segment. However,
subjects ability to approximate G−1 is degraded as the system changes from trial 20
to trial 21. Specifically, the mean kGff G − 1k1 decreased 33% from the first 5 trials
to the last 5 trials of segment 1, while the mean kGff G − 1k1 decreased 19% from
the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials of segment 2. Figures 4.29 and 4.30 are the Bode
plots of the average identified feedforward controller Gff over all 11 subjects on the
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Figure 4.28: The normalized frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between
Gff and G−1 over 45 trials. The ◦ indicates the mean and the vertical lines show one
standard deviation.
first and last trials of each segment. The average identified feedforward controller
on the last trial of segment 1 approximates the G−1 better than on the first trial
of that segment. This approximation becomes worse as we change the system from
segment 1 to segment 2 and does not significantly improve until the last trial of
segment 2. Specifically, results show that subjects are not able to approximate the
inverse dynamics’ phase in their feedforward controller. This observation could be
due to the human limitations in following the phase lead. This result agrees with
the results reported in [42] for a different experiment. This result also supports the
internal model hypothesis in neuroscience [2, 3, 66].
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Figure 4.30: Average identified feedforward controller on trials 21 and 45. The shaded
region shows the standard deviation.
4.9.2 Feedback Control
For each identified feedback controller, we define
Z
1 π −ωTs d
−d
e
Gfb (eωTs ) dω,
kz Gfb k1 ,
π 0
which is the frequency-averaged
magnitude of z −d Gfb over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Note
R
π
that kz −d Gfb k1 = π1 0 Gfb (eωTs ) dω, and thus kz −d Gfb k1 does not depend on the
feedback delay d. Figure 4.31 shows the mean and standard deviation of kz −d Gfb k1 for
trials 1 to 45. Results suggest that the magnitude of feedback decreases immediately
after system changes and remains at the same level over later trials but subjects
manage to learn how to perform better despite of this low gain. Specifically, mean
kz −d Gfb k1 over segments 1 and 2 are 1.03 and 0.57, respectively. To examine this
conjecture, we compute the stability margins (i.e., upward gain margin and phase
margin) associated with each identified feedback controller. Results demonstrate that
upward gain margin increases as the system changes from trial 20 to trial 21. The
average upward gain margin from trials 1 to 20, 21 to 40, and 41 to 45 are 1.56, 1.90,
and 1.46. The average phase margin from trials 1 to 20, 21 to 40, and 41 to 45 are
23, 31, and 20. This suggest that the gain and phase margin, that had been increased
due to the changes in system, go back to the same level as before the change.
Figure 4.32 shows the mean and standard deviation of the identified feedback time
delay Td on each trial. The average identified Td over all trials of segments 1 and
2 are 295 and 296, respectively. These results for human feedback time delay with
visual feedback are consistent with the results in [42]. Figure 4.32 also shows that
there is no consistent trend in the mean Td over the trials.
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Figure 4.32: Mean and standard deviation of Td on each trial. The ◦ is the mean,
and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
4.10 Summary and Discussion
This chapter presented results from two HITL experiment. In the first experiment,
22 subjects (i.e., 2 groups of 11 subjects) interact with a dynamic system 50 times
over a one-week period. Both groups interact with the same dynamic system, but
each group performs a different command following tasks. The time delay of the
dynamic system is increased from 500 ms to 700 ms to 900 ms during the 50 trials.
One group follows a sequence of square wave passed through a first-order low-pass
filter, while the other group follows a chirp reference command for all trials. We
used SSID algorithm in [42] to model the control strategy (feedback and feedforward)
that each subject uses on each trial. SSID results demonstrated that the average
identified feedforward controller on the later trials approximates the inverse dynamics
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of the system with which the subjects interact with better than on the first trials. In
addition, increasing the system time delay tends to degrade the subjects’ ability to
approximate the inverse system dynamics in feedforward.
In the second experiment, one group of 11 subjects interacts with a dynamic system
45 times over a one-week period, and perform a command following task. The system
with which the subjects are interacting with changes once during the 45 trials such
that it destabilizes the control behavior of subjects. The SSID results for subjects
suggest that subjects can approximate the inverse dynamics in their feedforward controllers before the system changes. After the system changes, subjects are not capable
of approximating the inverse dynamics in their feedforward controllers. Specifically,
subjects are not capable of approximate the phase of the inverse dynamics by the last
trial as well as the magnitude of the inverse dynamics.
4.11 Appendix 4.A: Description of Candidate Pool for SSID
For each of the 550 trials of group 2 and 495 trials of group 3, we use [42, Algorithm
1] to identify the best-fit model of the subject’s feedforward controller, feedback controller, and feedback time delay. The controller orders are chosen sufficiently large
to capture different control approaches that lead to good command-following performance. For all groups, the feedback is modeled as a second-order strictly proper
controller (i.e., nfb = 1 and dfb = 2). To allow for feedforward dynamic inversion as a
possible control strategy, we select the feedforward controller order large enough (i.e.,
5th order) to allow Gff to approximate G−1 with approximately 0.1% error over the
0-to-0.5 Hz range. Higher-order feedforward controller orders can be used; however,
this can lead to poor conditioning for the SSID problem. These controller orders allow
for high gain feedback as well as approximate feedforward inversion, or combinations
of these control approaches.
The candidate pool Φ, which contains the potential feedback controller parameters, is designed to capture a wide range of 2nd-order behavior over the 0-to-0.5 Hz
frequency range. The candidate pools for segments 1, 2, and 3 of group 2 contains
approximately 0.6, 0.56, and 0.52 billion elements, respectively. The candidate pools
for segments 1 and 2 of group 3 contains approximately 0.56 and 0.54 billion elements,
respectively. The candidate pool satisfies the following conditions:
C1) If λ ∈ C is a pole of Gfb , then |(ln λ)/Ts | ≤ 31.5.
C2) If λ ∈ C is a zero of Gfb , then |(ln λ)/Ts | ≤ 31.5.
C3) maxω∈[0,π] Gfb (eωTs ) ≤ 30.5.

C4) If λ ∈ C is a pole of G̃yr , then |λ| < 0.998.
C5) d ∈ {4, 5, 6, . . . , 25}.

Conditions C1) and C2) constrain Φ to include only elements that have a significant
impact on controller dynamics over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Specifically, C1) and C2)
state that the feedback controller has continuous-time equivalent poles and zeros (that
is, poles and zeros obtained from the matched z-transform mapping s = (ln z)/Ts )
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that have magnitudes between 0 and 31.5 rad/s. This condition arises because
{H(ωk )}N
k=1 is at frequencies ω1 , . . . , ωN ∈ [0, π] rad/s, which corresponds to the
frequency range of r. Thus, we seek to identify Gfb on the interval [0, π] rad/s. The
upper limit 31.5 rad/s on the magnitude of the continuous-time equivalent poles and
zeros is one decade above the π rad/s limit on the chirp frequency. A continuous-time
pole or zero with magnitude greater than 31.5 rad/s has negligible effect on the Bode
plot over the frequency range [0, π] rad/s. Thus, we restrict the candidate pool to elements that correspond to continuous-time equivalent poles and zeros with magnitude
between 0 and 31.5 rad/s.
Condition C3) states that the peak magnitude of Gfb over the frequency range
(0, π] rad/s is no more than 30.5. We impose an upper limit on the magnitude of
Gfb because a human cannot use arbitrarily high gain in feedback. See [42] for a
description of the experiment used to determine the 30.5 upper limit.
Condition C4) states that each closed-loop pole has magnitude less than 0.998. A
discrete-time pole with magnitude 0.998 and sample time Ts = 0.02 s has a settling
time of approximately 40 s. Thus, C4) restricts Φ to include only elements that result
in closed-loop transfer functions with settling times less than 40 s. The behavior
observed in this experiment exhibits settling times significantly less than 40 s.
Condition C5) restricts the feedback time delay to the range of [80, 500] ms. This
range is consistent with [105, 106].
The SSID algorithm is coded in C++ for parallel computation and implemented on
the Lipscomb High Performance Computing Cluster at the University of Kentucky.
For each trial, it takes approximately 0.2 h to run [42, Algorithm 1] on one compute
node; each node has a 16 Intel E5-2670 @ 2.6 GHz cores. Thus, performing the SSID
algorithm for all 1045 trials requires approximately 209 compute node hours.
4.12 Appendix 4.B: Conditioning of SSID Results
Define the condition number
Z
1
1 π
dω,
C(Gfb , d) ,
−ωT
d
s
π 0 1+e
Gfb (eωTs )G(eωTs )
which is a measure of the conditioning of the identified feedback controller z −d Gfb .
A larger value of C(Gfb , d) indicates a more poorly conditioned identified z −d Gfb .
Figures 4.33–4.34 show C for each SSID result of groups 2 and 3, respectively; the
SSID results are organized from the largest to smallest C. For group 2, the largest C
is approximately 97.0, whereas the smallest C is approximately 0.922. For group 3,
the largest C is approximately 15.5, whereas the smallest C is approximately 1.004.
Figures 4.35–4.36 show the Bode plots of z −d Gfb for the SSID result from each
group with the largest C . For each group, this SSID result has a large C because
z −d Gfb ≈ −G−1 at frequencies below approximately 0.1 Hz. However, z −d Gfb is not
approximately equal to −G−1 at frequencies above 0.1 Hz.
Figures 4.35–4.36 also show the Bode plots of z −d Gfb for the SSID result from each
group with the 111th largest C (i.e., the 25th percentile). For the group 2 SSID result
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Figure 4.33: Condition number C for the group 2.
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Figure 4.34: Condition number C for the group 3.
with the 111th largest C, z −d Gfb is approximately equal to −G−1 at frequencies below
0.05 Hz but is not approximately equal to −G−1 frequencies above 0.05 Hz over 0to-0.5 Hz range. For the group 3 SSID result with the 111th largest C, z −d Gfb is
approximately equal to −G−1 at frequencies below 0.05 Hz but is not approximately
equal to −G−1 at frequencies above 0.05 Hz over 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
We examine the sensitivity of the SSID results in Sections 4.6 and 4.9 to the conditioning of the identified z −d Gfb by removing the most ill-conditioned 25% of the
SSID results (i.e., 110 trials). Figures 4.37–4.39 show the mean and standard deviation of kGff G − 1k1 , kz −d Gfb k1 , and Td on each trial for each group. The trends
observed in Figs. 4.37–4.39 are the same as those observed in Figs. 4.13, 4.19–4.20
for group 2 and Figs. 4.28, 4.31–4.32 for group 3. The same observations hold if the
most ill-conditioned 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, or 30% of the results are omitted.
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Figure 4.35: Bode plots of z −d Gfb for the group 2 SSID results with the largest
condition number and the 111th largest condition number.
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Figure 4.36: Bode plots of z −d Gfb for the group 3 SSID results with the largest
condition number and the 111th largest condition number.
4.13 Appendix 4.C: Validation of SSID Results
For each trial of group 2 and group 3, we simulate the identified closed-loop system,
where the input to the simulation is {rk }nk=1 , and the output of the simulation is the
validation data {yv,k }nk=1 . Specifically, we simulate
ŷv (z) = G̃yr (z)r̂(z),
where all initial conditions are zero, ŷv (z) is the z-transform of the validation data
yv,k , and G̃yr is the closed-loop transfer function (4.4) obtained from the identified
Gff , Gfb , and d.
For each trial, we compute the variance accounted for (VAF), which is a measure
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Figure 4.37: Mean and standard deviation of kGff G−1 − 1k1 on each trial. Plots omit
the most ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the
standard deviation.
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Figure 4.38: Mean and standard deviation of kz −d Gfb k1 on each trial. Plots omit
the most ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the
standard deviation.
of the accuracy of the identified closed-loop transfer function and is given by
Pn
|yk − yv,k |2
Pn1
VAF , 1 − k=n
,
2
k=n1 |yk |
where n1 = 26. Note that VAF is calculated using data from the time interval
(0.5, 60] s. We omit the interval [0, 0.5] s to reduce the impact of nonzero initial
conditions. The validation data is computed with zero initial conditions; however,
the experimental data may have nonzero initial conditions.
Figure 4.40 shows the mean and standard deviation of the VAF for each trial for
group 2 and group 3. For both groups, the mean VAF over the last 5 trials of each
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Figure 4.39: Mean and standard deviation of Td on each trial. Plots omit the most
ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
segment is greater than that over the first 5 trials of each segment. Specifically, the
mean VAF over the last 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3 for group 2 is 0.75, 0.71,
and 0.66, respectively. The mean VAF over the first 5 trials of segments 1, 2, and 3
for group 2 is 0.71, 0.67, and 0.65, respectively. The mean VAF over the last 5
trials of segments 1 and 2 for group 3 is 0.60 and 0.52, respectively. The mean VAF
over the first 5 trials of segments 1 and 2 for group 3 is 0.59 and 0.49, respectively.
Thus, the subjects’ control behavior can be modeled more accurately by the low-order
LTI controller (4.3) on the later trials of each segment than the earlier trials of that
segment. This observation supports similar results observed in [42]. For group 2, the
mean VAF over the last 5 trials of segment 3 is less than that of segment 2 which is
less than that of segment 1. This suggests that subjects behavior becomes less linear
as the system time delay is increases. For group 3, the mean VAF over the last 5
trials of segment 2 is less than that of segment 1. This also suggests that subjects
behavior becomes less linear as the system changes.
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Figure 4.40: Mean and standard deviation of VAF on each trial. The ◦ is the mean,
and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
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Chapter 5 The Impact of Command-Following Task on Human-in-theLoop Control Behavior

In this chapter, we presents results from an experiment in which 44 human subjects interact with a dynamic system 40 times over a one-week period, and perform
command-following tasks. The subjects are divided into 4 groups. All groups interact with the same dynamic system, but each group performs a different sequence of
command-following tasks. Group 1 follows a chirp reference command for all trials.
Group 2 follows a sum-of-sinusoids reference command for all trials. Group 3 follows
the chirp reference command for the first 20 trials and the sum-of-sinusoids reference
command for the last 20 trials. Group 4 follows sum-of-sinusoids reference commands,
which are different for each of the first 20 trials and the same thereafter. All reference commands have frequency content between 0 and 0.5 Hz. We develop and use
a subsystem identification algorithm to estimate the control strategy (feedback and
feedforward) that each subject uses on each trial.
The experimental and identification results are used to examine the impact of the
command-following tasks on the subjects’ performance and the control strategies that
the subjects learn. Results demonstrate that the sum-of-sinusoids command (group 2)
is more difficult to follow than the chirp command (group 1), and the difference in
performance is related to the subjects’ ability to match the phase of the command.
In addition, the difference between groups 1’s and group 2’s performance can be
attributed to 3 aspects of the subjects’ identified controllers: i) compensating for time
delay in feedforward; ii) using a comparatively accurate approximation of the inverse
dynamics in feedforward; and iii) using a feedback controller with comparatively high
gain. Results also demonstrate that group 3 generalizes their control strategy when
the command changes. Specifically, when the command changes, group 3 maintains
relatively high gain in feedback and retains their feedforward internal model of the
inverse dynamics. Finally, we provide evidence that subjects use prediction of the
command (if possible) to improve performance but that subjects (group 4) can learn to
improve performance without prediction. Specifically, group 4 learns to use feedback
controllers with comparatively high gain to improve performance even though the
command is unpredictable.
5.1 Introduction
Humans often perform command-following tasks when interacting with dynamic
systems. One example is driving an automobile, where the command-following task
is to steer the automobile along the path of the road. In this case, the reference com-
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mand is the road path trajectory. Humans learn to perform command-following tasks
for a variety of reference commands—some of which are more challenging than others.
In some cases, the reference command is known in advance or at least predictable.
Conversely, the reference command may be both unknown and unpredictable. For
example, in driving, the road may be frequently traveled and thus familiar, or it may
be unfamiliar and unpredictable (e.g., a winding road).
From a control system design perspective, the reference command often influences
controller design. Generally, some knowledge of the reference command is required
to design a control system that achieves good command-following performance. For
example, a control strategy that incorporates an approximation of the inverse system
dynamics in feedforward can yield good command-following performance. However,
inverse dynamics are generally not causal, and thus, approximating them in feedforward may require that the reference command is known in advance or at least
predictable. Alternatively, feedback control can be used to achieve good commandfollowing performance by selecting a controller that makes the magnitude of the loop
transfer function large at the frequencies of the reference command. The most common example of this approach is the use of integral control for following step reference
commands. In this case, the controller contains an integrator, which makes the magnitude of the loop transfer function infinite at zero frequency (i.e., the frequency
of a constant). This idea can be generalized to a variety of periodic commands
by designing feedback controllers that incorporate internal models of the reference
command [111–118]. In this case, accurate knowledge of the reference command’s
frequency content is required to design the feedback controller.
This chapter examines the strategies that humans use for command-following tasks.
Human-in-the-loop (HITL) control behavior and human learning have been studied
in a variety of experiments (e.g., [6, 8, 11, 20, 21]), as well as by comparing proposed
models of HITL control strategies with results from experiments (e.g., [24–29,31–40]).
However, [42] demonstrates that different HITL control strategies can yield similar
closed-loop responses. Thus, a proposed model that reproduces qualitative features
of an HITL experiment is not necessarily an accurate representation of the human’s
control strategy.
As an alternative, system identification methods can be used to estimate best-fit
models of the control strategies that humans use in experiments [43–54]. In [64,65], a
subsystem identification (SSID) algorithm is presented, which can be used to identify
the best-fit linear time-invariant (LTI) model of the control strategy (feedback and
feedforward) used by a human in an experiment. This method does not require that
a specific control strategy is assumed a prior. In [42], this SSID algorithm is used
to model the feedforward and feedback control (including feedback time delay) that
subjects use in an HITL experiment, where subjects interact with an LTI dynamic
system and perform a command-following task. The results in [42] demonstrate that
subjects learn to update the feedforward (i.e., anticipatory) control until it approximates the inverse dynamics of the system with which the subjects interact; this result
supports the internal model hypothesis in neuroscience [2, 3, 66].
The experiment in [42] has subjects repeat one command-following task multiple
times. This raises questions regarding the impact of the command-following task (i.e.,
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reference command) on HITL control behavior. First, do humans learn to approximate the system’s inverse dynamics in feedforward for a variety of command-following
tasks, and if so, how does the specific task impact their ability to learn to implement
the approximate inverse dynamics? Second, what happens if the task changes? Do
subjects generalize their control strategy from one task to another, and if so, how do
they generalize? A control strategy is said to generalize if it can be learned in one
situation (e.g., one task) and effectively transferred to another situation (e.g., another
task) [119]. Studies that provide evidence of generalization include [120–124]. Third,
what is the impact of reference-command prediction? If the same task (i.e., reference
command) is repeated multiple times, then a subject can learn the task, which may
allow them to use a control strategy that incorporates a prediction of the reference
into the future. Prediction can be interpreted mathematically as using a noncasual
(i.e., improper) control strategy. Thus, prediction may be important for approximating the inverse dynamics in feedforward, because if an LTI dynamic system is strictly
proper, then its inverse dynamics are improper. Even if a proper approximation of
the inverse dynamics are used in feedforward, then the approximation contains phase
lead at certain frequencies, and prediction may help humans implement the required
phase lead.
This chapter provides new insights into the questions in the previous paragraph.
We present results from an HITL experiment, where 44 subjects interact with an LTI
dynamic system 40 times over a one-week period. The subjects are divided into 4
groups, where each group has 11 subjects. Each group interacts with the same LTI
dynamic system but performs a different sequence of command-following tasks over
the trials. We extend the SSID algorithm from [42, 64, 65] to allow for identification
of the feedforward time delay as well as the feedforward transfer function, feedback
transfer function, and feedback time delay. We use this extended SSID method to
model the control strategies that each subject uses on each trial, and we examine the
impact of different tasks by analyzing the subjects’ command-following performance
and the best-fit models of the subjects’ control strategies.
This chapter presents several new contributions. First, experimental results show
that certain reference commands (e.g., a sum of sinusoids) are more difficult for subjects to learn to follow than others (e.g., a chirp), and the difference in difficulty is
related to the subjects’ ability to match the phase of the reference command. Furthermore, the SSID results suggest that differences in command-following performance for
different tasks can be attributed to 3 aspects of the subjects’ identified controllers:
i) compensating for time delay in feedforward; ii) using a comparatively accurate approximation of the inverse dynamics in feedforward (particularly phase lead); and iii)
using a feedback controller with comparatively high gain across the frequency range
of the reference command.
Second, we provide evidence that the subjects generalize their control strategy when
the reference command changes, and we identify specific elements of their control
that are generalized. Specifically, the SSID results show that subjects generalize
by retaining aspects of their feedback and feedforward control strategies—subjects
maintain relatively high gain in their feedback control and retain their feedforward
internal model of the inverse dynamics.
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Figure 5.1: Experimental setup. A subject uses a joystick to affect the horizontal
position y of a controlled object displayed on a computer screen. The joystick position
u is the input to a dynamic system, and the controlled object’s position y is the output
of the dynamic system. A reference object’s position r is also shown on the computer
screen.
Third, we provide evidence that subjects use prediction of the reference (if possible)
to improve command-following performance but that subjects can learn to improve
performance without prediction. The SSID results suggest that if the reference command is unpredictable, then subjects cannot learn to compensate for time delay in
feedforward or use a comparatively accurate approximation of the inverse dynamics
in feedforward (particularly phase lead). However, in this case, subjects can improve
performance by learning to use a feedback controller with comparatively high gain
across the frequency range of the reference command. Some preliminary results from
this chapter appear in [80].
5.2 Experimental Methods
Forty-four people voluntarily participated in this study. The subjects were 18 to
35 years of age, and they had no known motor control or neurological disorders. The
University of Kentucky’s Institutional Review Board approved this study under IRB
protocol 44649.
In this study, subjects use a single-degree-of-freedom joystick to affect the singledegree-of-freedom horizontal position of a controlled object that is displayed on the
screen of a computer. The position of the joystick is denoted by u, which is the input
to a dynamic system. The horizontal position of the controlled object is denoted by
y, which is the output of the dynamic system. Another object also moves on the
computer screen, and its horizontal position is denoted by r, which is independent of
u. This object is called the reference object. The signals u, y, and r are functions of
time t. Figure 5.1 is a diagram of the experimental setup.
Prior to interacting with the experimental setup, each subject is shown the computer screen and told that manipulating the joystick moves the controlled object.
Subjects are told that their objective is to manipulate the joystick and attempt to
make the controlled and reference objects have the same horizontal position at each
instant of time. Thus, each subject’s objective is to generate a control u that makes
the magnitude of the error e , r −y as small as possible. The subjects have no knowledge of the dynamic system relating u and y, or the reference object’s trajectory r
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prior to the experiment.
A trial is a 60-s period during which a subject manipulates the joystick. Each
subject performed 40 trials of the experiment over 7 days. These trials were divided
into 4 sessions of 10 trials, and each session was completed in a 20-minute period.
Each subject completed no more than one session in a 12-hour period.
For each session, a subject sits in a chair facing the computer screen, which is
approximately 60 cm from the subject’s eyes. The computer screen is 47.6 cm high
and 26.8 cm wide. The subject uses a hand of their choice to manipulate the singledegree-of-freedom rotational joystick, which is a Teledyne Gurley model number 82256000-DQSD.
The controlled object’s position y satisfies the linear time-invariant (LTI) differential equation
...
y (t) + a2 ÿ(t) + a1 ẏ(t) + a0 y(t) = b1 u̇(t) + b0 u(t),
(5.1)
where a0 = 6.4, a1 = 9.76, a2 = 5.2, b0 = 7.04, and b1 = 3.2, and the initial conditions
are ÿ(0) = ẏ(0) = y(0) = 0. Thus, the transfer function from u to y is given by
G(s) ,

3.2(s + 2.2)
,
(s + 1.6)(s2 + 3.6s + 4)

which has poles at −1.6 and −1.8 ± 0.87, and a zero at −2.2.
We examine the effects of command-following task (e.g., reference command) by
using different reference-command signals r for different subjects and on different
trials. We consider 22 different reference-command signals. For all t ∈ [0, 60], define
the reference command
πt2
,
cc (t) , 2 sin
120
which is an 60-s chirp with frequency content between 0 and 0.5 Hz. For all t ∈ [0, 60],
define the reference command


30
1X
2πjt j(j − 1)π
−
,
cs (t) ,
cos
3 j=1
60
30
which is an 60-s sum of 30 sinusoids with evenly spaced frequencies between 0 and 0.5 Hz
and with Schroeder phases [125]. For all t ∈ [0, 60] and all i ∈ {1, . . . , 20}, define the
reference command


30
1X
2πjt
ci (t) ,
cos
+ φi,j ,
3 j=1
60
where for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 20} and all j ∈ {1, . . . , 30}, φi,j is a randomly selected phase
such that ci (0) = 0 and the peak magnitude is less than 2.6, that is, maxt∈[0,60] |ci (t)| <
2.6. Thus, ci is an 60-s sum of 30 sinusoids with evenly spaced frequencies between
0 and 0.5 Hz and with randomly selected phases φi,j . The units of the reference
command are hash marks (hm), which are vertical lines separated by 2.5 cm on the
computer display. The computer screen displays a range of ±8 hm.
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The dynamic system (5.1) is simulated using a dSPACE DS1103 control board.
The dSPACE board also measures u, and the ControlDesk software is used to display
the controlled object and reference object on the computer screen.
To examine the effects of task (i.e., reference command), the 44 subjects are divided into 4 groups, where each group has 11 subjects. All subjects interact with
the dynamic system (5.1), but each group has a different sequence of tasks (i.e.,
reference commands). Group 1 performs 40 trials, where for all 40 trials, r = cc .
Group 2 performs 40 trials, where for all 40 trials, r = cs . Group 3 performs 40 trials,
where for trials i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 20}, r = cc and for trials i ∈ {21, 22, . . . , 40}, r = cs .
Group 4 performs 40 trials, where for trials i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 20}, r = ci and for trials
i ∈ {21, 22, . . . , 40}, r = cs . Note that the reference commands c1 , . . . , c20 for group 4’s
first 20 trials are unpredictable because the phases φi,j are randomly selected.
To examine the effect of the chirp reference command cc in comparison to the sumof-sinusoids reference command cs , we compare experimental and SSID results for
group 1 to those for group 2. To examine the effect of changing task from cc to cs , we
compare experimental and SSID results for group 3 to those for groups 1 and 2. In
particular, we examine whether or not the subjects in group 3 generalize their control
strategy from the task on the first 20 trials to the task on the last 20 trials. To examine
the effect of unpredictable reference commands, we compare experimental and SSID
results for group 4 to those for group 2. For example, we examine whether or not the
subjects in group 4 learn to improve their performance over the first 20 trials even
though the reference command is unpredictable.
5.3 Experimental Data
For each of the 1760 trials, we record r, u, and y with a sample time of Ts = 0.02
s. The sampled data are denoted by {rk }nk=1 , {uk }nk=1 , and {yk }nk=1 , where n = 3000
samples. For k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we define ek , rk − yk , which is the command-following
error.
A divergent trial is a trial, where for any k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, yk exceeds ±8 hm display
limits. As shown in Table 5.1, there are more divergent trials during the earlier trials
than during the later trials. Group 3 has the most divergent trials—a total of 11,
which is 2.5% of the trials. Divergent trials are omitted from the results reported in
the rest of this chapter.
Table 5.1: Number of divergent trials.
Group
1
2
3
4

Trials
1–5
0
2
3
4

Trials
6–15
0
0
5
3

Trials
16–20
1
0
0
0

Trials
21–25
0
0
1
0
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Trials
26–35
0
0
1
0

Trials
36–40
0
0
1
1

Total
1
2
11
8

5.3.1 Time-Domain Data
For each trial, we define
n

1X
kek ,
|ek |,
n k=1
which is the time-averaged error. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show y, r, and e for the first and
last trials of the subject from each group whose kek on the last trial is the median
(i.e., 6th best) of the subjects in the group. For each group, the median subject’s kek
on the last trial is less than their kek on the first trial. The time-averaged error on the
last trial for the subject in group 1 is less than that for the subject in group 2, which
is less than that for the subject in group 3, which is less than that for the subject in
group 4.
Figure 5.4 shows the mean and standard deviation of kek on each trial for groups 1,
2, and 3. The open-loop (i.e., u = 0) time-averaged errors with cc and cs are 1.20
and 1.14. By the last trial, the mean kek for each group is at least 50% better than
open loop. The mean kek for groups 1 and 2 decreases consistently over the trials.
However, on each trial, the mean kek for group 1 is less than that for group 2, which
suggests that the chirp cc is easier to follow than the sum of sinusoids cs .
In contrast, the mean kek for group 3 increases 54% from trial 20 to 21, which corresponds to the change in task from cc to cs . The mean kek for group 3 is comparable
to the mean kek for group 1 during the first 20 trials and is comparable to the mean
kek for group 2 during the last 20 trials. On trial 21, the mean kek for group 3 is
greater than that of group 2 on trial 21 but is still 35% less than the mean kek for
group 2 on trial 1. In fact, the mean kek for group 3 on trial 21 is less than the
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Figure 5.2: Output y and reference r on the first and last trials of the subject from
each group whose kek on the last trial is the median of the group.
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mean kek for group 2 on trials 1 to 13. This observation suggests that when the task
changes on trial 21, the subjects in group 3 generalize the control strategies that they
learn during the first 20 trials.
Figure 5.5 shows the mean and standard deviation of kek on each trial for groups 2
and 4.
For each group, the mean kek decreases over the 40 trials. By trial 40,
the mean kek for each group is at least 39% better than open loop. Recall that for
group 4, the reference is different for each of the first 20 trials. Since the task changes
on each trial, the subjects in group 4 are limited in their ability to use prediction of
the reference. Nevertheless, the mean kek for group 4 decreases by 31% over the first
20 trials. However, the mean kek for group 4 does not change significantly between
trials 11 and 20, suggesting that the subjects reach near-steady-state performance.
Note that the open-loop (i.e., u = 0) time-averaged error for group 4 on trials 1 to 20
is at least 1.13.
5.3.2 Frequency-Domain Analysis
For each trial, we calculate the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of {yk }nk=1 and
{rk }nk=1 at the frequencies ωi = 2πi/60 rad/s, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, which are
N = 30 evenly spaced frequencies over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Let ydft (ωi ) and rdft (ωi )
denote the DFT of {yk }nk=1 and {rk }nk=1 at ωi , respectively.
For each trial, define the frequency-averaged error in the magnitude of the output
N
1 X
|ydft (ωi )| e∠rdft (ωi ) − |rdft (ωi )| e∠rdft (ωi )
Em ,
N i=1
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Figure 5.3: Error e on the first and last trials of the subject from each group whose
kek on the last trial is the median of the group.
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Figure 5.4: Mean and standard deviation of kek on each trial for groups 1, 2, and 3.
For all groups, the mean kek decreases from trial 1 to 40. However, the mean kek for
group 3 increases from trial 20 to 21 when the task changes. The ◦ is the mean, and
the lines indicate the standard deviation.
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Figure 5.5: Mean and standard deviation of kek on each trial for groups 2 and 4. For
both groups, the mean kek decreases over the 40 trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the
lines indicate the standard deviation.

=

N
1 X
|ydft (ωi )| − |rdft (ωi )| ,
N i=1

which is the frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between the ydft and rdft
assuming that the phase of ydft is equal to the phase of rdft . Similarly, for each trial,
define the frequency-averaged error in the phase of the output
N
1 X
Ep ,
|rdft (ωi )| e∠ydft (ωi ) − |rdft (ωi )| e∠rdft (ωi )
N i=1
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Figure 5.6: Mean and standard deviation of Em and Ep on each trial for groups 1, 2,
and 3. The mean Em and Ep decrease from trial 1 to 40, but the mean Ep decreases
more (in absolute and percent) than the mean Em . The ◦ is the mean, and the lines
indicate the standard deviation.
N
1 X
|rdft (ωi )| e∠ydft (ωi ) − e∠rdft (ωi ) ,
=
N i=1

which is the frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between the ydft and rdft
assuming that the magnitude of ydft is equal to the magnitude of rdft .
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the mean and standard deviation of Em and Ep for each
group on each trial. These results are similar to the time-domain results shown in
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. However, for each group, the mean Ep is generally greater than
the mean Em , which suggests that the subjects’ command-following error is a result
of error in phase more than error in magnitude. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the mean
Em and mean Ep for each group on different sets of trials.
For groups 1 and 2, the mean Em and mean Ep decrease consistently over the trials;
however, Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show that the mean Ep decreases more (in absolute and
percent) than the mean Em . Specifically, for groups 1 and 2, the mean Em decreases
by 50% and 29% from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials. In contrast, for groups 1
and 2, the mean Ep decreases by 64% and 60% from the first 5 trials to the last 5 trials.
This observation suggests that these groups’ improvement in kek is attributed more to
improvement in matching the phase of the reference than improvement in matching
the magnitude of the reference. In addition, the mean Em for groups 1 and 2 are
comparable on many trials, whereas the mean Ep for group 2 is significantly greater
than that for group 1 on every trial. Thus, the fact that the mean kek for group 2
is greater than that for group 1 is attributed more to error in phase than error in
magnitude. This suggests that the sum of sinusoids cs is more difficult to follow than
the chirp cc , because it is more difficult to match the phase of the reference than its
magnitude.
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Figure 5.7: Mean and standard deviation of Em and Ep on each trial for groups 2
and 4. The mean Em and Ep decrease from trial 1 to 40, but the mean Ep decreases
more (in absolute and percent) than the mean Em . The ◦ is the mean, and the lines
indicate the standard deviation.
Table 5.2: Mean Em .
Group
1
2
3
4

Trials
1–5
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.08

Trials
6–15
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.07

Trials
16–20
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.07

Trials
21–25
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.05

Trials
26–35
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.05

Trials
36–40
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.05

Trials
26–35
0.04
0.07
0.08
0.11

Trials
36–40
0.04
0.06
0.07
0.09

Table 5.3: Mean Ep .
Group
1
2
3
4

Trials
1–5
0.11
0.15
0.12
0.19

Trials
6–15
0.07
0.12
0.08
0.17

Trials
16–20
0.05
0.09
0.07
0.16

Trials
21–25
0.05
0.09
0.10
0.13

For group 3, the mean Em and mean Ep decrease over the first 20 trials where the
task is the same (i.e., predictable); increase from trial 20 to 21 where the task changes
(i.e., is unpredictable); and decrease over the last 20 trials where the task is again the
same. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show that mean Em and mean Ep increase by 20% and 43%
from the last 5 trials before the task changes (i.e., trials 16–20) to the first 5 trials
after the task changes (i.e., trials 21–25). Thus, the increase in kek when the task
changes from cc to cs is attributed more to error in phase than error in magnitude.
On trials 21–25, the mean Em and mean Ep for group 3 is less than those for groups 2
and 3 on trials 1–5. This observation suggests that when the task changes on trial 21,
the subjects in group 3 generalize the control strategy that they learn during the first
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20 trials.
For group 4, the mean Em and mean Ep decrease over the first 20 trials; however,
these metrics for group 4 are consistently greater than and decrease less than for
the other groups. Furthermore, these metrics for group 4 do not change significantly
between trials 11 and 20. Notably, the mean Ep for group 4 is significantly greater
than that of the other groups over the first 20 trials. Thus, group 4’s mean kek over
the first 20 trials is greater than that for the other groups primarily because of error in
phase as opposed to error in magnitude. One possible explanation for Group 4’s poor
command-following performance over the first 20 trials (relative to the other groups)
is that the reference is different on each trial, and thus, the subjects are limited in
their ability to predict the reference into the future. This potential explanation is
supported by the fact that the group’s command-following error is attributed more
to error in phase than error in magnitude because limited predictive capability could
manifest itself in phase lag (i.e., the phase of y lagging the phase of r).
5.4 Modeling Control Strategies Using SSID
We discretize G using a zero-order hold on the input with sample time Ts = 0.02 s,
which yields the discrete-time transfer function G. Thus, (5.1) implies that
ŷ(z) = G(z)û(z),

(5.2)

where û and ŷ are the z-transforms of uk and yk .
Each subject’s control strategy is modeled by the LTI control architecture shown
in Fig. 5.8, which is given by
û(z) = z −τfb Gfb (z)ê(z) + z −τff Gff (z)r̂(z),

(5.3)

where r̂(z) and ê(z) are the z-transforms of rk and ek ; Gfb and Gff are the transfer
functions of the feedback and feedforward controllers; and the nonnegative integers
τfb and τff are the feedback and feedforward delays. Feedforward is the anticipatory
control determined solely from the reference rk , whereas feedback is the reactive
control determined from the observed error ek . Define Tfb , 103 τfb Ts and Tff ,
103 τff Ts , which are the feedback and feedforward time delays in milliseconds. It
follows from (5.2) and (5.3) that the closed-loop transfer function from rk to yk is
G(z) [z −τff Gff (z) + z −τfb Gfb (z)]
.
G̃yr (z) ,
1 + z −τfb Gfb (z)G(z)

(5.4)

For each trial, we use SSID to determine the control strategy (i.e., Gff , τff , Gfb ,
τfb ) of the form (5.3) that is the best-fit to the experimental data. For each trial
and for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, define H(ωi ) , ydft (ωi )/rdft (ωi ), which is the closed-loop
frequency-response data from rk to yk .
Since yk is bounded, we assume that G̃yr is asymptotically stable (i.e., its poles are
contained in the open unit disk of the complex plane). Thus, it follows from (5.4)
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Figure 5.8: Model of the control strategy. The control strategy is modeled using
feedforward transfer function Gff , feedforward delay τff , feedback transfer function
Gfb , and feedback delay τfb .
that Gff is asymptotically stable. The SSID algorithm presented in this section can
be implemented in a computationally efficient manner if Gff is finite impulse response
(FIR). Thus, we let Gff be FIR. Since Gff is asymptotically stable, the assumption
that Gff is FIR does not significantly restrict the class of feedforward behavior; see [64]
for more information.
The SSID objective is to determine Gff , τff , Gfb , and τfb such that the modeled frequency response {G̃yr (eωi Ts )}N
i=1 approximates the frequency-response data
N
{H(ωi )}i=1 . More specifically, we seek to find the quadruple (Gff , τff , Gfb , τfb ) that
minimizes the cost function
J(Gff , τff , Gfb , τfb ) ,
=

N
X
i=1
N
X
i=1

G̃yr (eωi Ts ) − H(ωi )

2

 −ω T τ

e i s ff Gff (eωi Ts ) + e−ωi Ts τfb Gfb (eωi Ts )
1 + e−ωi Ts τfb Gfb (eωi Ts )G(eωi Ts )
2

× G(eωi Ts ) − H(ωi ) ,

(5.5)

subject to the constraint that G̃yr is asymptotically stable.
To identify Gff , τff , Gfb , and τfb , we develop an SSID algorithm based on the method
in [42]. However, [42] does not address identification of τff . Thus, we extend the
method in [42] to identify not only Gff , Gfb , and τfb but also τff . The details of this
SSID algorithm are in Section 5.7, and the method is summarized as follows. First, we
generate two candidate pools. The feedback candidate pool contains possible models
of Gfb and τfb . Every element in this candidate pool is such that G̃yr is asymptotically
stable. The feedforward-delay candidate pool contains possible values of τff . For each
possible model in the candidate pools, the cost J is convex in the coefficients of Gff .
Thus, for each model in the feedback candidate pool, we solve a sequence of convex
optimizations to find the best-fit Gff and τff . Then, we search the feedback candidate
pool to determine the quadruple (Gff , τff , Gfb , τfb ) that minimizes J.
We use the SSID algorithm in Section 5.7 as opposed to traditional system identification techniques (e.g., [99–103]), because the unknown subsystem (5.3) is connected
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Figure 5.9: Identified z −τff Gff and z −τfb Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trial 1 and 40 for
the median subject from group 1. The identified z −τff Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is
closer to one on trial 40 than on trial 1.
in feedback with G, and traditional system identification algorithms applied to closedloop architectures can yield trivial solutions [67, 104]. For example, z −τff Gff = G−1
and z −τfb Gfb = −G−1 is a solution with most traditional system identification approaches. In contrast, z −τff Gff = G−1 and z −τfb Gfb = −G−1 does not minimize the
SSID cost (5.5) and is not a solution with the SSID algorithm in Section 5.7. However,
if the identified feedback controller satisfies z −τfb Gfb ≈ −G−1 , then the denominator
of (5.4) is approximately zero. In this case, the SSID results are ill conditioned. The
feedback candidate pool is selected to prevent z −τfb Gfb = −G−1 . Section 5.8 provides
details on the SSID candidate pools used in this chapter. Although the feedback candidate pool prevents z −τfb Gfb = −G−1 , the SSID algorithm could yield ill-conditioned
results if z −τfb Gfb ≈ −G−1 at some frequencies. Section 5.9 examines the conditioning
of the SSID results presented in this chapter and shows that the qualitative results
reported in this chapter are not impacted by ill-conditioned results.
5.5 SSID Results
For each trial, we identify the second-order exactly proper FIR feedforward transfer function Gff , feedforward delay τff , second-order strictly proper feedback transfer
function Gfb , and feedback delay τfb that minimize J. The feedforward transfer function order is selected to allow Gff to approximate G−1 with approximately 0.1% error
over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range of the reference commands used in the experiment. See Section 5.8 for the details of the candidate pools. The SSID algorithm is implemented on
a supercomputer using parallel processing. Section 5.10 presents a validation analysis
of the SSID results.
Figures 5.9–5.12 shows the Bode plots of the identified controllers z −τff Gff and
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Figure 5.10: Identified z −τff Gff and z −τfb Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trial 1 and 40 for
the median subject from group 2. The identified z −τff Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is
closer to one on trial 40 than on trial 1.
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Figure 5.11: Identified z −τff Gff and z −τfb Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trial 1 and 40 for
the median subject from group 3. The identified z −τff Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is
closer to one on trial 40 than on trial 1.
z −τfb Gfb , and the resulting closed-loop transfer function G̃yr on trial 1 and 40 for
the subject whose kek on the last trial is the median of the subjects in that group.
For these subjects, the closed-loop transfer function G̃yr is closer to one (i.e., unity
magnitude and 0◦ phase) on trial 40 than on trial 1. This observation agrees with
the time-domain results in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, which show that y approximates r more
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Figure 5.12: Identified z −τff Gff and z −τfb Gfb , and resulting G̃yr on trial 1 and 40 for
the median subject from group 4. The identified z −τff Gff is closer to G−1 and G̃yr is
closer to one on trial 40 than on trial 1.
closely on trial 40 than on trial 1. For these subjects, G̃yr is closer to one on the last
trial, in part, because the identified z −τff Gff for the last trial approximates the inverse
dynamics G−1 better than it does on the first trial.
5.5.1 Feedback and Feedforward Time Delay
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the mean and standard deviation of the identified feedback time delay Tfb and the identified feedforward time delay Tff on each trial for
each group. The average identified Tfb over all 40 trials for groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
232 ms, 215 ms, 213 ms, and 277 ms, respectively. These results for human feedback
time delay with visual feedback are consistent with the results in [42]. Figure 5.13
also shows that there is no consistent trend in the mean Tfb over the trials.
In contrast, the mean Tff tends to decrease over the 40 trials for groups 1 and 2.
This observation suggests that groups 1 and 2 learn to predict the reference r into
the future and use this prediction of the reference for feedforward control. This
prediction is possible for groups 1 and 2 because the reference is the same for all
40 trials. However, the mean Tff for group 1 is consistently less than the mean Tff for
group 2, which suggests that cc is easier to learn to predict than cs . Table 5.4 shows
the mean Tff for each group on different sets of trials.
For group 3, the mean Tff decreases over the first 20 trials where the task is the same
(i.e., predictable); increases significantly from trial 20 to 21 where the task changes
(i.e., is unpredictable); and decreases over the last 20 trials where the task is again
the same. Table 5.4 shows that the mean Tff increases by 208% from trials 16–20 to
trials 21–25, which corresponds to the change in task from cc to cs . On trials 21–25,
the mean Tff for group 3 is greater than that of group 2 on trials 21–25 but is still
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Figure 5.13: Mean and standard deviation of Tfb on each trial. The mean Tfb does
not exhibit a consistent trend. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
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Figure 5.14: Mean and standard deviation of Tff on each trial. The mean Tff tends to
decrease for trials where the task (i.e., reference) is predictable. The ◦ is the mean,
and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
Table 5.4: Mean Tff .
Group
1
2
3
4

Trials
1–5
118
292
98
350

Trials
6–15
40
183
43
311

Trials
16–20
22
119
37
350

Trials
21–25
15
94
114
299

Trials
26–35
12
55
81
195

Trials
36–40
10
43
36
147

61% less than the mean Tff for group 2 on trials 1–5. In fact, the mean Tff for group 3
on trial 21 is less than the mean Tff for group 2 on trials 1 to 7.
For group 4, the mean Tff is relatively large and does not have a consistent trend
over the first 20 trials where the task changes (i.e., is unpredictable). However, from
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trials 21 to 40, the task for group 4 does not change. During these last 20 trials,
the mean Tff for group 4 decreases. These trends for groups 3 and 4 are consistent
with the observation that when the reference is predictable, subjects learn to predict
the reference command into the future and use this prediction of the reference for
feedforward control.
5.5.2 Feedforward Control
For each identified feedforward controller, we define
Z
1 π −ωTs τff
−1
−τff
Gff (eωTs ) − G−1 (eωTs ) dω,
kz Gff − G k1 ,
e
π 0
which is the frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between the identified
z −τff Gff and the inverse dynamics G−1 over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range (i.e., the 0-to-π rad/s
range). Figure 5.15 shows the mean and standard deviation of kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 on
each trial for each group, and Table 5.5 shows the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 for each
group on different sets of trials.
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Figure 5.15: Mean and standard deviation of kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 on each trial. The
difference between the identified z −τff Gff and G−1 decreases over the trials. The ◦ is
the mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
Table 5.5: Mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 .
Group
1
2
3
4

Trials
1–5
0.77
1.46
0.83
2.05

Trials
6–15
0.43
1.01
0.52
2.09

Trials
16–20
0.39
0.83
0.49
2.03

Trials
21–25
0.33
0.70
0.76
1.34

Trials
26–35
0.33
0.64
0.60
1.03

Trials
36–40
0.27
0.59
0.58
0.85

For groups 1 and 2, the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 decreases consistently over the
trials. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 are the Bode plots of the average identified feedforward
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Figure 5.16: Average identified feedforward controller for group 1 on trials 1, 20, 21,
and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
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Figure 5.17: Average identified feedforward controller for group 2 on trials 1, 20, 21,
and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
controller z −τff Gff over all 11 subjects on trials 1, 20, 21, and 40 for groups 1 and 2,
respectively. For both groups, the average identified z −τff Gff on trial 40 approximates
G−1 better than on trials 1, 20, and 21. Thus, by the last trial, the subjects learn an
approximation of G−1 and use this approximation in feedforward. This result agrees
with the results reported in [42] for a different experiment. This result also supports
the internal model hypothesis in neuroscience [2, 3, 66].
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For group 3, the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 decreases over the first 20 trials where the
task is the same; increases from trial 20 to 21 where the task changes; and decreases
over the last 20 trials where the task is again the same. Table 5.5 shows that mean
kz −τff Gff −G−1 k1 increases by 55% from trials 16–20 to trials 21–25, which corresponds
to the change in task from cc to cs . However, the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 for group 3
on trials 21–25 is 8% less than that on trials 1–5 for group 3, and 48% less than that
on trials 1–5 for group 2. This observation helps to explain the mechanism that the
subjects in group 3 used to generalize from the cc task to the cs task—the subjects in
group 3 retain some of their internal model of G−1 , which did not change from trial 20
to 21. Figure 5.18 shows the average identified z −τff Gff over all 11 subjects in group 3
on trials 1, 20, 21, and 40. The average identified z −τff Gff on trial 21 approximates
G−1 better than on trial 1. In particular, the phase of z −τff Gff is closer to the phase
of G−1 on trial 21 than on trial 1.
For group 4, the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 does not decrease over the first 20 trials
where the task is changing, and decreases over the last 20 trials where the task is
the same. The observation that the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 does not decrease over
the first 20 trials is consistent with the task changing on each trial. Approximating
G−1 in feedforward requires subjects to use phase lead over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
Since the subjects cannot predict the reference, it is difficult to implement phase lead
in feedforward. Figure 5.19 is the average identified z −τff Gff over all 11 subjects in
group 4 on trials 1, 20, 21, and 40. The average identified z −τff Gff on trial 20 does
not approximate G−1 as well as on trial 40. In fact, the average identified z −τff Gff
on trial 20 does not have phase lead at frequencies greater than 0.1 Hz. Thus, some
mechanism other than learning to approximate G−1 in feedforward is responsible for
group 4 improving their performance over the first 10 trials. This improvement in
performance over the first 10 trials is most likely a result of the feedback control used
during these trials, which is discussed in Section 5.5.3.
For group 4, one impediment to learning to approximate G−1 in feedforward over
the first 20 trials is the feedforward time delay, which causes phase lag in the feedforward controller z −τff Gff . Since the reference changes on each of the first 20 trials, the
subjects in group 4 cannot learn to predict the reference and compensate for feedforward time delay. Figure 5.20 is average identified feedforward transfer function Gff
over all 11 subjects in group 4 on trials 1, 20, 21, and 40. Note that Gff is equal to
the feedforward controller if the feedforward delay is zero. Thus, we can interpret Gff
as the feedforward controller that the subjects could achieve if they could compensate completely for feedforward time delay. Figure 5.20 shows that by trial 20, Gff
approximates G−1 comparatively well from 0 to 0.25 Hz. This observation suggests
that over the first 20 trials the subjects in group 4 are attempting to approximating
G−1 in feedforward; however, the significant feedfoward time delay (see Fig. 5.14)
prevents an accurate approximation of the phase of G−1 .
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Figure 5.18: Average identified feedforward controller for group 3 on trials 1, 20, 21,
and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
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Figure 5.19: Average identified feedforward controller for group 4 on trials 1, 20, 21,
and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
5.5.3 Feedback Control
For each identified feedback controller, we define
Z
1 π −ωTs τfb
−τfb
kz
Gfb k1 ,
e
Gfb (eωTs ) dω,
π 0
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Figure 5.20: Average identified feedforward transfer function for group 4 on trials 1,
20, 21, and 40. The shaded region shows the standard deviation.
which is the frequency-averaged
magnitude of z −τfb Gfb over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
R
π
Note that kz −τfb Gfb k1 = π1 0 Gfb (eωTs ) dω, and thus kz −τfb Gfb k1 does not depend
on the feedback delay τfb . Figure 5.21 shows the mean and standard deviation of
kz −τfb Gfb k1 on each trial for each group, and Table 5.6 shows the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1
for each group on different sets of trials.
For all groups, the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 tends to increase over the first 20 trials. In
particular, for each group the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 increases from trials 1–5 to trials 16–
20. These increases suggest that over the first 20 trials, the subjects learn to use
more feedback gain in a frequency-averaged sense. One potential explanation is that
through repeated interactions with G, the subjects learn to increase the feedback
gain without causing closed-loop instability. To examine this conjecture, we compute
the stability margins (i.e., upward gain margin and phase margin) associated with
each identified feedback controller. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show the mean upward gain
margins and mean phase margins for each group on different sets of trials during the
first 20 trials. For each group, the mean upward gain margin decreases from trials 1–5
to trials 16–20. Thus, over the first 20 trials, subjects learn to increase feedback gain
by using controllers with smaller upward gain margins. This observations suggests
that through repeated interaction with G, the subjects learn the dynamics G well
enough to use less conservative feedback controllers (i.e., feedback controllers with
smaller upward gain margins) without causing closed-loop instability. Table 5.8 shows
that for groups 1, 2, and 3, the mean phase margin also decreases from trials 1–5 to
trials 16–20. In contrast, the mean phase margin for group 4 does not have a clear
trend over the first 20 trials. Note that the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 and stability margins do
not have a consistent trend over the last 15 trials. However, during these trials, the
subjects are using a comparatively accurate approximation of G−1 in feedforward. In
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Figure 5.21: Mean and standard deviation of kz −τfb Gfb k1 on each trial. The ◦ is the
mean, and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
this case, (5.4) implies that the closed-loop transfer function G̃yr (and thus, closedloop response) is insensitive to the feedback controller Gfb . Thus, for trials where
z −τff Gff approximates G−1 , the identified Gfb may not be an accurate representation
of the feedback used by the subjects.
Table 5.6: Mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 .
Group
1
2
3
4

Trials
1–5
1.85
1.22
1.49
1.14

Trials
6–15
1.82
1.64
1.94
1.25

Trials
16–20
2.48
1.77
2.91
1.36

Trials
21–25
1.82
1.61
1.70
1.06

Trials
26–35
2.32
1.72
1.61
1.06

Trials
36–40
2.27
1.98
1.42
1.40

Table 5.6 shows that the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 for group 1 is consistently greater than
that for group 2. Furthermore, Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show that these larger feedback
gains for group 1 relative to group 2 correspond with smaller upward gain margins
and phase margins. Thus, group 1’s mean kek is less than that of group 2, in part, because group 1 learns to use feedback controllers with larger gain and less conservative
stability margins.
For group 3, the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 increases over the first 20 trials where the task is
the same (i.e., predictable), and decreases from trial 20 to 21 where the task changes
(i.e., is unpredictable). Table 5.6 shows that the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 decreases by 42%
from the last 5 trials before the task changes (i.e., trials 16–20) to the first 5 trials
after the task changes (i.e., trials 21–25). Furthermore, Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show that
this decrease in feedback gain corresponds with a significant increase in upward gain
margin and phase margin. This suggests that the subjects in group 3 compensated
for the change in task by using more conservative feedback controllers. However, the
mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 for group 3 on trials 21–25 is 14% greater than the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1
for group 3 on trials 1–5, and 39% greater than the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 for group 2 on
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Table 5.7: Mean Upward Gain Margin (absolute).
Group
1
2
3
4

Trials
1–5
1.27
2.25
1.54
2.67

Trials
6–15
1.51
1.62
1.35
2.90

Trials
16–20
1.18
1.63
1.24
1.92

Trials
21–25
1.32
1.71
1.95
2.70

Trials
26–35
1.23
1.88
1.81
3.20

Trials
36–40
1.33
1.56
2.58
2.15

Table 5.8: Mean Phase Margin (degrees).
Group
1
2
3
4

Trials
1–5
20
44
18
36

Trials
6–15
15
29
17
61

Trials
16–20
14
25
17
43

Trials
21–25
14
37
45
54

Trials
26–35
12
25
37
57

Trials
36–40
12
25
42
48

trials 1–5. This observation helps to explain another mechanism that the subjects
in group 3 use to generalize from the cc task to the cs task—when the task changes,
group 3 do not revert to using feedback controllers with frequency-averaged gain as
small as those used initially by the subjects in either group 2 or group 3. In other
words, the subjects in group 3 retain some of their learned feedback control strategy
when the task changes.
For group 4, the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 increases over the first 20 trials where the
task changes (i.e., is unpredictable). Specifically, Table 5.6 shows that the mean
kz −τfb Gfb k1 increases by 19% from trials 1–5 to trials 16–20. The observation that
subjects learn to increase the feedback gain over the first 20 trials helps explain why
the mean kek for group 4 decreases over the first 20 trials (as shown in Fig. 5.5) even
though the reference is unpredictable.
5.6 Summary and Discussion
This chapter presented several new contributions. First, we showed that the sum
of sinusoids cs is harder for humans to learn to follow than the chirp cc ; furthermore,
the associated SSID results provided insights into why cs is harder to follow than
cc . The time-domain results (Fig. 5.4) show that cs is harder to follow than cc ,
that is, the time-averaged error kek for group 2 is greater than that for group 1
on every trial. The frequency-domain analysis (Fig. 5.6) shows that the difference
in performance between groups 1 and 2 is attributed more to error in phase than
error in magnitude. The SSID results show that the mean feedforward time delay
Tff for group 2 is greater than that for group 1 on every trial (see Fig. 5.14). Thus,
group 2 does not compensate for feedforward time delay as well as group 1, which
suggests that cs is harder to learn to predict than cc . Similarly, group 2 does not
learn to approximate G−1 in feedforward as well as group 1 (see Fig. 5.15). The
Bode plots of the average identified feedforward controllers (Figs. 5.16 and 5.17)
show that group 2’s approximation of G−1 in feedforward is worse than group 1’s
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approximation, in large part, because group 2 does not learn to use sufficient phase
lead in feedforward (particularly at higher frequencies). This can be attributed, in
part, to the fact that group 2 cannot predict the reference as well as group 1, which
results in larger feedforward time delay, which, in turn, decreases the phase lead of the
feedforward controller. Group 1 also uses consistently larger frequency-averaged gain
in feedback (Fig. 5.21) than group 2, and these higher gains correspond to smaller
stability margins. Thus, learning to use less-conservative feedback controllers with
larger gain is another factor that contributes to smaller time-averaged error kek for
group 1 relative group 2.
Second, we provided evidence that the subjects in group 3 generalize aspects of
their control strategy when the reference changes from cc to cs , and we identified
specific mechanisms of generalization. The time-domain data (Fig. 5.4) demonstrates
that group 3 generalizes the control strategy they learn during the first 20 trials to
the last 20 trials after the reference changes. The SSID results provide insights into
how group 3 generalizes their control strategies. The frequency-averaged magnitude
of the identified feedback controllers for group 3 decrease when the task changes
(see Fig. 5.21), which suggests that group 3 compensates for the change in reference
by using more conservative feedback controllers. However, the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 for
group 3 after the reference changes is still greater than the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 for
group 2 and group 3 on trials 1–5. Thus, when the reference changes, group 3 does
not revert to using feedback controllers with frequency-averaged gain as small as those
used initially by either group 2 or group 3. This observation suggests that when the
task changes, group 3 retains aspects of their learned feedback control strategy. In
addition, although the mean kz −τff Gff −G−1 k1 for group 3 increases when the reference
changes, the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 for group 3 after the reference changes is still
less than the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 for groups 2 and 3 on trials 1–5 (see Fig. 5.15).
Thus, when the reference changes, group 3 retains their feedforward internal model
of G−1 . It is also noteworthy that the mean feedforward time delay Tff for group 3
increases when the reference changes, because the reference is unpredictable for the
trials immediately after the change. This increase in mean Tff is one factor that causes
the the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 to increase when the reference changes.
Third, we provided evidence that humans use prediction of the reference (if possible)
to improve command-following performance, but that humans can learn to improve
performance without prediction. The time-domain data (Fig. 5.5) shows that the
mean kek for group 4 decreases over the first 20 trials, where the reference changes
on each trial and is unpredictable. However, the mean kek for group 4 is greater
than that for group 2 during this first 20 trials and does not change significantly
between trials 11 and 20, suggesting that there is a limit to the subjects’ achievable
performance when the reference is unpredictable. The SSID results provide insights
into how group 4 improves performance over the first 20 trials, where the reference
is unpredictable. Specifically, the frequency-averaged magnitude of the identified
feedback controllers for group 4 increases over the first 20 trials (see Fig. 5.21). This
increase in feedback gain over the first 20 trials helps explain why the mean kek for
group 4 decreases over the first 20 trials even though the reference is unpredictable.
In contrast to the other groups, group 4 does not learn to compensate for and decrease
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feedforward time delay over the first 20 trials (see Fig. 5.14). This observation suggests
that humans use prediction of the reference into the future for feedforward control
if and only if the the reference is predictable. Similarly, group 4 does not learn to
approximate G−1 in feedforward over the first 20 trials, which is in contrast to the
other groups (see Fig. 5.15). Notably, the SSID results (see Figs. 5.19 and 5.20) show
that group 4 attempts to approximate G−1 in feedforward; however, the significant
feedfoward time delay prevents an accurate approximation of the phase of G−1 .
5.7 Appendix 5.A: Subsystem Identification Algorithm
This appendix presents the SSID algorithm used to identify the feedforward transfer
function, feedforward delay, feedback transfer function, and feedback delay used by
subjects in the HITL experiment. This SSID algorithm is based on the method
in [42,64], which can identify multivariable LTI feedback and feedforward subsystems.
However, the method in [42,64] does not address the identification of feedforward time
delay. In this appendix, we extend the method in [42,64] to allow for the identification
of feedforward time delay.
Let G : C → C be a real rational discrete-time transfer function, which is assumed
to be known and is interconnected with an unknown dynamic subsystem as shown
in Fig. 5.22. The input {rj }nj=1 and output {yj }nj=1 sequences are assumed to be
measured with sample time Ts . Note that n is the number of samples.
rk

Unknown uk
Subsystem

Known
Subsystem
G

yk

Figure 5.22: A known LTI subsystem G interconnected with an unknown subsystem.
The external input rk and the output yk are measured.
Let N be a positive integer, and let ω1 < ω2 < · · · < ωN be nonnegative. For
k ∈ N , {1, 2, . . . , N }, let rdft (ωk ) and ydft (ωk ) denote the discrete Fourier transform
of {rj }nj=1 and {yj }nj=1 at ωk ; define the closed-loop frequency response data H(ωk ) ,
ydft (ωk )/rdft (ωk ); and define σk , eωk Ts .
Let Gff , Gfb : C → C denote real rational discrete-time transfer functions; let the
nonnegative integers τff and τfb denote the feedforward delay and feedback delay,
respectively; and let Gff be FIR. The unknown subsystem in Fig. 5.22 is modeled
using the LTI control (5.3) shown in Fig. 5.8.
Our objective is to determine Gff , τff , Gfb , and τfb such that the modeled frequency
N
response {G̃yr (σk )}N
k=1 approximates the data {H(ωk )}k=1 , where G̃yr is given by
(5.4). To achieve this objective, we seek to find Gff , τff , Gfb , and τfb that minimize the cost J(Gff , τff , Gfb , τfb ) given by (5.5), subject to the constraint that G̃yr is
asymptotically stable.
We parameterize the feedback and feedforward controllers by their numerator and
denominator coefficients and cast the SSID problem in terms of these coefficients.
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Let nff and dff be nonnegative integers that denote the degree of the numerator
and denominator of Gff , respectively, and define a , dff + 1. Let nfb and dfb be
nonnegative integers that denote the degrees of the numerator and denominator of
Gfb , respectively, and define b , nfb + dfb + 1.
Consider the functions Nff : C × Ra → C, Nfb : C × Rb → C, and Dfb : C × Rb → C
given by
Nff (z, α) , [z nff

z nff −1

Nfb (z, β) , [z nfb

···

z

Dfb (z, β) , z dfb + [01×(nfb +1)

···

z

1]α,

1 01×dfb ]β,

z dfb −1

···

z

1]β.

Define
Nff (z, α)
,
z dff

Gff (z, α) ,

Gfb (z, β) ,

Nfb (z, β)
,
Dfb (z, β)

where α contains the numerator coefficients of Gff , and β contains the numerator and
denominator coefficients of Gfb .
The real rational transfer function G can be expressed as G = Z/P , where Z and P
are coprime polynomials. Next, consider the cost function J : Ra ×N×Rb ×N → [0, ∞)
given by
J(α, ψ, β, γ) , J (Gff (z, α), ψ, Gfb (z, β), γ)
= αT Ω2 (β, γ)α + Ω0 (β, γ) + Re Υ∗1 (β, γ) (diag Γ(ψ)) Υ2 (β, γ)α,
where ψ ∈ N represents the feedforward delay, γ ∈ N represents the feedback delay,
and
Ω2 (β, γ) , Re
Ω0 (β, γ) ,

N
X

k=1
N
X
k=1

A∗k (β, γ)Ak (β, γ) ∈ Ra×a ,

|Bk (β, γ)|2 ∈ R,


T
Υ1 (β, γ) , 2 B1 (β, γ) · · · BN (β, γ)
∈ CN ,

T
Υ2 (β, γ) , A1 (β, γ) · · · AN (β, γ)
∈ CN ×a ,


−ψ T
∈ CN ,
Γ(ψ) , σ1−ψ · · · σN
where for all k ∈ N,
Ak (β, γ) ,
Bk (β, γ) ,

σkγ−nff Z(σk )Dfb (σk , β)
D̃(σk , β, γ)
Z(σk )Nfb (σk , β)
D̃(σk , β, γ)
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v(σk ) ∈ C1×a ,

− H(ωk ) ∈ C,

and
D̃(z, β, γ) , z γ Dfb (z, β)P (z) + Nfb (z, β)Z(z),


v(z) , z nff · · · z 1 .
We restrict our attention to (β, γ) ∈ Rb × N contained in
S , {(β, γ) ∈ Rb × N : β ∈ Rb , γ ∈ N, and if λ ∈ C and D̃(λ, β, γ) = 0, then |λ| < 1},
which is the set of parameters that yield asymptotically stable closed-loop transfer
functions.
Let m be a positive integer, and let Φ ⊂ S be a set with m elements. We call Φ the
feedback candidate pool. For all i, j ∈ M , {1, 2, . . . , m}, let φi , φj ∈ Φ be such that
if i 6= j, then φi 6= φj .
Let




Eβ , Ib 0b×1 ,
Eγ , 01×b 1 .
Then, for all i ∈ M, define the cost function
Ji (α, ψ) , J(α, ψ, Eβ φi , Eγ φi )
= αT Ω2 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )α + Ω0 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi ) + Re ΓT (ψ)ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )α,
where
∗
a×N
Ω1 (β, γ) , ΥT
.
2 (β, γ) (diag Υ1 (β, γ)) ∈ C

Note that for all ψ ∈ N, Ji (α, ψ) is convex in α. If the number N of frequency response
data is sufficiently large, then it can be shown that Ω2 (Eβ φ1 , Eγ φ1 ), . . . , Ω2 (Eβ φm , Eγ φm )
are positive definite and thus nonsingular. In this case, for each i ∈ M,
1
(Eβ φi , Eγ φi )Re Ω1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )Γ(ψ)
αi (ψ) , − Ω−1
2 2
exists, and for all ψ ∈ N and all i ∈ M, αi (ψ) is the unique global minimizer of
Ji (α, ψ). Define the auxiliary cost
Qi (ψ) , Ji (αi (ψ), ψ)

T 

Re Γ(ψ)
Re Γ(ψ)
=−
Fi
+ Ω0 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi ),
−Im Γ(ψ)
−Im Γ(ψ)
where
1
Fi ,
4



Re ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )
Im ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )



Ω−1
2 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )



Re ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )
Im ΩT
1 (Eβ φi , Eγ φi )

T
.

Let p be a positive integer, and let Ψ ⊂ N be a set with p elements. We call Ψ the
feedforward-delay candidate pool. For all i, j ∈ P , {1, 2, . . . , p}, let ψi , ψj ∈ Ψ be
such that if i 6= j, then ψi 6= ψj .
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For all i ∈ M, let qi ∈ P be the smallest integer such that
Qi (ψqi ) = min Qi (ψj ).
j∈P

Next, let ` ∈ M be the smallest integer such that Q` (ψq` ) = mini∈M Qi (ψqi ). Thus, the
identified parameters are α` (ψq` ), τff , ψq` , β` , Eβ φ` , and τfb , Eγ φ` , which implies
that the identified transfer functions are
Gff (z) , Gff (z, α` (ψq` )), Gfb (z) , Gfb (z, β` ).

(5.6)

We now summarize this SSID method. For an analysis of its properties without delay,
see [64].
Algorithm 5.1. Consider the closed-loop transfer function (5.4) and the frequencyresponse data {H(ωk )}N
k=1 .
Step 1. Generate the feedback candidate pool Φ ⊂ S and feedforward-delay candidate
pool Ψ ⊂ N.
Step 2. For each i ∈ M, compute Qi (ψ) and find smallest integer qi ∈ P such that
Qi (ψqi ) = minj∈P Qi (ψj ).

Step 3. Find the smallest integer ` ∈ M such that Q` (ψq` ) = mini∈M Ji (αi (ψqi ), ψqi ).

Step 4. The identified parameters are α` (ψq` ), τff , ψq` , β` , Eβ φ` , and τfb , Eγ φ` .
Step 5. The identified transfer functions are given by (5.6).
5.8 Appendix 5.B: Description of Candidate Pools for SSID
For each trial, we use Algorithm 5.1 to identify the best-fit model of the subject’s
control (5.3). The controller orders are chosen sufficiently large to capture different
control approaches that lead to good command-following performance. We select the
controller orders to allow for high gain in feedback as well as approximate dynamic
inversion in feedforward. Specifically, Gfb is modeled as a second-order strictly proper
transfer function (i.e., nfb = 1 and dfb = 2). We select nff = dff large enough to allow
Gff to approximate G−1 with approximately 0.1% error over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
Thus, nff = dff = 2.
The feedback candidate pool Φ is designed to capture a wide range of behavior over
the 0-to-0.5 Hz range and contains approximately one billion elements. The feedback
candidate pool satisfies the following conditions:
C1) If λ ∈ C is a pole of Gfb , then |(ln λ)/Ts | ≤ 31.5.
C2) If λ ∈ C is a zero of Gfb , then |(ln λ)/Ts | ≤ 31.5.
C3) maxω∈[0,π] Gfb (eωTs ) ≤ 30.5.

C4) If λ ∈ C is a pole of G̃yr , then |λ| < 0.998.
C5) For all φ ∈ Φ, Eγ φ ∈ {4, 5, 6, . . . , 25}.
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Conditions C1) and C2) constrain Φ to include only elements that have a significant
impact on controller dynamics over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Specifically, C1) and C2)
state that Gfb has continuous-time equivalent poles and zeros (that is, poles and zeros
obtained from the matched z-transform mapping s = (ln z)/Ts ) that have magnitudes
between 0 and 31.5 rad/s. This condition arises because {H(ωk )}N
k=1 is at frequencies
ω1 , . . . , ωN ∈ (0, π] rad/s. Thus, we seek to identify Gfb on the interval (0, π] rad/s.
The upper limit 31.5 rad/s on the magnitude of the continuous-time equivalent poles
and zeros is one decade above the π rad/s limit. A continuous-time pole or zero with
magnitude greater than 31.5 rad/s has negligible effect on the Bode plot over the
range (0, π] rad/s. Thus, we restrict Φ to include only elements that correspond to
continuous-time equivalent poles and zeros with magnitude between 0 and 31.5 rad/s.
Condition C3) states that the peak magnitude of Gfb over the frequency range
(0, π] rad/s is no more than 30.5. We impose an upper limit on the magnitude of
Gfb because a human cannot use arbitrarily high gain in feedback. See [42] for a
description of the experiment used to determine the 30.5 upper limit.
Condition C4) states that each closed-loop pole has magnitude less than 0.998. A
discrete-time pole with magnitude 0.998 and sample time Ts = 0.02 s has a settling
time of approximately 40 s. Thus, C4) restricts Φ to include only elements that result
in closed-loop transfer functions with settling times less than 40 s. The behavior
observed in this experiment exhibits settling times significantly less than 40 s.
Condition C5) restricts the feedback time delay to the range of [80, 500] ms. This
range is consistent with [42, 105, 106].
The feedforward-delay candidate pool is Ψ = {0, 1, 2, . . . , 25}, which restricts the
feedforward time delay to the range of [0, 500] ms.
Algorithm 5.1 is coded in C++ for parallel computation and implemented on the
Lipscomb High Performance Computing Cluster at the University of Kentucky. For
each trial, it takes approximately 3 h to run Algorithm 5.1 on one compute node;
each node has a 16 Intel E5-2670 @ 2.6 GHz cores.
5.9 Appendix 5.C: Conditioning of SSID Results
Define the condition number
Z
1 π
1
dω,
C(Gfb , τfb ) ,
π 0 1 + e−ωTs τfb Gfb (eωTs )G(eωTs )
which is a measure of the conditioning of the identified feedback controller z −τfb Gfb .
A larger value of C(Gfb , τfb ) indicates a more poorly conditioned identified z −τfb Gfb .
Figures 5.23–5.26 show C for each SSID result of groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively;
the SSID results are organized from the largest to smallest C. For group 1, the
largest C is approximately 32.0, whereas the smallest C is approximately 0.066. For
group 2, the largest C is approximately 15.5, whereas the smallest C is approximately
0.352. For group 3, the largest C is approximately 16.0, whereas the smallest C is
approximately 0.073. For group 4, the largest C is approximately 11.4, whereas the
smallest C is approximately 0.260. Figures 5.23–5.26 also show that there is limited
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correlation between the trial number and C for all groups.
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Figure 5.23: Condition number C for the group 1.
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Figure 5.24: Condition number C for the group 2.
Figures 5.27–5.30 show the Bode plots of z −τfb Gfb for the SSID result from each
group with the largest C . For each group, this SSID result has a large C because
z −τfb Gfb ≈ −G−1 at frequencies below approximately 0.1 Hz. However, z −τfb Gfb is
not approximately equal to −G−1 at frequencies above 0.1 Hz.
Figures 5.27–5.30 also show the Bode plots of z −τfb Gfb for the SSID result from
each group with the 111th largest C (i.e., the 25th percentile). For the group 1 SSID
result with the 111th largest C, z −τfb Gfb is approximately equal to −G−1 at 0.35 Hz
but is not approximately equal to −G−1 at other frequencies over 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
For the group 2 SSID result with the 111th largest C, z −τfb Gfb is approximately equal
to −G−1 at 0.1 Hz but is not approximately equal to −G−1 at other frequencies over
0-to-0.5 Hz range. For the group 3 SSID result with the 111th largest C, z −τfb Gfb is
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Figure 5.25: Condition number C for the group 3.
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Figure 5.26: Condition number C for the group 4.
approximately equal to −G−1 at frequencies below 0.05 Hz but is not approximately
equal to −G−1 at frequencies above 0.05 Hz over 0-to-0.5 Hz range. For the group 4
SSID result with the 111th largest C, z −τfb Gfb is approximately equal to −G−1 at
0.05 Hz but is not approximately equal to −G−1 at other frequencies over 0-to-0.5 Hz
range.
We examine the sensitivity of the SSID results in Section 5.5 to the conditioning of
the identified z −τfb Gfb by removing the most ill-conditioned 25% of the SSID results
(i.e., 110 trials). Figures 5.31–5.34 show the mean and standard deviation of Tfb , Tff ,
kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 , and kz −τfb Gfb k1 on each trial for each group. The trends observed
in Figs. 5.31–5.34 are the same as those observed in Figs. 5.13–5.15 and 5.21. The
same observations hold if the most ill-conditioned 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, or 30% of
the results are omitted.
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Figure 5.27: Bode plots of z −τfb Gfb for the group 1 SSID results with the largest
condition number and the 111th largest condition number.
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Figure 5.28: Bode plots of z −τfb Gfb for the group 2 SSID results with the largest
condition number and the 111th largest condition number.
5.10 Appendix 5.D: Validation of SSID Results
For each trial, we simulate the identified closed-loop system, where the input to
the simulation is {rk }nk=1 , and the output of the simulation is the validation data
{yv,k }nk=1 . Specifically, we simulate
ŷv (z) = G̃yr (z)r̂(z),
where all initial conditions are zero, ŷv (z) is the z-transform of the validation data
yv,k , and G̃yr is the closed-loop transfer function (5.4) obtained from the identified
Gff , τff , Gfb , and τfb .
For each trial, we compute the variance accounted for (VAF), which is a measure
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Figure 5.29: Bode plots of z −τfb Gfb for the group 3 SSID results with the largest
condition number and the 111th largest condition number.
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Figure 5.30: Bode plots of z −τfb Gfb for the group 4 SSID results with the largest
condition number and the 111th largest condition number.
of the accuracy of the identified closed-loop transfer function and is given by
Pn
|yk − yv,k |2
Pn1
,
VAF , 1 − k=n
2
k=n1 |yk |
where n1 = 26. Note that VAF is calculated using data from the time interval
(0.5, 60] s. We omit the interval [0, 0.5] s to reduce the impact of nonzero initial
conditions. The validation data is computed with zero initial conditions; however,
the experimental data may have nonzero initial conditions.
Figure 5.35 shows the mean and standard deviation of the VAF for each trial. For
all groups, the mean VAF over the last 5 trials is greater than that over the first
5 trials. Specifically, the mean VAF over the last 5 trials for groups 1, 2, 3, and 4
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Figure 5.31: Mean and standard deviation of Tfb on each trial. Plots omit the most
ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
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Figure 5.32: Mean and standard deviation of Tff on each trial. Plots omit the most
ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
is 0.90, 0.80, 0.75, and 0.73, respectively. The mean VAF over the first 5 trials for
groups 1, 2, 3, and 4 is 0.73, 0.63, 0.62, and 0.48, respectively. Thus, the subjects’
control behavior can be modeled more accurately by the low-order LTI controller (5.3)
on the later trials than the earlier trials. This observation supports similar results
observed in [42].
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Figure 5.33: Mean and standard deviation of kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 on each trial. Plots
omit the most ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate
the standard deviation.
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standard deviation.
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Chapter 6 The Impact of Relaxed Command-Following Objective on Humanin-the-Loop Control Behavior

In this chapter, we present results from an experiment in which 22 human subjects
each interact with a dynamic system 40 times over a one-week period. The subjects
are divided into 2 groups of 11 subjects. Each group interacts with the same dynamic
system and performs a command-following task; however, the groups have different
control objectives. One group’s control objective is to follow the reference command
as closely as possible at all instants in time. In contrast, the other group’s control
objective is to follow the reference command with some allowable error. We use the
experimental results to examine the effects of a relaxed command-following control
objective. We also use subsystem identification to model the control strategies (feedforward, feedback, and feedback time delay) that each subject uses on each trial. For
the group with the strict command-following objective, the average identified feedforward controller approximates the inverse dynamics of the system with which the
subjects interact better after 40 trials than on the first trial. In contrast, for the
group with the relaxed command-following objective, the average identified feedforward controller does not approximate the inverse dynamics of the system better after
40 trials.
6.1 Introduction
Humans learn to control a wide range of dynamic systems; however, the strategies
used by humans to control these systems are unclear [1]. The internal model hypothesis (IMH) of neuroscience proposes that the central nervous system constructs
models of the body and the physical world, and these models are continually updated
and used for control [2, 3].
Theories of human motor learning, including the IMH, have been investigated using
a variety of experimental methods, including reaching experiments [4–11, 24], and
grip-force experiments [12–23]. For example, subjects in [6] are asked to grasp and
move a robotic manipulator between two points in a horizontal plane; however, the
robotic manipulator is actuated by velocity-dependent forces. These forces initially
cause the subjects’ hand motions to deviate from a straight line. After practice,
the subjects adjust to the forces and are able to move the manipulator in a straight
line. However, when the force is subsequently removed, the subjects deviate from the
straight line in a manner that mirrors the initial deviations. The results in [4–24]
are often interpreted with internal models; however, these results do not confirm the
IMH [97]. The IMH has also been explored by comparing the results of human control
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experiments with mathematical models built on the IMH (e.g., [24–41]).
In [42, 64, 65], we develop subsystem identification (SSID) algorithms to obtain the
best-fit models of the control strategies (e.g., feedback, feedforward, and feedback
time delay) that humans use when interacting with a dynamic system. These SSID
methods are applied to data obtained from human-in-the-loop experiments in [42,
79–82, 107, 108]. For example, [42] presents results from an experiment where 10
subjects interacted with a dynamic system 40 times. In [42], experimental data is
used to model each subject’s control strategy on each interaction. These models show
that by the last trial the subjects’ feedforward controllers approximate the inverse
system dynamics; approximating the inverse system dynamics in feedforward is type
of internal model. Related results are reported in [79] for an experiment where 55
human subjects interacted with 5 different dynamic systems; in [81] where 22 subjects
interact with a dynamic system that has time delay; and in [82] where 22 subjects
interact with a dynamic system that has static output nonlinearities. The results
of [79, 81, 82] provide insights into system characteristics (e.g., zeros, relative degree,
system time delay, system nonlinearities) that can make a dynamic system difficult
for a human to control. Other experimental studies that use system identification to
model human control behavior include [43–54]
The experimental results in [42, 45–54, 79–82, 107, 108] are for command-following
tasks, where the subjects’ objective is to make a controlled object follow a reference
object as closely as possible at all instants in time. Thus, we are motivated to understand the effects of tasks with relaxed command-following objectives, that is, tasks
that do not have the objective of perfect command following.
This chapter presents results from an experiment with 2 groups of 11 subjects,
where all subjects interact with the same dynamic system and have the same reference
command, but each group has a different control objective. For one group, the control
objective is to follow the reference command perfectly, that is, to make a controlled
object follow a reference object as closely as possible at all instants in time. For
the other group, the control objective is to follow the reference command with some
allowable error. By comparing the time-domain performance and control behavior of
these two groups, we investigate the effects of relaxing the command-follow control
objective. We also use the SSID algorithm from [42, 64] to obtain a best-fit model
of the control strategy (feedback, feedforward, and feedback time delay) that each
subject uses on each trial of the experiment. We use these best-fit models to examine
the effects of relaxing the command-follow control objective. For the group with
the strict command-following objective, the average identified feedforward controller
approximates the inverse dynamics of the system with which the subjects interact
better after 40 trials than on the first trial. In contrast, for the group with the relaxed
command-following control objective, the average identified feedforward controller
does not approximate the inverse dynamics of the system better after 40 trials.
6.2 Experiment Methods
Twenty two people voluntarily participated in this study. At the time of this study,
the subjects had no known neurological or motor control disorders and were 18 to
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Figure 6.1: Subjects use a joystick to affect the motion of an object on a computer
screen. The object’s position y represents the output of a dynamic system, and the
joystick position u represents the input to the dynamic system.
35 years of age. This study satisfies the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services Code of Federal Regulation for human subject research (45 CFR 46) and
was approved by the University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board (IRB number
14-0526-P4K).
Subjects participating in this experiment use a single-degree-of-freedom joystick to
affect the motion of an object displayed on a computer screen as shown in Figure 6.1.
The controlled object’s position y and the joystick position u are functions of time t
and are related to each other by a dynamic system. A reference object, whose position
r is independent of the joystick position u, also moves on the computer screen. The
subject’s objective is to manipulate the joystick in a manner that makes the controlled
object follow the reference object at each instant of time. Prior to performing the
experiment, a subject has no knowledge of the reference object’s motion r or the
dynamic system relating u and y. In the manual control literature (e.g., [109, 110]),
the command-following task is often referred to as pursuit tracking, while the reference
r is called a forcing function, and the dynamic system relating u to y is known as the
controlled element.
Each subject performes 40 trials of the experiment in a period of 7 days. A trial
is an 60-s time period during which a subject operates the joystick. Each subject’s
trials were divided into 4 sessions, and each session consisted of 10 trials, which were
completed within a period of 20 minutes. No subject participated in more than one
session in a 12-hour period.
For each session, a subject is placed in an isolated area, which is free from distraction. The subject sits in a chair facing a computer screen, which is located approximately 60 cm from the subject’s eyes and measures 47.6 cm high by 26.8 cm wide.
The subject’s dominant hand is used to manipulate a single-degree-of-freedom rotational joystick (Teledyne Gurley model 8225-6000-DQSD). Prior to their first trial,
the subject is told that manipulating the joystick moves the controlled object, which
is displayed on the computer screen as shown in Fig. 6.1.
The reference object’s position r is an 60-s chirp with frequency content between 0
and 0.5 Hz. Specifically, for t ∈ [0, 60],
r(t) , 2 sin

πt2
.
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The units of the reference r are hash marks (hm), which are vertical lines shown on
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Figure 6.2: Subjects in group 1 have a reference object with width 0.07 hm, while
subjects in group 2 have a reference object with width 1.5 hm.
the computer screen and denoting position. The distance between hash marks on the
computer screen is 2.5 cm. The amplitude of the reference r is 2 hm, and the range
of motion displayed on the computer screen is ±8 hm.
The controlled object’s position y satisfies the differential equation
...
y (t) + a2 ÿ(t) + a1 ẏ(t) + a0 y(t) = b1 u̇(t) + b0 u(t),
where a0 = 6.4, a1 = 9.76, a2 = 5.2, b0 = 7.04, and b1 = 3.2. Thus, the transfer
function from u to y is given by
G(s) ,

3.2(s + 2.2)
,
(s + 1.6)(s2 + 3.6s + 4)

which has poles at −1.6 and −1.8 ± j0.87, and a zero at −2.2.
To examine the effects of relaxing the command-following control objective, we
divide the 22 subjects into 2 groups, where each group has 11 subjects, and the width
of the reference object is different for the 2 groups. Specifically, the reference object
for group 1 has width 0.07 hm (i.e., 0.17 cm), and the reference object for group 2
has width 1.5 hm (i.e., 3.75 cm). Figure 6.2 shows the computer screen interface for
both groups. Subjects in group 1 are instructed to manipulate the joystick such that
the controlled object and the reference object have the same position at each instant
of time. In other words, the objective is to generate a control u that minimizes the
magnitude of the error e , r−y. Subjects in group 2 are instructed to manipulate the
joystick such that the controlled object stays between the boundaries of the reference
object at each instant of time. By comparing the control behavior of group 1 to that
of group 2, we can examine the effects of relaxing the command-following control
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objective.
6.3 Experimental Data
For each of the 880 trials, we record r, u, and y with a sample time of Ts = 0.02
s, which yields n = 3000 samples. The sample data obtained from r, u, and y are
denoted {rk }nk=1 , {uk }nk=1 , and {yk }nk=1 . For k = 1, . . . , n, define ek , rk − yk . For
certain trials, the controlled output yk exceeds the ±8 hm display boundary on the
computer screen. A trial where for any k = ∈ {1, . . . , n}, yk exceed ±8 hm is termed a
divergent trial. Table 6.1 shows the number of divergent trials for each group. There
are no divergent trials after trial 20. Note that group 2 has the most divergent trials—
a total of 10, which is 2.27% of the trials (i.e., 10 out of 440). For the remainder of
this chapter, divergent trials are omitted from the reported results.
Table 6.1: Number of divergent trials for each group
Group
1
2

Trials
1–10
0
6

Trials
11–20
1
4

Trials
21–30
0
0

Trials
31–40
0
0

Total
1
10

Note that ek is the difference between the center rk of the reference object and the
position yk of the controlled object. For k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we define the deadzonemodified error


ek − 0.75, if ek ∈ (0.75, ∞)
edz,k , 0,
if ek ∈ [−0.75, 0.75]


ek + 0.75, if ek ∈ (−∞, −0.75)
which is the value obtained by passing the error ek through a deadzone function that
has a deadzone on the interval [−0.75, 0.75]. This deadzone corresponds to the width
of the reference object for group 2. Thus, for group 2, edz,k = 0 if and only if the
controlled object is between the outer edges of the reference object.
For each trial, we define the time-averaged error
n

1X
kek1 ,
|ek |,
n k=1
and the time-averaged deadzone-modified error
n

kedz k1 ,

1X
|edz,k |.
n k=1

Figure 6.3 shows r and y on trials 1 and 40 for the subject from each group whose
time-averaged error kek1 on trial 40 is the median (i.e., 6th best) out of the 11 subjects
in that group. Figure 6.4 shows e and edz on trials 1 and 40 for the subject from each
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Figure 6.3: The reference r and output y on the first and last trials for the subject
from each group whose time-averaged error kek1 on trial 40 is the median (i.e., 6th
best) out of the 11 subjects in that group.
group whose time-averaged error kek1 on trial 40 is the median (i.e., 6th best) out of
the 11 subjects in that group. For each group, the median subject’s kek1 and kedz k1
improve from trial 1 to 40.
Figure 6.5 shows the mean and standard deviation of kek1 and kedz k1 for each group
on each trial. For both groups, the mean kek1 and kedz k1 improve between the first
and last trial. However, the mean kek1 and kedz k1 for group 1 is less than that for
group 2 on all trials, which suggests that subjects in group 1 stay closer to the center
of the reference object. Notably, the mean kedz k1 for group 1 is less than that for
group 2 on all trials, which indicates that group 1 outperforms group 2 in terms on
the deadzone-modofied error.
Figure 6.6
P shows the mean and standard deviation of the time-averaged output
kyk1 , n1 nk=1 |yk | for each group on each trial. Figure 6.6 shows that for the last
10 trials, subjects in group 2 stay closer to the center of the screen than subjects in
group 1. Specifically, as the reference object moves from 0 hm to 2 hm, group 2 tends
to stay closer to the left side of the reference object and as the reference object moves
from 0 hm to −2 hm, group 2 tends to stay closer to the right side of the reference
object.
Figure 6.7 shows the mean kyk1 for four segments of each cycle of the reference
object. Specifically, Fig. 6.7 shows the mean kyk1 for times such that the reference
object is: outbound to the right from the origin (i.e., r > 0 and ṙ > 0); inbound from
the right to the origin (i.e., r > 0 and ṙ < 0); outbound to the left from the origin
(i.e., r < 0 and ṙ < 0); and inbound from the left to the origin (i.e., r < 0 and ṙ > 0).
These results show that for the last ten trials, group 2 learns to stay closer to the
origin than group 1. Furthermore, this behavior is more prevalent for times such that
the reference object is outbound from the origin.
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Figure 6.4: The error e and deadzone error edz on the first and last trials for the
subject from each group whose time-averaged error kek1 on trial 40 is the median
(i.e., 6th best) out of the 11 subjects in that group.
6.4 Modeling Control Strategies Using SSID
We use a subsystem identification (SSID) algorithm to determine a model of each
subject’s control strategy on each trial that is the best fit to the experimental data.
We determine control-strategy models for all 880 trials of the experiment.
Let Gd (z) denote the discrete-time transfer function obtained by discretizing G(s)
using a zero-order hold on the input with sampling time Ts = 0.02 s. Thus, ŷ(z) =
Gd (z)û(z), where ŷ(z) and û(z) are the z-transforms of yk and uk .
Each subject’s control strategy is modeled by the LTI control architecture shown
in Fig. 6.8, which is given by
û(z) = z −d Gfb (z)ê(z) + Gff (z)r̂(z),

(6.1)

where ê(z) and r̂(z) are the z-transforms of ek and rk ; Gfb and Gff are the transfer functions of the feedback and feedforward controllers; and the positive integer d
represents the feedback delay, specifically, Td , 103 dTs is the feedback time delay in
milliseconds. Feedback is the reactive control determined from the observed error ek ,
whereas feedforward is the anticipatory control determined from the reference rk but
not the observed feedback yk . The model (??) includes time delay in feedback but
not in feedforward. Feedforward time delay is omitted from the model because the
reference r is predictable, and the same reference is used for all trials.
For each trial, we use SSID to estimate the feedforward controller Gff , feedback
controller Gfb , and feedback delay d. The SSID algorithm searches over a set of
possible controllers to identify the triple (Gff , Gfb , d) that yields a closed-loop transfer
function
Gd (z)[Gff (z) + z −d Gfb (z)]
(6.2)
G̃yr (z) ,
1 + z −d Gfb (z)Gd (z)
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Figure 6.5: The mean kek1 and kedz k1 for groups 1 and 2 improve from the first to
the last trial. The ◦ indicates the mean of the 11 subjects and the vertical lines show
one standard deviation.
from rk to yk that is the best fit to the measured frequency response data from rk to
yk . Since yk is bounded, we assume that G̃yr is asymptotically stable, which implies
that Gff is asymptotically stable. We let Gff be finite impulse response (FIR). The
assumption that Gff is FIR does not significantly restrict the class of feedforward
behavior (see [64]).
For each trial, we calculate the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of {yk }nk=1 and
{rk }nk=1 at frequencies ωi = π(i − 1)/30 rad/s, where i ∈ {1, 2 . . . , N }, which are
N = 31 evenly spaced frequencies over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Let ydft (ωi ) and rdft (ωi )
denote the DFT of {yk }nk=1 and {rk }nk=1 at ωi , respectively. For i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N },
define the closed-loop frequency response data H(ωi ) , ydft (ωi )/rdft (ωi ), and define
σi , eωi Ts .
The SSID objective is to determine Gff , Gfb , and d such that the modeled frequency
N
response {G̃yr (σi )}N
i=1 approximates the data {H(ωi )}i=1 . To achieve this objective,
we seek to find Gff , Gfb , and d that minimize the cost function
J(Gff , Gfb , d) ,

N
X
i=1

=

G̃yr (σi ) − H(ωi )

2

N
X



Gd (σi ) Gff (σi ) + σi−d Gfb (σi )

i=1

1 + σi−d Gfb (σi )Gd (σi )

2

− H(ωi ) ,

(6.3)

subject to the constraint that G̃yr is asymptotically stable. Note that J is nonlinear
and nonconvex in the numerator and denominator coefficients of Gff and Gfb , and d.
To identify Gff , Gfb , and d, we use the SSID algorithm presented in [42], which identifies the best-fit Gff , Gfb , and d subject to the constraint that G̃yr is asymptotically
stable. This SSID algorithm is summarized by the following steps:
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Figure 6.6: The mean kyk1 for groups 1 and 2 suggest that subjects in group 2 learn
to stay closer to the center of screen. The ◦ indicates the mean of the 11 subjects
and the vertical lines show one standard deviation.
S1) Generate a candidate pool that contains possible models of the feedback controller Gfb and feedback delay d. All elements in the candidate pool are such
that G̃yr is asymptotically stable.
S2) For each element in the candidate pool, solve a convex optimization to find the
best-fit Gff . We note that for each model in the candidate pool, the cost J is
convex in the numerator coefficients of Gff .
S3) Determine the triple (Gff , Gfb , d) that minimizes J.
See [42, Appendix A] for details of the SSID algorithm, and see [64] for an analysis
of the SSID algorithm’s properties. Appendix 6.7 provides more details on the SSID
candidate pool used in this chapter.
6.5 SSID Results
We define the frequency-averaged magnitude and the peak magnitude of the feedback controller over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range, which are given by
Z
1 π
Gfb (eωTs ) dω,
kGfb k1 ,
π 0
kGfbk∞ , max Gfb (eTs ω ) .
ω∈[0,π]

Figure 6.9 shows the mean kGfb k1 and kGfb k∞ for trials 1 to 40. These results suggest
that subjects tend to use slightly higher feedback gain from trial 1 to trial 40.
Figure 6.10 shows the mean and standard deviation for the identified feedback time
delay Td , 103 dTs for each trial. These results show that the mean identified Td for
group 2 tends to decrease over the trials, whereas the mean identified Td for group 1
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Figure 6.7: The mean kyk1 for groups 1 and 2 divided into 4 segments based on the
position and direction of the reference object. Subjects in group 2 learn to stay closer
to the center of screen than subjects in group 1. The ◦ indicates the mean of the 11
subjects and the vertical lines show one standard deviation.
is comparatively constant over the trials. Table 6.2 shows the mean identified Td for
each group on trials 1 to 30, and on trials 31 to 40. These results suggest that the
relaxed command-following objective for group 2 give the subjects the opportunity
to predict the deadzone-modified error edz,k into the future and use this prediction
to reduce the effective feedback time delay. In particular, the effective feedback time
delay is approximately 67 ms lower for group 2 than for group 1 on the last ten trials.
Table 6.2: Average Identified Feedback Time Delay.
Group
1
2

Trials
1 to 30
240
209

Trials
31 to 40
246
178

Next, we consider the frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between Gff
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Figure 6.9: The average magnitude and peak magnitude of the Gfb over the 40 trials.
The ◦ indicates the mean and the vertical lines show one standard deviation.
and G−1
d , which is given by
kGff −

G−1
d k1

1
,
π

Z
0

π
ωTs
) dω.
Gff (eωTs ) − G−1
d (e

Figure 6.11 shows the mean and standard deviation of kGff − G−1
d k1 . Figure 6.11
shows that the difference between the identified Gff and the inverse dynamics G−1
d
decreases over trials for group 1. Specifically, the percent reduction in the mean
−1
kGff − G−1
d k1 over the 40 trials for group 1 is 80%. In contrast, the mean kGff − Gd k1
does not decrease for group 2.
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 are the Bode plots of the average identified feedforward controllers on the first and last trials for each group. The average identified feedforward
controller on the last trial of group 1 approximates the inverse dynamics better than
on the first trial. This suggests that by the last trial, the subjects in group 1 learned
an approximation of the inverse dynamics and used a model of those approximate
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Figure 6.10: The average identified feedback time delay over the 40 trials. The ◦
indicates the mean and the vertical lines show one standard deviation.
inverse dynamics in feedforward. This result agrees with the experimental results
in [42] for a different-but-related experiment. In addition, this result supports the
internal model hypothesis.
In contrast, the average identified feedforward controller on the last trial of group 2
is not a better approximation of the inverse dynamics than on the first trial. This
result suggests that the group with the relaxed command-following objective did not
learn to approximate the inverse dynamics in feedforward. One possible explanation
for this observation is that group 2 may be trying to approximate the inverse dynamics
cascaded with a static nonlinearity that alters the shape of the effective reference
command. This potential explanation is intuitively appealing because the subjects in
group 2 are not instructed to follow the command r exactly. To test this hypothesis,
future work will include identification of a linear feedforward controller cascaded with
a static input nonlinearity that alters the shape of the effective reference command.
6.6 Summary and Discussion
This chapter presented results from an HITL experiment where 2 groups of 11
subjects interact with a dynamic system 40 times over a one-week period, and perform
a command-following task; however, the groups have different control objectives.
Group 1’s control objective is to follow the reference command as closely as possible
at all instants in time. In contrast, group 2’s control objective is to follow the reference
command with some allowable error. We used SSID algorithm in [42] to model the
control strategy (feedback and feedforward) that each subject uses on each trial. For
the group with the strict command-following objective, the average identified feedforward controller approximates the inverse dynamics of the system with which the
subjects interact better after 40 trials than on the first trial. In contrast, for the group
with the relaxed command-following objective, the average identified feedforward
controller does not approximate the inverse dynamics of the system better after 40
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Figure 6.11: The frequency-averaged magnitude of the difference between Gff and
G−1
d over the 40 trials. The ◦ indicates the mean and the vertical lines show one
standard deviation.
trials.
6.7 Appendix 6.A: Description of Candidate Pools for SSID
For each of the 880 trials from groups 1 and 2, we use the SSID algorithm in [42, Algorithm 1] to identify the best-fit model of the subject’s feedforward controller, feedback controller, and feedback time delay. The controller orders are chosen sufficiently
large to capture different control approaches that lead to good command-following
performance. We select the controller orders to allow for high gain in feedback as well
as approximate dynamic inversion in feedforward. The feedback controller is modeled
as a second-order strictly proper controller. To allow for feedforward dynamic inversion as a possible control strategy, we select the feedforward controller order large
enough (specifically, 2nd order) to allow Gff to approximate G−1
d with approximately
0.1% error over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
The feedback candidate pool (denoted by Φ in [42, Algorithm 1]) is designed to
capture a wide range of behavior over the 0-to-0.5 Hz frequency range. The feedback
candidate pool Φ contains approximately 1 billion elements. We construct the feedback candidate pool such that for each feedback controller and feedback delay in the
candidate pool, the following conditions hold:
C1) If λ ∈ C is a pole of Gfb , then |(ln λ)/Ts | ≤ 31.5.
C2) If λ ∈ C is a zero of Gfb , then |(ln λ)/Ts | ≤ 31.5.
C3) maxω∈[0,π] Gfb (eωTs ) ≤ 30.5.

C4) If λ ∈ C is a pole of G̃yr , then |λ| < 0.998.

C5) d ∈ {4, 5, 6, . . . , 25}.
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Figure 6.12: The average identified feedforward controller on trials 1 and 40 for
group 1. The shaded region shows one standard deviation.
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Figure 6.13: The average identified feedforward controller on trials 1 and 40 for
group 2. The shaded region shows one standard deviation.
Conditions C1) and C2) constrain Φ to include only elements that have a significant
impact on controller dynamics over the 0-to-0.5 Hz range. Specifically, C1) and C2)
state that the feedback controller has continuous-time equivalent poles and zeros (that
is, poles and zeros obtained from the matched z-transform mapping s = (ln z)/Ts )
that have magnitudes between 0 and 31.5 rad/s. This condition arises because
{H(ωk )}N
k=1 is at frequencies ω1 , . . . , ωN ∈ [0, π] rad/s, which corresponds to the
frequency range of r. Thus, we seek to identify Gfb on the interval [0, π] rad/s. The
upper limit 31.5 rad/s on the magnitude of the continuous-time equivalent poles and
zeros is one decade above the π rad/s limit on the chirp frequency. A continuous-time
pole or zero with magnitude greater than 31.5 rad/s has negligible effect on the Bode
plot over the frequency range [0, π] rad/s. Thus, we restrict the candidate pool to elements that correspond to continuous-time equivalent poles and zeros with magnitude
between 0 and 31.5 rad/s.
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Condition C3) states that the peak magnitude of the feedback controller over the
frequency range [0, π] rad/s is no more than 30.5 (or approximately 30 dB). We
impose an upper limit on the magnitude of the feedback controller because a human
cannot use arbitrarily high gain in feedback. The 30 dB upper limit is determined
from another experiment with 10 subjects, where each subject was asked to follow a
single-frequency sinusoid using only error feedback (i.e., feedforward of the reference
signal was not available). In this experiment, the peak magnitude of the feedback
controller used by the subjects is approximately 30 dB, suggesting that 30 dB is the
peak gain that a human can use in feedback.
Condition C4) implies that each closed-loop pole is inside the unit circle, specifically, each close-loop pole has magnitude less than 0.998. A discrete-time pole with
magnitude 0.998 and sample time Ts = 0.02 s has a settling time of approximately
40 s. Thus, C4) restricts the candidate pool to elements that result in closed-loop
transfer functions with settling times less than 40 s. The behavior observed in this
experiment exhibits settling times significantly less than 40 s.
Condition C5) restricts our attention to sensory feedback time delays is in the range
of [80, 500] ms. This range is consistent with [105, 106].
The SSID algorithm is coded in C++ for parallel computation and implemented on
the Lipscomb High Performance Computing Cluster at the University of Kentucky.
For each trial, it takes approximately 0.35 h to run [42, Algorithm 1] on one compute
node; each node has a 16 Intel E5-2670 @ 2.6 GHz cores. Thus, performing the SSID
algorithm for all 880 trials requires approximately 308 compute node hours.
6.8 Appendix 6.B: Conditioning of SSID Results
Define the condition number
Z
1 π
1
dω,
C(Gfb , d) ,
−ωT
d
s
π 0 1+e
Gfb (eωTs )Gd (eωTs )
which is a measure of the conditioning of the identified feedback controller z −d Gfb .
A larger value of C(Gfb , d) indicates a more poorly conditioned identified z −d Gfb .
Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show C for each SSID result of groups 2 and 3, respectively; the
SSID results are organized from the largest to smallest C. For group 1, the largest C
is approximately 32.0, whereas the smallest C is approximately 0.066. For group 2,
the largest C is approximately 15.5, whereas the smallest C is approximately 0.073.
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the Bode plots of z −d Gfb for the SSID result from each
group with the largest C . For group 1, this SSID result has a large C because z −d Gfb ≈
−d
Gfb is not approximately equal
G−1
d from approximately below 0.15 Hz. However, z
−1
to −Gd at frequencies above 0.15 Hz. For group 2, this SSID result has a large C
−d
because z −d Gfb ≈ G−1
Gfb is not
d from approximately below 0.2 Hz. However, z
−1
approximately equal to −Gd at frequencies above 0.2 Hz.
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 also show the Bode plots of z −d Gfb for the SSID result from
each group with the 111th largest C (i.e., the 25th percentile). For the group 1 SSID
results with the 111th largest C, z −d Gfb is approximately equal to −G−1
d at 0.5 Hz
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Figure 6.14: Condition number C for the group 1.
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Figure 6.15: Condition number C for the group 2.
but is not approximately equal to −G−1
d at other frequencies over 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
For the group 2 SSID results with the 111th largest C, z −d Gfb is not approximately
equal to −G−1
d at any frequencies over 0-to-0.5 Hz range.
We examine the sensitivity of the SSID results in Section 6.5 to the conditioning of
the identified z −d Gfb by removing the most ill-conditioned 25% of the SSID results
(i.e., 110 trials). Figures 6.18–6.20 show the mean and standard deviation of kGff −
−d
Gfb k1 , and Td on each trial for each group. The trends observed in
G−1
d k1 , kz
Figs. 6.18–6.20 are the same as those observed in Figs.6.9–6.11 for groups 1 and 2.
The same observations hold if the most ill-conditioned 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, or 30%
of the results are omitted.
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Figure 6.16: Bode plots of z −d Gfb for the group 1 SSID results with the largest
condition number and the 111th largest condition number.
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Figure 6.17: Bode plots of z −d Gfb for the group 2 SSID results with the largest
condition number and the 111th largest condition number.
6.9 Appendix 6.C: Validation of SSID Results
For each trial of both groups, we simulate the identified closed-loop system, where
the input to the simulation is {rk }nk=1 , and the output of the simulation is the validation data {yv,k }nk=1 . Specifically, we simulate
ŷv (z) = G̃yr (z)r̂(z),
where all initial conditions are zero, ŷv (z) is the z-transform of the validation data
yv,k , and G̃yr is the closed-loop transfer function (6.2) obtained from the identified
Gff , Gfb , and d.
For each trial, we compute the variance accounted for (VAF), which is a measure
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Figure 6.18: Mean and standard deviation of kz −d Gfb k1 on each trial. Plots omit
the most ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the
standard deviation.
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Figure 6.19: Mean and standard deviation of Td on each trial. Plots omit the most
ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the standard
deviation.
of the accuracy of the identified closed-loop transfer function and is given by
Pn
|yk − yv,k |2
Pn1
,
VAF , 1 − k=n
2
k=n1 |yk |
where n1 = 26. Note that VAF is calculated using data from the time interval
(0.5, 60] s. We omit the interval [0, 0.5] s to reduce the impact of nonzero initial
conditions. The validation data is computed with zero initial conditions; however,
the experimental data may have nonzero initial conditions.
Figure 6.21 shows the mean and standard deviation of the VAF for each trial for
group 1 and group 2. For both groups, the mean VAF over the last 5 trials is greater
than that over the first 5 trials. Specifically, the mean VAF over the first and last 5
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Figure 6.20: Mean and standard deviation of kGff − G−1
d k1 on each trial. Plots omit
the most ill-conditioned 25% of trials. The ◦ is the mean, and the lines indicate the
standard deviation.
trials for group 1 is 0.72 and 0.90, respectively. The mean VAF over the first and last
5 trials for group 2 is 0.57 and 0.82, respectively. Thus, the subjects’ control behavior
can be modeled more accurately by the low-order LTI controller (6.1) on the later
trials than the earlier trials. This observation supports similar results observed in [42].
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Figure 6.21: Mean and standard deviation of VAF on each trial. The ◦ is the mean,
and the lines indicate the standard deviation.
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Chapter 7 Summary and Conclusion

This dissertation explores human learning and human-in-the-loop (HITL) control
behavior by conduction human-the-loop experiments and using subsystem identification (SSID) to model human control behavior. We presented a SSID algorithm for
single-input-single-output linear time-invariant dynamic systems. This algorithm is
based on a two-candidate-pool multi-convex-optimization approach and can be used
for identifying feedback-and-feedforward subsystems with time delay that are interconnected in closed-loop with a known subsystem. This SSID method guarantees
asymptotic stability of the identified closed-loop transfer function.
We conducted HITL experiments to study the effects of system characteristics, reference command, and command-following objectives on human-in-the-loop control
behavior. We applied the SSID method presented in this dissertation to experimental data to model humans’ control behavior. The experimental data and SSID
results from HITL experiments provide insights into system characteristics that make
a dynamic system difficult for humans to control, impacts of generalization, prediction, and relaxed command-following objectives on human learning and human-inthe-loop control behavior. Results suggest that nonminimum-phase zeros, relative
degree, phase lag, and time delay tend to make dynamic systems difficult for humans to control. Results suggest that subjects can generalize their control strategies
from one task to another. Results suggest that humans use prediction of the reference command to improve their command-following performance. However, results
also provide evidence that humans can learn to improve performance without prediction. Results suggest that subjects will not approximate the inverse dynamics in their
feedforward controller if they are given relaxed command-following control objectives.
Summary of Results from Chapter 2
This chapter presented a frequency-domain SSID algorithm for identifying unknown feedback and feedforward subsystems with time delay interconnected with
a known subsystem. This SSID algorithm uses a two-candidate-pool multi-convexoptimization approach and guarantees asymptotic stability of the identified closedloop transfer function. The main analytic results of the Chapter 2 are Theorems
2.1 and 2.2. Theorem 2.2 shows that if the data noise is sufficiently small and the
feedback candidate pool is sufficiently dense, then the identified feedforward delay is
equal to the true feedforward delay, and the parameters of the identified feedforward
and feedback transfer functions and the feedback delay are arbitrarily close to the
true parameters.
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Summary of Results from Chapter 3
This chapter presents new contributions regarding the characteristics of LTI dynamic systems that can make a system difficult for humans to learn to control, and
provides new insights into why those characteristics make systems difficult for humans
to control. The time-domain results (Fig. 3.5, Table 3.2) show that higher relative
degree and nonminimum-phase zeros tend to make dynamic systems more difficult for
humans to control, whereas higher system order does not necessarily make a system
more difficult to control. Thus, phase lag is a key characteristic that makes systems
difficult for humans to learn to control.
The frequency-domain analysis (Fig. 3.6, Tables 3.3 and 3.4) shows that for all
groups, the subjects’ command-following error is a result of error in matching the
phase of the reference more than error in matching the magnitude of the reference.
Furthermore, the subjects’ improvement in time-averaged error kek over the trials
is attributed more to improvement in matching the phase of the reference than improvement in matching the magnitude of the reference.
Next, the identification results show that for all 5 dynamic systems, an important
component of learning to control the system is approximating the inverse dynamics
in feedforward (see Fig. 3.13, Table 3.5). However, the subjects’ interacting with
Gm , Grd1 , and Grd2 learn to approximate the inverse dynamics G−1 more accurately
than those interacting with Gn and Grd3 , which helps to explain why the subjects’
interacting with Gm , Grd1 , and Grd2 have smaller command-following error than those
interacting with Gn and Grd3 . For each group, the averaged identified feedforward
controller on the first trial has phase lag relative to the inverse dynamics, and this
phase lag is significantly reduced or eliminated by the last trial (see Figs. 3.14–3.18).
Furthermore, for each group, the subjects’ improvement in approximating G−1 in
feedforward over the trials is attributed more to improvement in matching the phase
of G−1 than improvement in matching the magnitude of G−1 (see Figs. 3.19 and 3.20,
Tables 3.6 and 3.7). Thus, a key aspect of learning to approximate G−1 in feedforward is learning the phase of G−1 and learning to use the correct amount of phase
lead. However, results also demonstrate that larger system phase lag is an important
impediment to a subject’s ability to approximate G−1 in feedforward (see Tables 3.8
and 3.9).
The identification results also show that for all groups, the frequency-averaged
feedback gains tend to increase over the first 20 trials, and these higher feedback
gains correspond to smaller stability margins (see Fig. 3.21, Tables 3.10–3.12). Thus,
for all groups, learning to use less-conservative feedback controllers is another factor
that contributes to the improvement of time-averaged error kek over trials.
Finally, the validation results (Fig. 3.23, Table 3.13) demonstrate that for all groups,
the subjects’ feedback and feedforward behavior tends to become more linear over the
trials, and that the subjects’ performance is related to how well they learn to use a
linear controller.
Summary of Results from Chapter 4
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This chapter presented results from two HITL experiment. In the first experiment,
22 subjects (i.e., 2 groups of 11 subjects) interact with a dynamic system 50 times
over a one-week period. Both groups interact with the same dynamic system, but
each group performs a different command following tasks. The time delay of the
dynamic system is increased from 500 ms to 700 ms to 900 ms during the 50 trials.
One group follows a sequence of square wave passed through a first-order low-pass
filter, while the other group follows a chirp reference command for all trials. We
used SSID algorithm in [42] to model the control strategy (feedback and feedforward)
that each subject uses on each trial. SSID results demonstrated that the average
identified feedforward controller on the later trials approximates the inverse dynamics
of the system with which the subjects interact with better than on the first trials. In
addition, increasing the system time delay tends to degrade the subjects’ ability to
approximate the inverse system dynamics in feedforward.
In the second experiment, one group of 11 subjects interacts with a dynamic system
45 times over a one-week period, and perform a command following task. The system
with which the subjects are interacting with changes once during the 45 trials such
that it destabilizes the control behavior of subjects. The SSID results for subjects
suggest that subjects can approximate the inverse dynamics in their feedforward controllers before the system changes. After the system changes, subjects are not capable
of approximating the inverse dynamics in their feedforward controllers. Specifically,
subjects are not capable of approximate the phase of the inverse dynamics by the last
trial as well as the magnitude of the inverse dynamics.
Summary of Results from Chapter 5
This chapter presented several new contributions. First, we showed that the sum
of sinusoids cs is harder for humans to learn to follow than the chirp cc ; furthermore,
the associated SSID results provided insights into why cs is harder to follow than
cc . The time-domain results (Fig. 5.4) show that cs is harder to follow than cc ,
that is, the time-averaged error kek for group 2 is greater than that for group 1
on every trial. The frequency-domain analysis (Fig. 5.6) shows that the difference
in performance between groups 1 and 2 is attributed more to error in phase than
error in magnitude. The SSID results show that the mean feedforward time delay
Tff for group 2 is greater than that for group 1 on every trial (see Fig. 5.14). Thus,
group 2 does not compensate for feedforward time delay as well as group 1, which
suggests that cs is harder to learn to predict than cc . Similarly, group 2 does not
learn to approximate G−1 in feedforward as well as group 1 (see Fig. 5.15). The
Bode plots of the average identified feedforward controllers (Figs. 5.16 and 5.17)
show that group 2’s approximation of G−1 in feedforward is worse than group 1’s
approximation, in large part, because group 2 does not learn to use sufficient phase
lead in feedforward (particularly at higher frequencies). This can be attributed, in
part, to the fact that group 2 cannot predict the reference as well as group 1, which
results in larger feedforward time delay, which, in turn, decreases the phase lead of the
feedforward controller. Group 1 also uses consistently larger frequency-averaged gain
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in feedback (Fig. 5.21) than group 2, and these higher gains correspond to smaller
stability margins. Thus, learning to use less-conservative feedback controllers with
larger gain is another factor that contributes to smaller time-averaged error kek for
group 1 relative group 2.
Second, we provided evidence that the subjects in group 3 generalize aspects of
their control strategy when the reference changes from cc to cs , and we identified
specific mechanisms of generalization. The time-domain data (Fig. 5.4) demonstrates
that group 3 generalizes the control strategy they learn during the first 20 trials to
the last 20 trials after the reference changes. The SSID results provide insights into
how group 3 generalizes their control strategies. The frequency-averaged magnitude
of the identified feedback controllers for group 3 decrease when the task changes
(see Fig. 5.21), which suggests that group 3 compensates for the change in reference
by using more conservative feedback controllers. However, the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 for
group 3 after the reference changes is still greater than the mean kz −τfb Gfb k1 for
group 2 and group 3 on trials 1–5. Thus, when the reference changes, group 3 does
not revert to using feedback controllers with frequency-averaged gain as small as those
used initially by either group 2 or group 3. This observation suggests that when the
task changes, group 3 retains aspects of their learned feedback control strategy. In
addition, although the mean kz −τff Gff −G−1 k1 for group 3 increases when the reference
changes, the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 for group 3 after the reference changes is still
less than the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 for groups 2 and 3 on trials 1–5 (see Fig. 5.15).
Thus, when the reference changes, group 3 retains their feedforward internal model
of G−1 . It is also noteworthy that the mean feedforward time delay Tff for group 3
increases when the reference changes, because the reference is unpredictable for the
trials immediately after the change. This increase in mean Tff is one factor that causes
the the mean kz −τff Gff − G−1 k1 to increase when the reference changes.
Third, we provided evidence that humans use prediction of the reference (if possible)
to improve command-following performance, but that humans can learn to improve
performance without prediction. The time-domain data (Fig. 5.5) shows that the
mean kek for group 4 decreases over the first 20 trials, where the reference changes
on each trial and is unpredictable. However, the mean kek for group 4 is greater
than that for group 2 during this first 20 trials and does not change significantly
between trials 11 and 20, suggesting that there is a limit to the subjects’ achievable
performance when the reference is unpredictable. The SSID results provide insights
into how group 4 improves performance over the first 20 trials, where the reference is
unpredictable. Specifically, the frequency-averaged magnitude of the identified feedback controllers for group 4 increases over the first 20 trials (see Fig. 5.21). This
increase in feedback gain over the first 20 trials helps explain why the mean kek for
group 4 decreases over the first 20 trials even though the reference is unpredictable.
In contrast to the other groups, group 4 does not learn to compensate for and decrease feedforward time delay over the first 20 trials (see Fig. 5.14). This observation
suggests that humans use prediction of the reference into the future for feedforward
control if and only if the the reference is predictable. Similarly, group 4 does not learn
to approximate G−1 in feedforward over the first 20 trials, which is in contrast to the
other groups (see Fig. 5.15). Notably, the SSID results (see Figs. 5.19 and 5.20) show
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that group 4 attempts to approximate G−1 in feedforward; however, the significant
feedfoward time delay prevents an accurate approximation of the phase of G−1 .
Summary of Results from Chapter 6
This chapter presented results from an HITL experiment where 2 groups of 11 subjects interact with a dynamic system 40 times over a one-week period, and perform a
command-following task; however, the groups have different control objectives. Group
1’s control objective is to follow the reference command as closely as possible at all
instants in time. In contrast, group 2’s control objective is to follow the reference
command with some allowable error. We used SSID algorithm in [42] to model the
control strategy (feedback and feedforward) that each subject uses on each trial. For
the group with the strict command-following objective, the average identified feedforward controller approximates the inverse dynamics of the system with which the
subjects interact better after 40 trials than on the first trial. In contrast, for the
group with the relaxed command-following objective, the average identified feedforward controller does not approximate the inverse dynamics of the system better after
40 trials.
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